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THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE 

COMPLETION of this Journal for printing coincides 
....with the final day of the 1961 Convention. Whilst 

it may be too early to appraise the entire proceedings, 
the events of the first few days of July 1961 can be 
marked in the Institution's calendar as most eventful. 

Fortuitously—since there is no claim to foresight— 
the Convention opened with public disclosure of 
European co-operation in space research. Thus, the 
whole proceedings opened in an atmosphere of reality 
which surpassed any feeling that the theme of the 
Convention was more of academic interest than prac-

The High Table in Christ Church Hall on the occasion of the Convention Banquet, 7th July, 1961. 

tical feasibility. Discussions had a note of urgency 
so that at all times the main lecture theatre was 
crowded to capacity. 

Traditionally the Friday night was the only social 
function. Even this became an evening of debate and 
comment on the present and future possibilities of 
radio and electronic engineering with particular 
reference to space research. 
The papers presented at the Convention, together 

with the discussions, will be published in subsequent 
issues of the Journal. 
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INSTITUTION NOTICES 

Publication of Convention Papers 

In accordance with the Institution's usual practice, 
the papers presented at the 1961 Convention on 
"Radio Techniques and Space Research" will be made 
available to all members through the Journal, rather 
than as a separate and costly publication. The first 
group of papers will be published in the next issue and 
the September, October, and November issues will 
consist almost entirely of Convention papers. By 
early 1962 all the Convention papers will have been 
published in the Journal. 

Copies of all the papers preprinted for the Con-
vention (39 out of the total of 44 presented) are 
currently available and may be purchased at £4 per 
set or 3s. 6d. for individual papers. The final list of 
papers presented is as printed in the June Journal 
(pages 482-3) with the addition of two Russian 
papers (entitled " Methods for Determining Local 
Concentrations of Charged Particles in the Iono-
sphere and Interplanetary Space" and "Radar 
Contact with Venus") but excepting the French paper 
on "Magnetic Measurements of the Ionosphere" 
which had to be withdrawn, for various reasons, by 
the authors. 

Volumes 21 and 22 of the Journal 

This issue commences the second of the two half-
yearly volumes of the Journal for 1961. The index to 
Volume 21 will be sent shortly to all members and 
subscribers and an announcement will then be made 
regarding the special arrangements for binding 
members' Journals. 

New President of the R.E.C.M.F. 

Mr. Arthur Bulgin, M.B.E. (Member), has been 
elected president of the Radio and Electronic Com-
ponent Manufacturers' Federation, in succession to 
Mr. E. M. Lee, B.Sc. (Member). Mr. Bulgin was one 
of the six manufacturers who met in 1932 to form the 
Federation. 

Recruitment to the Scientific Civil Service 

A booklet entitled "Research Careers in the 
Ministry of Aviation" has been published with the 
aim of aiding recruitment of graduates with honours 
degrees in science and engineering, and post-graduate 
research workers, to the Ministry's research depart-
ments. The Ministry's Establishments, and their main 
activities are described. Selected recent publications 
by staff of the various Establishments are also quoted 
as a further indication of the type and level of work 
carried out. The booklet may be obtained from the 
Ministry of Aviation, Training and Education 
Branch, 66-72 Gower Street, London, W.C.1. 
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The 1960 Montefiore Prize 

The quinquennial award by the Belgian engineering 
body, L'Association des Ingenieurs Electriciens de 
L'Institut Electrotechnique Montefiore, for the best 
original work submitted on scientific advances and 
progress in the technical application of electricity 
has just been announced. The prize of 100 000 
Belgian francs is to be divided in the proportion of 
3 : 2 between M. J. Robieux, a French engineer, and 
M. A. Calvaer, a Belgian engineer; the runner-up 
in the competition, who is to receive the unusual 
honour of having a resumé of his entry published in the 
Bulletin Scientifique of the Association, is Mr. R. A. 
Waldron, M.A. (Associate Member). 

Mr. Waldron submitted to the Jury his work on 
waveguides containing ferrite materials as published 
in the Brit.I.R.E. Journal, under the title "Electro-
magnetic wave propagation in cylindrical waveguides 
containing gyromagnetic media" ; the paper appeared 
in three parts, in the October, November and Decem-
ber 1958 issues. A copy of the resumé—in English— 
has been placed in the Institution's Library. 

National Conference on Engineering Inspection 
and Non-Destructive Testing 

A national conference is to be held in Oxford in 
September 1961 to discuss the function of management 
in relation to inspection, the economics of inspection 
and non-destructive testing, and the recruitment, 
education and training of inspection staffs. This 
conference has been planned at the request of the 
Joint Committee of Materials and their Testing and 
the British National Committee for Non-Destructive 
Testing. The Institution is represented on the British 
National Committee by Dr. A. Nemet (Member). 

Further information may be obtained from the 
Oxford Conference Secretariat, The Institution of 
Engineering Inspection, 616 Grand Buildings, 
Trafalgar Square, London, W.C.2. 

Scientific Manpower and Industrial Development 

A report of the Conference on Scientific Manpower 
and Industrial Development held on 16th November 
last, has been published. It includes the full papers 
presented by Lord Hailsham, Sir Harold Roxbee Cox, 
Sir Owen Wansbrough-Jones, Dr. B. V. Bowden and 
Mr. J. E. A. Stuart, as well as an account of the 
discussion. A short note on the Conference was 
published in the Journal last Decembent The report 
may be obtained from the Institute of Personnel 
Management, 80 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, price 
10s. 6d. 

t J. Brit.I.R.E., 20, p. 937, December 1960. 
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Multiplicative Receiving Arrays 
The Angular Resolution of Targets in a Sonar System 

with Electronic Scanning 

By 
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Summary: The advantages of the multiplicative system of reception, 
namely the reduction of beamwidth to half that of the same array used 
normally and the virtual suppression of all minor lobes of the directional 
pattern, appear at first sight to be not fully realizable when more than one 
signal source is present owing to cross-product terms in the output. The 
theoretical examination of the problem given here shows that, in fact, 
these cross-product terms do not seriously interfere with the attainment 
of the improved angular resolution, and indeed they add a "winking" 
effect which may actually improve the recognition of double targets in an 
echo-ranging system. Preliminary trials in a reservoir, followed by sea 
trials of an experimental electronic sector-scanning sonar equipment 
using the multiplicative principle, show that in practice the angular 
resolution is approximately twice as good as that of the corresponding 
additive system, this improvement being accompanied by other advantages 
due to the reduction of sidelobe effects; among the latter advantages is the 
absence of the "smearing" of the display trace which otherwise occurs 
when strong echoes are received on a display unit which has been adjusted 
for a lower general signal level. 

List of Symbols 

bearing angle 

ditto, corresponding to limits of scanned 
sector 

spacing of elements of array 

spacing of centres of groups of elements 

trd . 
—1 sin 

(n1+ n2) number of elements 

distance of source from centre of array 

period of scan 

parameter relating to the range difference of two 
sources 

parameter relating to the bearing difference of 
two sources 

1. Introduction 
It has been shown theoretically in a previous paper' 

that a multiplicative receiving system, in which the 
outputs from the elements of a linear transducer 
array are first added in two groups and the two 
resultants then multiplied together, should possess 
certain distinct advantages over any type of purely 
additive system using the same array. In particular, 
the width of the main lobe of the directional pattern 
will be only half that of the uniform additive array, 
and, at the same time, the relative magnitudes of the 

t Electrical Engineering Department, University of Birming-
ham. 
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(Po phase difference between signals from two 
sources 

symbols used only in Appendix 1 and defined 
there 

normalized directional function for one group 
of elements (appropriate suffixes added if 
n1 e n2) 

Do(p) normalized directional function for complete 
system 

Note: Where appropriate, suffixes A and B are used 
to denote quantities relating to two separate sources 
whilst suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the two groups of 
elements forming the multiplicative array. The 
suffix m is used where the quantity concerned is the 
mean of values relating to A and B. 

unwanted sidelobes will be greatly reduced, the 
largest sidelobes being of negative polarity and thus 
easily removed by means of a rectifier. Figure 7, the 
exact significance of which will be explained later, 
gives some idea of the comparison between the 
multiplicative and additive patterns in a typical case. 
An improved directional pattern of this type appears 
highly desirable and there is no doubt that the reduced 
beamwidth and absence of sidelobes obtained with the 
multiplicative system should enable the bearing of a 
single signal source to be determined with greater 
accuracy than if simple addition were used. On the 
other hand, since the multiplier is effectively a non-
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linear device, the relative response to signals radiated 
simultaneously from a number of sources on difference 
bearings is not given directly by the directional pattern. 

In an electronically-scanned echo-ranging system, 
for example, in which the multiplicative principle is 
adopted, the problem of resolution of targets appear-
ing on different bearings at the same range is a 
complex one and it is by no means obvious at first 
sight whether or not the use of multiplication in such 
a system has in fact any advantages in this respect. 
It will be shown, however, that the advantages are 
actually very considerable. 

2. Theoretical Analysis 

It is shown in Appendix 1 that, for a multiplicative 
system with equal groups (n, = n2) and for two 
sources of equal strength the output of the multiplier, 
expressed as a function of the parameter p, is of the 
form 

Do(PA — P)+Do(PB — P)+ 

+ 2 [D(p4— p). D(pB — p)] cos (np + Ili) cos fi 

t/i and )6 are parameters whose values depend on the 
difference between the ranges of the sources, and their 
mean bearing, respectively. 

also depends on the initial phase difference 
between the outputs of the sources. It is defined by 

2n(r rB) 
= + çf:) 

where rA and rB are the ranges of the sources, measured 
from the centre of the array, and tit () is the initial phase 
difference between the outputs of the sources. 

fi is defined by 

nd' 
fi ---- —2 (sin OA+ sin OB) 

where d' is the distance between the centres of the 
groups of elements forming the array and 0, and OB 
are the respective bearings of the two sources. Since 
the values of OA  and 0, likely to be of interest will be 
small, fl is given approximately by 

2nd' 
/3 - . 6m = nPm 

A. 

where 0„, and pm relate to the mean bearing of the 
sources. 

The first part of the expression for the output of the 
system will be recognized as representing the normal 
directional pattern which might be expected if the 
superposition rules were applicable, whilst the 
remainder is evidently the result of the presence of 
unwanted cross-product terms. In evaluating the 
effect of the latter it is important to note that its 
value can never exceed the limits defined by 

2[D(PA — • D(Pa— P)] 

its actual value being determined by the product of 
this expression and the two factors cos (np + 1P) and 
cos /3. cos (np+Vi) is similar to the usual "interfero-
meter" term which occurs in the multiplicative 
directional pattern for a single source; 

Do(p) = D i(p)D2(p) cos np 

= [D(p)]2 cos np when n1 = n2 

except that the relative positions of its zeros along the 
p axis will be determined by the phase angle 

In any practical situation, although is varying 
with time, it can usually be assumed to be constant 
during each scan, that is during each pulse duration 
T for a within-pulse scanning system.' The rate of 
change of t/i with time, due to changes in range 
difference, is 

chi/ 2n dr 

dt = " -dt 
Thus, for example, if the wavelength is 04 feet and 
the rate of change of range difference dr/dt is, say, 
10 ft/s, then dt/i/dt will be 200n radians per second. 
This would cause tfr to change by only In radian during 
each scan for a scanning speed of 1000 scans per second. 

Ir 
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Fig. 1. Multiplicative system with two sources. Components of 
directional pattern for n1 = ns, = 4 and sources separated by 
¡th of useful sector angle. Curves plotted for the particular 

case where cos /3 = 1 and # = — ¡r. 
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MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVING ARRAYS 

It can be concluded that the effect of the cos (np+1/f) 
factor will be to multiply the unwanted components 
by a cosine function of np whose position is practically 
constant during each scan but changes slowly with 
successive scans. 

Figure 1 shows the form of the various components 
of the directional pattern of an 8-element multiplica-
tive array in a typical case, the actual values chosen 
for the parameters being tit = — 4n and fl = 0 so that 
cos fl = I. In this example it will be noted that the 
addition of the cross-product term has increased the 
magnitude of one of the wanted peaks but has reduced 
that of the other. If tit had been shifted by 7r so that it 
became + in, the positions of the two peaks in the out-
put pattern would have been interchanged. It is easy to 
see too that if i,1i is either 0 or ir the whole pattern is 
bound to be symmetrical about p = 0 so that the two 
peaks are equal in magnitude. From this it follows 
that, as i changes with time, there will be a tendency 
for the peaks of the output pattern to alternate in 
magnitude. The curves have been drawn for the 
maximum value of I cos )6 I ; for smaller values the 
variation of the pattern with t/i would naturally be 

(a) 

—41.124— 

(b) 

'Tr 

(e) (f) 

(d 

(g) (h) 

Fig. 2. Multiplicative system with two sources. Typical 
directional patterns for n1 ---- n2 = 4. Other details as follows: 

(a) separation ¡th of useful sector, cos 13= 0 

(b) separation lth of useful sector, cos f3 = 1, 8,G = 

(c) separation ¡th of useful sector, cos ft = 1, = 77 

(d) separation ¡th of useful sector, cos /3 = 1, ¡it 

(e) separation Ith of useful sector, cos /3 = 

(f) separation ¡th of useful sector, cos p = I, = 
(g) separation lth of useful sector, cos 13 = 1, (1, = 

(h) separation eh of useful sector, cos /3 = 1, = ±¡n 

less marked. In general, both i and fi will change 
together in more or less random manner and the 
patterns will pass through various forms intermediate 
between the extreme represented by I cos /3 = 1 on 
one hand and I cos /3 j = 0 on the other (Fig. 1 (d) ). 

In Fig. 2, which also relates to an 8-element 
multiplicative system with 4-element groups, an 
attempt has been made to give some idea of the 
effect of the unwanted components on the directional 
patterns for two sources with two different bearing 
separations. In each case j cos /3 I has been assumed 
to be either zero (Figs. 2 (a), (e)) or to have its 
maximum possible value of unity (Figs. 2 (b), (c), (d), 
(f), (g), (h)). The dotted curves in Figs. 2 (d) and 
2 (h) indicate the alternative positions of the larger 
of the two peaks, depending on whether 1P = + Pt 

or — Pr. The horizontal chain lines in Fig. 2 are 
intended to indicate a possible setting of the bias 
level of the receiving system; for this setting, only the 
shaded portions of the curves would actually appear 
on the display. One of the conclusions to be drawn 
from Fig. 2 is that, provided the source separation is 
not less than hr on the p scale, the peaks may disap-
pear completely from the display under certain 
conditions but whenever they do appear they do so at, 
or very near, the correct positions. In other words 
there appears to be a high probability of correct 
detection and resolution of the two signal sources at 
this separation. 

At first sight the curves for a separation of }7r seem 
to be much less satisfactory since, when cos /3 = 1 and 
lit = 0 (or when cos fi = — 1 and /3 = ir), the curve of 
Fig. 2 (f) is obtained which obviously has only a single 
peak instead of two. It must be remembered however 
that this highly undesirable condition can only occur 
when both fi and have values lying within relatively 
small ranges and, since both are assumed to be 
varying randomly with time, the probability of this 
occurring will be very small. The situation can be 
summed up by stating that, when the separation is 
in on the p scale, there is admittedly a finite probability 
not only that the signals will fail to appear on the 
display at all but that they will appear incorrectly as a 
single signal on the mean bearing of the two. On the 
other hand there is a considerably greater probability 
that either one or both peaks will appear in approxi-
mately the correct positions. Furthermore the 
probability of detection and resolution is increased by 
the fact that the peaks tend to appear and disappear 
alternately so that, even though there may be a faint 
spurious trace between the two spots on the display 
screen, the "twinkling" effect caused by their alter-
nate appearance and disappearance as 1// changes 
immediately draws attention to the existence of two 
separate signals on the same scan and with only a 
small difference of bearing between them. 
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Fg. 3. Additive system with two sources. Typical directional 
patterns for n = 8 and sources separated by ¡th of the useful 
sector. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Phase difference between sources zero 

Phase difference between sources ¡ir radians 

Phase difference between sources ir radians. 

Figure 3 shows, for comparison, typical additive 
patterns for an 8-element array with two sources which 
are emitting signals at the same frequency but with 
varying phase differences between them. The 
separation of the sources is again ¡ir on the p scale. 
Here also the signals appear either as two separate 
peaks or, more rarely, as a single one and it might be 
wrongly concluded that resolution would again be 
possible. In fact this is not so for several reasons. 
To start with, as the phase difference between two 
signals changes, the two peaks of the pattern move 
smoothly in opposite directions, passing from 
coincidence as in Fig. 3 (a) to a separation consider-
ably greater than the correct value, as in Fig. 3 (c). 
Since the probability of occurrence of all the inter-
mediate curves is roughly the same, the corresponding 
trace on the display screen will be smeared to form a 
continuous line. Also, since the additive patterns are 
always symmetrical about p = 0, there can be no 
alternation of the magnitude of the peaks and so 
nothing additional to show that there are in fact two 
separate sources. 

Although only a limited number of curves have been 
plotted for a specific number of elements in the arrays 
and a specific method of grouping to form the 
multiplicative array (that is two equal groups), it 
seems reasonable to draw the following general 
conclusions. 

(1) Provided the bearing separation of the two 
sources is not too small (say, not less than 4 times 
the 3 dB beamwidth for the additive array), the 
presence of the cross-product terms in the multiplica-
tive pattern never causes the wanted peaks to appear 
in positions differing appreciably from their nominal 
positions; if signals appear on the display at all they 
appear in approximately the correct positions. Fig. 4. Experimental directional patterns obtained with scan-

ning system operating at a rate of 1000 scans per second. 
(2) The multiplicative system is still capable of Carrier frequency 50 kc/s c.w. The separation of the sources 

resolving two sources when their bearings differ by an was approximately Ith of the useful sector angle. 

angle corresponding to only one beamwidth of the 
additive pattern. This degree of resolution is quite 
out of the question when the additive system is used 
with the same array. 

(3) Any relative motion of the sources and the array 
will cause the two peaks of the multiplicative pattern 
to rise and fall alternately, particularly when the 
difference in bearing of the two sources is small. This 
gives rise to a characteristic "flickering" or "winking" 
effect on the display which helps to confirm the 
presence of two sources with only a small angular 
separation between them. 

So far, therefore, on purely theoretical grounds, it 
appears that the improved resolving power, implied 
by the reduced beamwidth of the multiplicative 
system compared with that of the additive system 
using the same array, can in fact be achieved with 
only a very slight reduction in the probability of target 
detection. It will now be shown that this conclusion 
has been amply supported by experimental evidence. 

3. Results of Initial Experiments 

The first experimental investigations' were carried 
out at the University of Birmingham's underwater 
acoustics laboratory at a British Waterways reservoir 
in Staffordshire. For this purpose two transmitting 
transducers were used, one supported by a rigid 
structure resting on the bed of the reservoir and the 
other suspended from a floating platform so that its 
position could be adjusted until the two sources were 
at the same range and at any desired angular separa-
tion. The changing phase angle tp was provided, 
apart from any incidental changes due to slight 
movements of the floating transmitter, by feeding 
both the transmitters from separate oscillators which, 
although both operating at a nominal frequency of 
50 kc/s, were in fact set so that their frequencies 
differed by a few cycles per second. 

The original scanning system' was used for 
reception but, since it was unnecessary for the present 
purpose, the two-dimensional display was not used, 
the "video" output being displayed on an oscilloscope 
using the bearing scan as a time-base. Figure 4 shows 

M M. 
(a) Multiplicative system 

(n1 = n2 = 4) 
(b) Additive system 

(n = 8) 
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MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVING ARRAYS 

some of the results obtained in this way, using the 
same 8-element array either with a normal additive 
system or as a multiplicative system with two 4-
element groups. The two sources were separated by 
an angle corresponding to the 3 dB beamwidth of the 
additive system. Although showing considerable 
distortion, largely due to technical shortcomings of 
the experimental apparatus used, the appearance of 
two distinct peaks in Fig. 4 (a) seemed to suggest that 
the multiplicative system might be capable of 
resolution of two sources even at small separations 
for which resolution with the additive system would 
be quite impossible. 

TRANSDUCER 
SECTIONS 

Hi 

ADDITIONAL LENGTH 
Ç2F. DELAY LINE 

__C"- H I. - •P'. 

DELAY 
LINE 

( 

"REMODULATORS" 

MULTIPLIER AND 
LOW PASS FILTER 

.-5.-

SWEPT 
FREQUENCY 

Fig. 5. Block diagram of "remodulation" version of the 
electronic scanning system. (Shown arranged for multiplicative 

working.) 

The significance of the "cos f3" factor, that is of the 
possibility of partial or even complete mutual can-
cellation of the cross-product terms, was not fully 
realized at the time and, although the angle separating 
the two sources was accurately measured, the exact 
value of the mean bearing of the two sources relative 
to the array was not measured to the same degree of 
accuracy. The value of /3 during these tests was, 
therefore, somewhat uncertain. The main usefulness 
of the tests lies in the fact that they drew attention, 
for the first time, to the possibility that the practical 
significance of the cross-product effect might not be 
as great as had been feared and that at least some of 
the advantages implied by the improved directional 
pattern of the multiplicative system might be 
obtained even with multiple targets. This led to a 
more detailed theoretical study of the problem (as 
set out above) and to operational trials of a complete 
sonar system which are described in the next Section. 

July 1961 

4. Results of Sea Trials 

In October 1960 it became possible, with the kind 
co-operation of the National Institute of Oceano-
graphy, who provided the ship and the transducer, 
to carry out sea trials on board the Royal Research 
Ship Discovery II with a complete sector-scanning 
sonar system which was arranged for alternative 
operation using either the additive or multiplicative 
principle. Although the fact is not of primary 
importance as far as the present work is concerned, 
the scanning system used on this occasion, for both 
additive and multiplicative operation, was of a 
recently developed "remodulation" type which is 
fully described elsewhere.' Figure 5 shows the new 
system (in its multiplicative form) in which the 
frequency modulation process which provides the 
time-varying phase-shifts required for scanning has 
been rearranged in order to simplify the filter design 
requirements, thus enabling both the dynamic range 
and the stability of the system to be improved. 

The geometry of the tests, which were carried out 
in Falmouth harbour, roughly followed that used in 
the initial experiments, except that the transmitting 
transducers were now replaced by passive targets 
consisting of 18 in. diameter hollow steel spheres, one 
of which was fixed and the other arranged so that it 
could be towed slowly past the first on a constant 
bearing relative to the array. Both were in mid-
water. 

Figure 6 shows some of the results obtained. One 
of the most striking features is the increase in general 
sharpness of the picture presented by the display on 
changing over from additive to multiplicative working. 
The explanation of this is given in Fig. 7 which shows 
how the multiplicative process not only reduces the 
size of the spot representing a small target because the 
beamwidth has been halved but also, since there are 
no appreciable sidelobes in the directional pattern, 
causes no "smearing" of the trace of the kind which 
occurs when the additive system receives a single 
strong echo at a time when the overall gain of the 
receiver has been set for a lower general signal level. 
The chain lines A and B in Fig. 7 indicate a typical 
bias setting of the display, relative to the scanning 
pattern, for weak and strong signals respectively and 
it is clear how the multiplicative system gives a large 
improvement. Even though in Fig. 6 (d) the very 
strong echo from the sphere shows small sidelobe 
responses due to imperfect setting-up of the equip-
ment, yet the effect of the large negative-polarity 
sidelobes in the directional pattern ensure that there 
will always be a gap between the main lobe and any 
sidelobes so that it always remains clear that the 
target is small in angular extent; this is not of course 
the case with the additive system (Fig. 6 (c)). It 
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»YARDS 

RANGE 

10 

(a) 
20D YARDS 

IMO Mall 11 

A 

B 

(h) 
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Fig. 6. Photographs of display taken during 
tests with 18 in. diameter target spheres in 1 Falmouth Harbour. The ranges and bearings 

each case. 

(a) Additive (n = 8), single target. 

(b) Multiplicative (n1=n2 =4), single target. 

of the targets are indicated by the arrows in 

A; 

(c) Additive (n = 8), as (a) but brightness 
control of display set to higher level in 
attempt to resolve bottom echoes. Note 
target trace spreading across the scan. 

(d) Multiplicative (n1 = n2 = 4), as (c) but o 
showing good resolution not only of the 
bottom echoes but also of the relatively 
intense echo from the target sphere. 

(e) Additive (n = 8). 

(f) Multiplicative (ni = n2 = 4). Both (e) 
and (f) were taken with two targets at 
roughly equal range so that both echoes 
occur within the same scan in each case. 
Note that the multiplicative system is 
able to resolve the two targets quite 
clearly when their angular separation is 
only 1/nth of the useful sector angle. 

Note. In (b) and (f) the brightness control 
-c on the display unit was set slightly too low. 

It was later confirmed however that very 
little change occurred in the form of the 

_ target echo when the brightness control 
setting was increased a little to correspond to 
that in (a). 

RANGE 

—e— BEARING --A. -4-- BEARING—A. 

Fig. 7. Diagrams showing:how the virtual absence of sidelobes in-the multiplicative pattern prevents 
"smearing- of the trace when a strong echo_is received from a single small target. The chain lines 
A and B represent typical relative position of the bias level of the display for weak and strong 
signals respectively. 

A 

13 
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MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVING ARRAYS 

should be added that the numerous targets in the 
middle part of the range are piles and other timber 
works forming a quay. 

The improvement in angular resolution afforded 
by the multiplicative system is strikingly shown in 
Figs. 6 (e) and (f). It is clear from Fig. 6 that the 
unwanted-product effect described in Section 2 is not 
sufficiently marked to offset, to any appreciable 
extent, the advantages gained by the use of multi-
plication. 

The multiplicative system was also seen to provide 
the previously mentioned aid to the identification and 
resolution of closely-spaced targets within the same 
scan; this is the tendency for the echo traces from the 
two targets to appear alternately on the display as a 
result of interference from the cross-product terms 
(see Sect. 2) thus causing a characteristic flickering or 
twinkling of the composite trace which immediately 
identifies it as being due to a double target. 

5. Conclusions 

The results of practical trials with experimental 
equipment have confirmed that a multiplicative 
sector-scanning sonar system is capable of providing 
approximately twice as good resolution of multiple 
targets as is given by an additive system using the 
same array. The advantages thus gained far outweigh 
the small theoretical reduction in probability of 
target detection due to the presence of unwanted 
cross-multiplication effects. 
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8. Appendix 1 

Derivation of an expression for the output of a 
multiplicative system with simultaneous reception 

from two sources on different bearings. 

Let p, and pB denote the respective values of the 
bearing parameter p corresponding to the bearings of 
the two signal sources A and B. Di(p) and D2(p) are 
the directional functions for the two groups of trans-
ducer elements, composed of n, and n2 elements 
respectively. Taking the strength of source A as 
unity, let S represent the strength of source B. Then 
the output of group 1 will be proportional to 
ni[D,(p,—p)+SD,(pB—p)] and that of group 2 to 
n2 [D2(p,—p)+SD2(pg—p)]. The components repre-
sented by Di(p,—p) and D2(p,—p) are coherent and 
differ in phase by an angle n(p,—p) radians, where 
n= ni+ n2. On multiplication and filtration, therefore, 
and omitting the common factor n,n2 the product of 
these two terms will be proportional to 

Di(PA -13)• D2(p A-13) cos n(p,—p) 

that is to Do(p,—p) where Do(p) is the directional 
function of the complete system for a single source, 
namely, 

Do(p) = D,(p).D2(p) cos np 

Similarly, the product of the other pair of com-
ponents will contribute an output term proportional 
to S2D0(pB—p). So far the result is simply what 
would be expected if the linear superposition rule 
could be applied. In addition however there will be 
two cross-product terms, one of which for example 
involves D1(p—p) and D2(pB—p). This time, the 
relative phases are not fixed and the product will 
contribute a term of the form 

SDap,—p)D2(pB— p) cos(np + 1) 

where the value of tit, depends on the phase relation-
ship between the signals from A and B. Finally there 
will be the second cross-product term of the form 

S, Di(pB— p).D2(p,— p) cos(np + iji2) 

The complete expression for the output of the whole 
system is thus 

Do(p,— p)+S2D0(p,— p) (wanted term) 

+S[D,(p, - 13).D2(PB — Mcos(np+tk 1) (unwanted 

+ S[D,(pB—p).D2(p,—p)]cos(np+tii2) term) 

For the particular case where 

n = n2, Di(p) = D2(p)= D(p) 

and the unwanted term reduces to 

S[D(p,— p)D(pB— p)]. [cos (np + tfri)+ cos (np+tii2)] 
Although both 1P, and tii2 may be varying with time, 
there is a relationship between them which depends 
on the geometry of the system. It is shown in 
Appendix 2 that 
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=i/i 1t+fi = 
where tfr includes any initial phase difference between 
the signals from the two sources, plus an amount 
corresponding to the difference OA — OB (see Fig. 8) 
between their ranges, and fl is the phase difference 
corresponding to the distance ¡d'(sin 0A+sin OB) in 
the medium. For given sources tk is a function of 
range only whilst /3 is a function of the bearings of 
the two sources. It will be noted that, if n1 =n2, the 
unwanted term is proportional to 

cos (np+tki)+cos(np+tii 2) = 2 cos (np+ ip) cos fl 
Thus, for example, if the two sources are symmetrically 
placed relative to the array so that sin OA = — sin OB, 
the angle /3 will be zero and the unwanted term will be 
multiplied by a factor varying between the limits + 2. 

If now the array is rotated relative to the pair of 
sources, /3 will increase, at a rate which depends on the 
bearing separation of the sources, with a correspond-
ing fall in the value of cos /3. When )0 reaches ir 
radians, cos )0 = 0 and the unwanted term will 
disappear completely. This condition will occur when 
)5' = Pr, i.e. when 

rrd' . 77 

fi = (sm OA+ sin Or) = -2 

or sin OA+ sin OB = —À 
2d' 

where d' is the distance between the centres of the 
groups forming the array. Assuming that 0, and OB 
will be small over the sector which is of interest, this 
means that, approximately, 

it it 
or Om 

= 27d 

where Om is the mean bearing of the two sources. The 
limits of the useful sector in the scanning system6 are 
set by 

2- sin 0.„ = ± 1 

or, approximately, 2/d + Oma. 

Thus the condition for )9 = + pr is 

• 1 „ 
0m = — = + — 

2nd 2n m" 

As Om is increased further, cos fi will oscillate between 
+1 and — 1, passing through successive zeros at 

1 
intervals of -. 0. that is at intervals equal to half 

n 
the beamwidth of an n-element additive array (between 
zeros). 

To sum up, the unwanted term (for n1 = n2) is 
proportional to 

2[D(pA— p).D(pB— p)] cos (np+tfr)cos fi 
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Fig. 8. Diagram showing geometry of multiplicative array and 
two sources. P and Q are the mid-points of the two groups of 
elements forming the array. A and B are two sources at bearings 
OA and 9.13 respectively relative to the centre of the array. 

where çli is a function of the difference between the 
ranges of the two sources and /3 is a function of the 
mean bearing of the sources, given approximately by 
/3 ••••• npm where pm is the value of p corresponding to 
the mean bearing. 

9. Appendix 2 

Geometry of array with two targets 

Figure 8 represents the array with two signal 
sources A and B. P and Q are the centre points of the 
two groups of elements forming the array. 

Let AP = x 

PQ 

OA = 

BQ = Y 

PQ 2b 
OB = 

Then AP = 0A,./1+ 2a sin 0A+a2 

AQ = OAV1 —2a sin 0A+ a2 

BP = OB,/1+2b sin OB+ b2 

BQ = OBN/1 — 26 sin 0B+ 62 

AP—BQ = x—y = OAD + (a2 + 2a sin 
— OB[1 + (62 — 26 sin 08)]+ 

(OA— OB)+ -}-PQ (sin OA+ sin OB) 
when a and b 4 1 

Similarly it follows that 

A Q — BP (0A- 0B)— fPQ (sin 0A+ sin OB) 

This result applies for all values of OA and OB 
provided a and b are both small, i.e. provided the 
ranges of A and B are both large compared with the 
distance between the centres of the two groups of 
elements. 

Manuscript received by the Institution on 28th December 1960. 
(Paper No. 647.) 
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The Symposium on " New Components" 

26th and 27th October, 1960 

Over 400 radio and electronic engineers attended a 

two-day symposium held in London at the School 
of Pharmacy, Brunswick Square, W.C.1, by permis-

sion of the Dean. The detailed arrangements of the 
programme was in the hands of a small sub-committee 
under the Chairmanship of Mr. G. W. A. Dummer, 
M.B.E. (Member) who presided over the sessions. 

Two introductory papers reviewed recent develop-
ments in Government establishments and in industry, 
and a further seventeen papers were presented dealing 
with progressively more complex components, leading 

up to a group of papers which discussed the reliability 
obtained with modern components in domestic, in-

dustrial and military equipment. 

The Chairman's concluding address, after summing 
up the main points of the papers, looked ahead to 

future trends of component progress. The papers 
were supported by an exhibition of components and 

associated devices. 

Publication of the papers presented at the Sym-
posium commenced in the February 1961 issue of the 
Journal and is completed with this issue. 

A complete list of the papers presented is given 

"Component Developments for the Services"—D. E. H. 
Jones, M.Sc. (July) 

"The Application of Modern Materials to Electronic 
Components"—J. M. Herbert, B.Sc. and R. G. 
Martin. (February) 

"Tin Oxide Resistors"—R. H. W. Burkett, B.Sc. (April) 

"Resistive Pick-off Devices utilizing Oxide Film Tracks"— 
L. S. Phillips, B.Sc., M.A., D. F. A. McLachlan, B.Sc., 
A.R.C.S., G. V. Planer, Ph.D., M.Sc. and K. R. 
Honick. (March) 

"Thin Polymeric Films for use as Dielectrics"—L. W. 
Turner. (March) 

"High Stability Ferrite Pot Cores"—W. A. Everden. 
(May) 

"Recent Developments in Coaxial Cables for Television 
Distribution"—J. D. S. Hinchliffe, B.Sc. (May) 

"Miniature Connectors for Severe Operating Conditions" 
—G. L. Stephens. (Informal paper—not published) 

"Miniature Medium-duty Sealed High-quality Relays"— 
N. E. Hyde. (June) 

"Sealed Contact Relays"—J. G. Bannochie, M.Sc. and 
R. A. E. Fursey, B.Sc. (February) 

below, together with publication details. 

"Contact Resistance Effects in Mechanical Choppers"— 
I. C. Hutcheon, M.A. (February) 

"Parametric Diodes—Design and Manufacture"—D. B. 
Day. (March) 

"Piezoelectric Ceramic Transformers and Filters"—A. E. 
Crawford (Member). (April) 

"The Reliability of `Potted' Transformers"—A. G. 
Gilmore, B.Sc.(Eng.). (Informal paper—not published) 

"The Status of Semi-conductor Networks"—J. S. Walker, 
M.Sc. (Informal paper—not published) 

"Silicon Surface Alloy Transistors for High-frequency 
Switching and Chopper-amplifier Applications"— 
P. A. Charman. (February) 

"Life Characteristics of Some Typical Semi-conductor 
Devices"—R. Brewer and D. J. E. Richards, B.Sc. 
(June) 

"Component and Valve Reliability in Domestic Radio and 
Television Receivers"—D. W. Heightman (Member). 
(May) 

"The Reliability of an Experimental Transistorized Data 
Handling System"—V. J. McMullan, B.Sc. and 
P. Cox. (July) 

"Maximizing Electronic Reliability"—M. Halio, B.Sc. 
(February) 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSIONS ON THE PAPERS 

The discussion on the two review papers by Mr. D. E. H. 
Jones and Messrs. R. G. Martin and J. M. Herbert centred 
on reliability and microminiaturization. The arguments 
for and against micromodules were cogent and showed 
the need for accurate evaluation of the three systems 
described in both papers. Mr. K. M. McKee and Mr. 
Ward made a case for the use of micromodules as an 
interim system but Mr. Martin pointed out that the order 
of reliability required would be difficult to obtain with a 
range of newly developed components; in addition there 
would be problems arising from the multiple connection 
system employed and he also said that the range of new 
components to be developed would be very great 
because of orientation difficulties. He preferred the circuit 
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approach. Several speakers raised the question of who 
should make microcircuits—the component manufacturer 
or the equipment manufacturer, and Mr. Martin suggested 
that, just as printed wiring circuits were produced for use 
by manufacturers, a similar situation would prevail. The 
cost of microminiature assemblies was also discussed. 
On Mr. Burkett's paper on tin oxide resistors, Mr. 

Pearce referred to the protection of the film—was it 
necessary to have heavy coatings of epoxy or similar resins 
for full humidity protection? Mr. Burkett replied that the 
unprotected coatings stood up very well provided no d.c. 
was applied, and even under these conditions the tin oxide 
film was superior to most other films. 
During the discussion on Mr. Hyde's paper on micro-
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miniature relays, Mr. Bedford raised the question of 
reliability of relays wound with 50 gauge wire, and Mr. 
Hyde agreed that this was a possible weakness, but after 
initial difficulties good results were now being obtained. 

After Messrs. Bannochie and Fursey's paper on sealed 
contact reed relays, many speakers asked about contact 
ratings and whether the figures quoted referred to the 2j• in. 
or the new miniature reed. Mr. Bannochie's reply was that 
all data quoted were on the 2¡ in. relay. Mr. Hutcheon, in 
reply to a question about life of mechanical choppers, said 
that 1500 million or more operations was possible, but 
this was mechanical operation only. 

Mr. Gilmore's paper on the reliability of potted trans-
formers raised many questions. Mr. Burkett asked about 
low temperature and humidity cycling, and said that 50 
humidity cycles was not too long in the life of a trans-
former used in the tropics. Mr. Gilmore gave full details 
of the fall in insulation resistance with days of humidity 
cycling and pointed out that the testing was overstressed. 

Mr. Walker's paper on semi-conductor networks 
aroused considerable interest and Mr. Clarke inquired 

about the cost and Mr. McKee asked about the spread of 
characteristics. Mr. Walker felt that cost would come 
down as more experience was obtained, and pointed out 
that lots of 50 could be conveniently made by the process. 
The characteristics could be accurately controlled. 

There was a useful discussion on Messrs. Brewer and 
Richards' paper on life characteristics of semi-conductor 
devices in which points of statistical accuracy were raised. 
The authors' replies emphasized the care with which the 
studies were being carried out. 

Following Mr. Heightman's paper on component and 
valve reliability in domestic radio and television receivers, 
Mr. Bushby made a detailed statement from the point of 
view of the valve engineer, in which he pointed out many 
factors affecting valve reliability. 

Mr. Halio's paper on electronic reliability was felt to 
be an excellent review of the reliability position in the 
U.S.A., and compared well with experience in this country. 
The inclusion of an overseas paper in the Symposium was 
especially welcomed. 

Concluding Remarks by the Chairman, G. W. A. DUMMER, M.B.E. (Member)t 

It is a difficult task to sum up the Symposium 
because such a wide variety of papers have been read, 
mostly on specialized fields. I am sure, however, that 
in spite of this wide variety of subjects presented, each 
of us must have learnt a great deal about the position 
on component development as it stands to-day. 

Some of the papers have stressed the importance of 
work on materials; particularly one might mention 
piezo-electric materials leading to a new class of 
components, polymeric dielectric films, ferrite cores 
and resistive materials and in addition the two open-
ing papers covered a great deal of new materials 
research. I think it is obvious to all of us that work 
on materials is of vital importance in the development 
of new components. No study of deterioration 
effects or change of state in materials is ever lost 
because of the increasingly severe environmental 
conditions to which components using these materials 
are put. I refer to vibration stresses, temperature 
stresses, the effect of humidity, etc. At one time there 
was the feeling in this country that our work on 
materials lagged behind that of other countries, 
notably America and Germany, but the importance 
of work on materials has now been realized. 

The opening session gave us two excellent review 
papers, one on military applications of components 
and one on commercial applications. Although the 
subjects of the two papers are intermingled, and are 
becoming more so, it is true to say that the co-opera-
tion between the two is most gratifying. Military 
services are dependent upon industry for manu-

t Royal Radar Establishment. 
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facturing capacity of components and industry is 
dependent on the military for pioneering and sponsor-
ing some of the early work which would otherwise be 
difficult, or let us say unprofitable, for commercial 
organizations. In addition, military establishments 
will provide an independent assessment of components 
which can be very useful to industry. 

There have been arguments throughout the Sym-
posium on the relative merits of micro-modules, micro-
circuits and solid circuits. The pros and cons of the 
micro-module system which were argued yesterday and 
to-day were most interesting and bring out the import-
ance of timing in the introduction of a new develop-
ment. This is one of the facts which can never be fore-
cast. At any particular moment a development may be 
brought out which is a great step forward in tech-
niques, but one can never be sure that the next week 
someone else will not bring out a new development 
which will either put it out of date or invalidate it. 
Nevertheless, one thing is quite clear—that micro-
miniaturization is here to stay, and I am sure that 
work in this country must be carried on with all 
emphasis—in fact, we cannot afford not to do this. 
It seems from our own work at R.R.E. that the best 
hope for maximum reliability will be in the solid 
circuit, but I would be the last to make any extrava-
gant claims on this; it is a possibility on which time 
alone will tell. 

One of the major problems which has been posed 
and one which will obviously continue to be a problem, 
is the question of yield of microminiature units. These 
units will have to be sold commercially, and I do not 
think any firm can afford to make an equipment 
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which does not have an appreciable yield in pro-
duction. Obviously all new developments go through 
the inevitable phase of teething troubles, and high 
yields are just not possible early in development— 
indeed who would have thought in 1948 that the 
transistor itself would have been made at the high 
yields which are now achieved. 

Discussion on microminiaturization also raised the 
question: who makes the units—the component 
manufacturer or the equipment manufacturer? This 
is obviously going to be difficult, I have the impression 
that the large component manufacturers may set up 
micro-circuit plants to supply circuits to equipment 
manufacturers' requirements, and also that some of 
the larger manufacturers who, after all, have the direct 
requirement, may set up facilities of their own so that 
they can have complete control over the processes and 
therefore, to some extent, the reliability. I have 
stressed again and again that microminiaturization 
must show a gain in reliability over conventional 
components; unless this is achieved, the only advantage 
will be that of size reduction. 

At the beginning of the Symposium I posed the 
question: have we reached the limit of reliability with 
conventional components? In the paper by McMullan 
and Cox on "The Reliability of an Experimental 
Transistorized Data Handling System", failure figures 
were given on a very large number of transistors and 
components—some 370 000 components in service, 
giving a failure rate of 0.0087% per 1000 hours. 
Environmental conditions were, of course, excellent— 
almost ideal—and I would imagine this represents 
about the best which can be done to-day using 
components which are available now. This is a good 
figure of reliability, but in military requirements this 
is the figure we need under very strenuous conditions 
of service—vibration, shock, humidity, temperature 
extremes, etc. Using similar components, we cannot 
possibly get better figures than the one quoted here, 
and we are bound to get many worse. The big 
problem is how far we can go in this respect. There are 
two possibilities; either existing miniature components 
on the lines of the "special quality" valves and 
"special quality" transistors can be further developed, 
or a long-term view can be taken and micro-circuits 
and solid circuits can be developed in an attempt to 
realize the possibilities of high reliability which are 
offered by the solid circuit system. Both these systems 
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are, of course, being sponsored by the Royal Radar 
Establishment. 

I think the Post Office under-sea cable repeater 
amplifiers, which have not so far been mentioned in 
this Symposium, show clearly what is possible in the 
design of reliable components, and some excellent 
work has been done by the Post Office and Standard 
Telephones & Cables Limited, in designing com-
ponents for these repeater amplifiers. They are 
supposed to have a lifetime of 20 years, and there 
seems a definite possibility that this hope may be 
realized, although I am not sure how much redundancy 
has in fact been built into the system. This Symposium 
has several times stressed the question of cost in 
reliability, and the Post Office work has, I think, 
shown that reliability with conventional components 
is possible, although the cost will naturally be higher. 
This raises the inevitable compromise which has been 
discussed several times during the Symposium—how 
much reliability is really needed for a specific 
application and how much will it cost? 

This might be an appropriate time to review the 
size of this components industry of ours. Through the 
kindness of the Radio and Electronic Components 
Manufacturers' Federation I have been provided 
with a few figures which I am sure will be of interest. 

The present production in the United Kingdom of 
component parts is around 2 400 000 000 parts per 
year. Taking a 50-hour week (approximately 6-day 
week with an 8-hour day), this works out at 1 000 000 
component parts per hour. This is a remarkable 
figure and I am sure reflects great credit on all those 
engaged in the component industry. I have tried to 
do a similar sum on the world production of the most 
common component, the fixed resistor. On my 
calculation it works out at about 7 500 000 000 per 
year, or 150 000 000 per Week, or 3 000 000 a day, or 
375 000 per hour. This is the most common com-
ponent, but we should not lose sight of the fact that 
this vast production is going on at this very moment 
and will continue to go on for many years to come. 

It has become obvious from the papers and the 
discussions that the advent of the transistor has made 
a major change in the development of components. 
It is probably the biggest change since the early days 
of 1922-23 and, in my opinion, the research work on 
semi-conductors which is now being done will affect 
the design of components even more in the future. 

Before the Symposium closed, Mr. L. H. Bedford, C.B.E. (Past President), thanked 
the Chairman on behalf of all present for his very considerable contribution to the 
planning and execution of the two-day meeting. Mr. Dummer was the leading 
authority on component reliability in this country and Mr. Bedford said that through 
his writings he had done much to make radio engineers aware of the magnitude of 
the problem and of ways in which it might be met. 
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REPORT OF EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING 

Notice of an Extraordinary General Meeting, as given on page 378 of the May 1961 Journal, was sent 
to all corporate members of the Institution on 15th May 1961. The meeting was held at the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine on Wednesday, 7th June 1961. The President, Professor 
E. E. Zepler, took the Chair and was supported by other officers and members of the Council. 
Mr. C. Gray Hill, Solicitor to the Institution, was in attendance. 

When the meeting opened at 6.5 p.m. 55 corporate members had signed the attendance book and 606 
proxies had been received. 

After the President had called on the Secretary to 
read the notice convening the meeting, he referred to 
Item 1 of the Agenda. Professor Zepler stated that the 
Institution's Past President, Admiral of the Fleet the 
Earl Mountbatten of Burma, K.G., had advised the 
Council that he would be prepared to accept once 
more the office of President. In pursuance of 
Article 35 therefore, the Council resolved that Admiral 
of the Fleet the Earl Mountbatten of Burma, K.G., 
be appointed President. This appointment was 
greeted with acclamation by all members present. 

Professor Zepler also stated that again in pursuance 
of Article 35, the Council had also appointed 

the following Members as Vice-Presidents of the 
Institution: 

L. H. Bedford, C.B.E., M.A., B.SC., F.C.G.I. 
W. E. Miller, M.A. 
Professor E. E. Zepler, PH.D. 
J. L. Thompson 
Colonel G. W. Raby, C.B.E. 
Professor E. Williams, PH.D., B.ENG. 
Air Vice-Marshal C. P. Brown, C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C. 

The President commented on the invaluable service 
which all these officers had given to the Institution. 
Their election as Vice-Presidents of the Institution 
was received with enthusiasm. 

SPECIAL RESOLUTION 

Professor Zepler said that Item 2 of the Agenda 
had to be dealt with as a Special Resolution. In 
recommending the substitution of a new Article 16 
the Council was influenced by the necessity to imple-
ment the agreement which members gave at the Annual 
General Meetings held in 1959 and again on 1 1 th 
January 1961. A report was also given on page 300 
of the April 1961 Journal. 

The number of proxies received in favour of the 
Special Resolution gave very ample support to the 
Council's proposition. There were, however, three 
proxies which were uncertain and in the hands of 
members attending the meeting. (At this point in the 
proceedings the majority of members attending the 
meeting indicated their willingness to support the 
Resolution. The President pointed out, however, that 
he would prefer to have discussion before finally 
putting the Resolution to the meeting.) 

In reply to questions the Secretary pointed out that 
the maximum subscriptions specified in the Special 
Resolution did not mean that the Council would raise 
subscriptions to that level without the consent of 
corporate members. The Special Resolution would, 
however, enable such business to be considered at a 
General Meeting of which requisite notice would be 
given to all corporate members of the Institution. 
This point had also been explained in the letter which 
the President had addressed to all corporate members 
of the Institution on 15th May. 
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In his letter the President had in fact, pointed out 
that if approval was given to the Resolution, the 
Council proposed to adopt a new scale of subscrip-
tions immediately. The meeting provided an oppor-
tunity for comment by corporate members. 

The new subscriptions proposed by Council come 
well within the maximum specified in the Special 
Resolution and are as follows: 

Members .. £9 Os. Od. per annum 
Associate Members £7 10s. Od. „ 

Companions 
Associates .. 
Graduates over 35 years .. 

25-35 years .. 
under 25 years .. 

Students over 25 years 
under 25 years 
under 21 years 

fe 

ee 

fe 

ef 

£9 Os. Od. „ 
£7 10s. Od. f f e 

£7 10s. Od. 

£6 Os. Od. f f f 

£5 Os. Od. „ 
£5 Os. Od. e ff 

£3 10s. Od. el 

£2 10s. Od. 

with a reduction of 15s. for all grades of members 
resident overseas. 

Subsequent discussion emphasized the need for 
every economy where reasonable—a point that had 
been dealt with by the Finance Committee in recent 
Annual Reports. 

Including the exercise of three proxy votes, only 
five members voted against the Special Resolution 
which was therefore approved by a very large majority. 
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U.D.C. 621.3.004.6 

The Reliability of an Experimental 

Transistorized Data Handling System 

By 

V. J. McMULLAN, 

AND 

P. COXt 

Presented at the Symposium on New Components held in London on 
26th-27th October, 1960 

Summary: Factors which influence reliability of large systems are con-
sidered. The construction of the equipment itself is briefly described. 
The commissioning and maintenance of the equipment and details of the 
docket-return system used to provide information about the reliability 
of the components used are discussed. A system of written logic, sup-
planting conventional drawings, facilitates maintenance. Component 
failure rates calculated from the fault recording system are given and 
observations made regarding the reliability achieved and considered 
possible. 

1. Introduction 

The paper is concerned with the reliability of a 
large experimental data handling system. The 
equipment is, in the main, transistorized and employs 
printed-card techniques, the card assemblies being 
stacked in units which are in turn housed in cabinets. 
Ferrite cores are used as the storage medium. 

The paper divides broadly into four sections: 

The first section considers factors which influence 
the reliability of a system. 

The second section consists of a brief description 
of the equipment itself. 

The third section deals with the commissioning and 
maintenance of the equipment and includes a descrip-
tion of a system of written logic which has supplanted 
conventional drawings and which has proved greatly 
to facilitate the maintenance function. Details are also 
included in this section of the fault recording arrange-
ments which provide information about the reliability 
of the components used. 

The final section is devoted to the topic of component 
reliability and includes an interim consideration of the 
component fault data up to a maximum service 
period of about 6000 hours. 

2. Reliability Factors 

The user of a data processing system is mainly 
concerned with the serviceability of his equipment. 
Serviceability is defined as the time during which the 
equipment was serviceable expressed as a percentage of 
total time. In order to achieve maximum serviceability 
the engineer requires reliability and minimum fault 
clearance time. The reliability of a system depends on 
the design, both electrical and mechanical, of the 
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component parts of the system and on these parts 
being used correctly in the system. 

Since reliability is related to quality in design, basic 
components and materials, it is also related to cost. 
In order to keep purchase price to a minimum there-
fore the manufacturer is guided in his pursuit of 
reliability by user requirements. 

2.1. Element Design 

Element design and component selection are 
closely related, each depending to some extent upon 
the other. Component tolerances are normally made 
as wide as the circuit can reasonably be designed to 
accept, bearing in mind not only the initial component 
tolerances, but also changes in parameters over life. 

In order to ensure high circuit reliability, the 
temperature and relative humidity of the air in which 
the element must function has to be taken into 
account when the components are selected. Also, the 
element designer should de-rate components in cases 
where such measures can be expected to improve the 
reliability of the component, either by virtue of a 
lower incidence of catastrophic failure, or by a 
reduction of parameter drift with time. 

2.2. Mechanical Design 

The mechanical design must be such as to ensure 
satisfactory housing of the circuit elements, due 
attention being paid to thermal cooling arrangements 
and the accessibility of the circuits for servicing 
purposes. 

2.3. System Design 

In order to obtain low fault clearance time careful 
attention is required on the part of the systems 
designer. It can be argued that measures which 
decrease fault clearance time often increase the 
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incidence of circuit failure. A proper balance must 
be held between these two factors if serviceability is to 
be high. 

In a large system manual methods of fault finding 
are too slow and some automatic method must be 
used. It is desirable that individual equipments 
within the system are self checking, otherwise com-
missioning of a large system is impossible. Fault 
finding is made difficult if more than one fault exists 
on an equipment. The maintenance engineer attempts 
to relate the symptoms of two or more faults to one 
cause and the time taken to cure such a fault is 
always long. Every effort should be made to ensure 
therefore that a fault on one element of the system 
does not damage or effect other elements. 

Fault finding on a closed loop circuit such as a 
ring-type counter, which must finish before it can re-
start, is again difficult and such circuitry should be 
avoided whenever possible. 

The designer of the system must take into account 
the limitations of the signal interconnecting arrange-
ments and make provision for the detection and 
localization of faults. Circuitry must be provided 
which will ensure the desired degree of reliability, 
bearing in mind the expected rate of fault incidence 
due to component failure and the failure of peripheral 
equipment, together with the expected fault detection 
and repair time. 

2.4. Physical Environment 

A controlled and moderate physical environment 
represents the ideal for data processing equipments. 
While the physical environment of the system discussed 
here is not controlled, in the strict sense of the word, 
the conditions are moderate. Some details are given 
below: 

Table 1 

Type of installation Ground 

Average atmospheric pressure 1040 millibars 

Average relative humidity of 
outside air 

H2S content of atmosphere 

SO2 content of atmosphere 

Mechanical stress 

65% 

Below detection level 

Slight trace 

Nil 

The temperature of the outside air drawn in for 
cooling purposes lies in the usual range for the 
British Isles. 

The relative humidity of the cooling air can be 
expected to be lower than that of the outside air as a 
result of dust filtering processes. 
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3. Description of Equipment 

3.1. Computers 

The equipment is fully transistorized and ferrite 
core storage is employed. Elements are of the printed 
card type, the number of elements per card being a 
function of the element complexity, e.g. 1 flip flop 
(toggle), 2 followers, 4 inverters, etc. Various con-
figurations of gating cards are used and store access 
and reading amplifiers are card mounted. The basic 
clock frequency is 100 kc/s. Signals are defined by a 
potential of — 66 V with reference to earth. 

The various types of element cards are mounted in 
standard plug-in units, 20 cards per unit being the 
maximum used. Four test points per card are provided 
on the front of the unit in order to facilitate mainten-

(a) Circuit side. 

(b) Component side. 

Fig. 1. Typical printed circuit card. 
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Componert side. 

47iledziredii> 

(b) Wiring side. 

Fig. 2. Typical plug-in unit. 

ance. The number of different types of unit employed 
in the system has been kept to a low figure and units 
generally contain a simple configuration of elements, 
thereby making the unit easy to test as an entity. 
Units are grouped in racks or groups of racks accord-
ing to circuit requirements. Forty-five units may be 
mounted in a rack in five horizontal by nine vertical 
positions. A panel is provided for fuses, test points etc. 

The racks are air-cooled from a common air-duct, 
the air entering through an inlet in the bottom of the 
rack, and exhausting through a vent in the top of the 
rack. The quantity of air flowing can be controlled on 
both a rack and a suite basis. No suction is employed 
at the exit vents, and no special arrangements have 
been provided to ensure a constant input air tempera-
ture. 

The racks dissipate less than 300 watts of electrical 
energy. 

Printed card element, unit and racks are illustrated 
by Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

3.2. Power Supplies 

Power supplies have received detailed study, both 
power source and supply connections being in-
vestigated. Both locally situated transistorized power 
units and a centrally located power source were 
considered, and, for reasons of economy and practica-
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Fig. 3. Typical equipment. 

bility, centrally located, high performance secondary 
storage batteries were finally selected as the power 
source. Since continuous operation is demanded of 
this equipment, the issue of providing standby power 
was an important one and influenced the final 
selection. The batteries are continuously floated 
across mains-supplied charging sets. 

Various power distribution arrangements are used, 
including a complete ring main for certain supplies. 
Wide use is made of multiple circuits in order to 
reduce the inductance of the supply system and 
capacitors of the metallized paper type are used as 
local power reservoirs for the elements. The whole 
supply system is designed to reduce unwanted 
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ELEMENT TITLE LOCATION LOGIC STNDO UCTION OPN OUTPUTS 

171 Amiss A/c1/054/A al j1.2. D- API API III 115 115 1113 

140 TRAUMATIC« 11 Z2 TAI Tà2 

— 

Ti 2211 112113 12213 [212 

101.1.01111( This section eh.» the points to whiet 

WM is Oonnected, and provide. • form of 

wiring rum. 

—1.Thlessolimm_ehess the output test-polat 

---.- D- shove .inetantaneoue operation via a diode 

gate TAI shows the input teat-point. 

-..Thie «luau le used only for strobe set demises 

--. 
-e.The operating oondition fer the nomad le toggle-A111 set and An reset, these toggles being 

sired to input points 214122. 

-Is-The location is in the following orders Rack within the equipment/Shelf A-2 reading uplards and unit j5 reading 

left to right on the shelf/abbreviated unit part_sq/oard location within the unit. 

',`The title eves the clroultjunotion of the lememt more oomoletely than element oodim and makes the circuit easier to understand. 

This is the oode by *blob the element is halm within the equi ent Iltbir the diet«, it is prefixed by the diatom aide*ss of the 

equipment. e.g. 30API. Ti. figures below are an abbreviation of the ;art number of the sard on which the element is mounted. 

ELEMENT TITLE LOCATION Loce 4TmeeroN CP. OUTPUTS 

AMI .r STCAll d/24/060/A 60214.11 • 8021,1.T2 • 90101.T3 RBI - SRI AMI API 03 

001 MUSS 21 22 23 as 55 52 218 Tà1 TA3 11 1121 2125 

/MOISTER 4411 +ill .sra 
27 29 211 

BIC HIM 112 - A111 111 £Y2 SPA 

These salamis are elallar te these 21D TAP TA4 12 1122 

shown for follower. 

_MD 

This eau= is similar to that given 

for followers 

The flip-flop 1111 ' seta' 1.e. produce. -6Y at 

It. eel' output if 1,0111 is or...at at --

T1 OM sosrl a, 22 or 90111 at 23, where 21, 

22 ll ""e" SKI is the normal st ate of the devise and are predetermined operetton times. 

_.1T2' Lodi...tee that unueed gate, are conneeted 

_to earth to eneure that they remain eloaed. 111M - Intl aa t the action does not «mu» 

.C2L11 kW.tr , ladleatem that the ',askant until the etrobe appear., 

sill return te it. normal etate on the next remit 

pullet 

strobe pulse eithout the application of external "." Here the oonnectioc points shoe shore the strobe pulse 

elenals. enter. the sait 

t -- 

I 

Fig. 4. Typical logic directory sheets. 

transients to a minimum and provide potentials to 
close tolerances at the elements. 

3.3. Signal Connections 

The signal distribution system has also received 
much consideration and relatively long intercon-
nections between computers are possible. 

3.4. Peripheral Equipment 

The system includes tote displays and detailed 
information displays, to data injection positions. 
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4. Maintenance Considerations 

The need for speedy fault finding was appreciated in 
the early design stages. A high level of component 
reliability is not enough in itself for, in a large equip-
ment, the frequency of fault incidence may still be 
quite high and if the time taken to effect repair is 
lengthy, another fault may develop before the first is 
cleared. Reliability in the system sense is therefore a 
function of both the frequency of fault incidence and 
the time taken to effect repair and can be defined as 
serviceability. 
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60 SF OF SAME 
SIGNIFICANCE 

90 SF OF SAME 
SIGNIFICANCE 

AFM 
AF 1-4 

AMI AM2 AM 3 AM 4 

80 SF OF SAME 
SIGNIFICANCE 

ET H 

ETA 

AMI - 4 
'F' STORE ADDRESS 

REGISTER 

TO EXTRACT AMPS 
AE I - 16 

x - LOGIC 
4 16 

AFN 
AF 11-14 

AF 1-4 AND AF 11-14 
BIN/LN TRANSLATION 

DIRECTORY XYZ SHT 3.1 

Fig. 5. Flow diagram for use with written logic. 

Unless the equipment incorporates suitable pro-
tection arrangements further faults may be caused by 
the maintenance staff while carrying out fault location 
and repair. 

The diagnosis of two or more faults present 
simultaneously is extremely difficult, mainly because 
an attempt is made to ascribe the symptoms to one 
fault. 

The higher the intrinsic reliability of the equipment 
comprising a data handling system the less exercise 
maintenance staff obtain in fault location. Auto-
matic fault finding aids are therefore very necessary if 
the degree of maintainability necessary to give high 
serviceability is to be attained. 

4.1. Fault Finding Aids 

The following important 
corporated: 

(1) The standard plug-in unit is well equipped with 
test points and the operation of a circuit may be 
studied in detail. An extendor may be used so 
that the unit is mounted clear of the rack while 
still operative, and all input and output connections 
to the unit may be broken if necessary. The units 
may also be tested on a universal test set. The set is 
simple and a relatively unskilled operator can 
use it. 
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aids have been in-

(3) 

(2) Rack inputs go through links which can be 
removed, thereby permitting the introduction of 
inputs controlled by keys, or inputs from a fault 
finder. 

Drawings in the accepted sense have been replaced 
by a logic system. As most designers use written 
logic during design it was felt that this was 
possibly a more useful manner of presenting 
circuit information to the maintenance engineer. 
Typical logic sheets are shown in Fig. 4 and the 
associated flow diagram is shown in Fig. 5. 
Elements are numbered alpha-numerically, no 
circuit coding, as such, being used and the position 
of elements in the rack is given by a system of shelf 
and column co-ordinates. The method ensures 
standardization between circuits and facilitates the 
tracing of logic paths throughout the equipment. 
A block diagram is provided for use in conjunction 
with the logic sheets and flow diagrams. Timing 
charts are also provided where necessary. 

(4) All tag locks, fuse-panels, units and racks are 
clearly labelled giving circuit references to the 
element signals concerned. Signal tracing is thus 
performed without recourse to drawings, as all 
equipments have an address code allocated. 

The clock signals to each equipment may be 
interrupted and single clock pulses applied to the 
equipment. This facility is extremely valuable for 
the detection of logical design errors in equipments 
being commissioned. 

(5) 

4.2. Fault Detection 

With a working equipment faults may be detected 
in a number of ways: 

(1) By observation— 

(a) Observation of the system operation. 

(b) Alarm observation, i.e. fuse warnings etc. 

(2) By routining. 

In a large system human observation of faults is a 
most unsatisfactory method except where the faulty 
piece of apparatus is very obvious. For speedy 
detection and rectification of other faults automatic 
routining must be employed. The system under review 
is especially adaptable to routining methods as it 
works on a time-division basis. Test programmes and 
patterns can be injected in unused slots in the time 
cycle. Faulty equipments can therefore be detected 
rapidly and stand-by equipment put into service. 
Equipment faults at the moment are found by breaking 
the input connections from the remainder of the system, 
with the exception of certain timing signals required to 
activate the equipment, and replacing them by 
instructions and data fed from central key controls. 
An equipment may then be cycled using the programme 
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TIME L DATE 
OF 

UNIT FAULT 

RACK No. 

ST/AIKI 

CARD 
POSITION R 

our du,/ 43/40 TIMWEuFAU.LT MOT» 11E01%3h 

IL n3011,-SI lie SYSTEM own BB,Kiel, 

UNI1 No. UNIT 
DESIGNATION 054130 

CARD No. 

4Ito 

UNIT FAULT 

COMPONENT 

FAULT OR SYMPTOM 

SYSTEM 1.4 ei•S't 4telek efr‘en114. 

EQUIPMENT ,jwo  

eltux 14.11i 

TEMP CARD OR DETAIL 

.0  

1S2d./. 10_U_R_S 
IN SERVICE 

UNIT TEST 1SERIAL No. Si- / 103 

- 

IF ofr. h -e 
6.1( 

UNIT TEST  Wre 
SIG OF ENGINEER  

ENTERED IN LOG BY  Fe  

Fig. 6. Typical unit fault log sheet. 

on which the routiner detected failure. Charts of 
time versus element state for all routiner programmes 
are prepared and the faulty unit easily found. Due to 
careful attention and inspection, faults involving 
equipment wiring etc., are rare, but are obviously 
more difficult to detect. 

A more elaborate fault locater is at present being 
designed using a drum store and a large number of 
programmes. On a faulty rack the incorrect results 
will be assessed automatically, and the fault localized 
to a unit or group of units. 

4.3. Fault Records 

Very careful attention has been paid to the fault 
recording system. Emphasis is laid on the fact that 
every fault must be recorded if the information is to be 
of value. The fault books are kept in the racks so that 
notes may be made on the spot. All units are labelled 
geographically in the system and units stay in the same 
location for the whole of their operational life. A 
history sheet is kept on each unit and on this all 
faults, modifications etc are noted and dated. A 
typical completed report card is shown in Fig. 6. 

Complete cards are only replaced if they have been 
damaged beyond repair. Usually, components only 
are faulty and in such cases replacement is effected 
and the card returned to the unit. The elements there-
fore remain in one location throughout life. This 
arrangement was felt to be very desirable from the 
point of view of failure analysis, since it may be 
possible to correlate any unusually high incidence of 
failure in any one unit or equipment with environ-
mental conditions. 

All faulty components are returned from site to 
central laboratories where further examination is 
carried out. 

5. Component Fault Data 

The mounting importance which is being attached 
to the reliability of electronic equipment, largely as a 
result of the increasing use of data handling equipment, 
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is leading to the collection and publication of much 
data regarding component reliability. Often, these 
data relate to components tested or used under 
conditions which differ from the environment in 
which most large data handling equipments operate. 
A user, in attempting to gain something from such 
evidence may be tempted to apply some sort of 
environmental correction factor. The validity of this 
approach is more than doubtful, the only really 
satisfactory data in the present state of our know-
ledge being those obtained from equipments com-
parable with that in issue. 

The equipment discussed in this paper was designed 
without recourse to really relevant reliability data 
since such information was not available to the 
manufacturer. In consequence, this equipment is the 
subject of the component fault recording system 
already detailed, the prime object of the fault records 
being the provision of such information. 

As indicated in the introduction, this section of the 
paper is in the nature of an interim report because the 
installation and commissioning of the equipment has 
only recently been completed. The most significant 
results will clearly not be available until the entire 
equipment has been operating for some time as a 
system, for system reliability records will be possible 
and they should give important perspective to the 
basic component failure characteristics. 

The operation of a large equipment for an appreci-
able period without component failures, although 
very encouraging and indicative of a high component 
reliability, does not enable quantitative predictions to 
be made regarding the component reliability para-
meters of the system. 

Component failures are an essential ingredient of 
reliability assessments and the more failure data there 
is available, the better the parameter estimates are 
likely to be. 

This is the reason why fault records covering large 
numbers of components are necessary to establish 
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reliability limits for components which are inherently 
highly reliable in their working environment. 

The relatively few failures which have occurred to 
date prohibit exhaustive analysis of the component 
reliability at this time and such a treatment must 
await the occurrence of more component failures. 
Accordingly, the results presented here comprise the 
bare outlines of the data so far collected. 

6. Difficulties of Data Analysis 

The fact that reliability data are dependent upon 
failures for their derivation has been commented upon. 

, The interpretation of these data is also in terms of 
failures because a failure distribution of some sort is 
looked for. A few comments about the nature of the 
distributions which one might expect are appropriate 
here. 

The occurrence of failures in an entirely random 
manner, not associated in any way with a "wear-out" 
phenomenon can be expected to show a Poisson type 
of distribution, assuming that the number of failures 
occurring is small compared with the total number of 
components. 

Failures resulting from a definite "wear-out" 
activity will very likely follow a Gaussian distribution. 

Failures propagated by other failures due to circuit 
interaction, and failures caused by inadvertent and 
undetected mishandling may, if a sizeable proportion 
of the total failures, deform the appropriate distri-
bution to such an extent as to conceal its nature 
completely. Long-term results might permit some 
estimation of failures of this type. 

Difficulty arises also in the definition of a failure. A 
component which has ceased to operate according to 
the principles which define its function can be termed 
catastrophic, and its failure cannot be disputed. 
However, where a component still behaves essentially 
in accordance with its defined working principles, but 
causes inoperation of the circuit by virtue of some 
change from its original performance level, the issue is 
less clear. In such instances the failure is related to the 
safety factors designed into the circuit initially, and 
these will vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. 
Indeed, if practice is not standardized, individual 
design engineers working on the same project may 
make different allowances for the drift of component 
characteristics. In this paper, therefore, the definition 
"degraded failure" is applied to components which 
have been classed as failures as a result of circuit 
inoperation, even though they are still functional as a 
component. For example, a resistor would be failed if 
its value changed beyond the limit which the circuit 
tolerates. 

A strict comparison of "degraded failure" data 
from two dissimilar equipments, especially if of 
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different manufacture, is, in consequence not readily 
made. Elements becoming inoperative because of 
"degraded" component characteristics may do so as a 
result of a drift in the characteristics of a single vital 
component, or as a result of the combined effect of a 
number of component characteristic changes. Clearly 
therefore, the term "degraded failure" is associated 
with particular circuitry and failures of this type are 
related to the practice current with the manufacturer 
at the time of design. 

7. Component Fault Rate Analysis 

Some components, as a consequence of the phased 
installation and commissioning programme, have been 
in operation longer than others. A convenient method 
of utilizing the service of every component for analysis 
purposes is to use the total component hours as a basis 
for failure rate calculation. Failure rates derived in 
this way are given in Table 2 but, in order to give 
perspective to the component-hour totals, the failure 
rates appropriate to the number of components which 
have completed 5500 hours service are also given. The 
5500-hour point was chosen because it was felt to be a 
good compromise between the dual requirements of 
large component numbers and long working time. 

In general, the non-semi-conductor type com-
ponents have suffered too few failures to make any-
thing more than a statement of a simple failure-rate 
figure worthwhile. Results for such components are 
included in Table 2. 

The figure for plugs and sockets requires some 
comment. The failure rate quoted is based on 
contacts requiring replacement. The inclusion of 
faults cleared by cleaning, knowingly and unknowingly, 
would result in a higher figure. Recently, arrange-
ments have been made to record faults known to be 
cleared by cleaning. Even so, the resulting failure rate 
may be optimistic, for insertion in the unit test set may 
clean a dirty contact and no fault will be registered. . 

Results for the semi-conductor components are also 
shown in Table 2, but, in addition, Figs. 7 to 11 show 
some distributions of failures per running period of 
500 hours and curves of failure rate against time. 
These latter are simply plots of a function of the 
failures/total components ratio with time. These 
distributions . show results up to 5500 hours, the 
component totals existing at this time only being 
considered. 

No particular distribution is evident in the results, 
with the possible exception of the results for group A 
transistors (Fig. 7 (a)). Here a Poisson distribution 
may be appropriate for the catastrophic failures, 
although the total of only ten failures virtually 
precludes significance tests and suggests the wisdom 
of awaiting further data. (See Appendix 1.) 
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Table 2 

Component Fault Rate Analysis 

Type of component Assessment at 5500 hours running time Assessment for total component hours 

of operation 

Number Failures Total failure Maximum Total 
number of of rate % component 

components 
components Catastrophic Degraded per1000hours in serviœ  hours 

Failure rate 
% per 1000 

hours 

RESISTORS: 

Carbon film 

Carbon composition 

CAPACITORS: 

Polystyrene film 

Metallized paper 

Electrolytic 

Tantalum 

SEMI-CONDUCTOR DEVICES: 

Germanium point contact 

diodes (CV448) 

Germanium junction diodes 

H.f. germanium alloy junction 

transistors: 

Group A 

Group B 
{Input 

Output 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

(ferrite pot core) 

CONNECTIONS: 

Plug and socket contacts 

Soldered joints 

29 473 0 2 0.001 

64 228 2 o 0.0006 

14 976 o o — 
o o — 

188 1 0 0-106 

0 0 — 598 

49 156 5 4 0.003 

8 623 20 2 0.046 

55 121 }.649 x 106 0-0006 
118 986 

28 359 1 

12 860 
342 164-6 x 106 0-0018 

100 970 346-3 x 106 0-0043 

15 016 59-8 X 106 0045 

13 122 10 6 0.022 23 274 

2 268 3 5 0.064 4 044 

2 268 53 3 0-449 4 044 

4 449 3 0 0.001 7 250 

43 700 2 bad 1 short 0.001 86 200 

contacts circuit 

47 700 1 broken 17 dry 0.007 916 000 

joint joints 

91.2 x 106 

16.3 x 106 

16.3 X 106 

0027 

0.061 

0 -429 

291 x 106 0-01 

Total contact 0-001 

hours: 

308-4 x 106 

Total joint 0-007 

hours: 

3 311 x 106 

Assuming a Poisson failure characteristic to be the 
case for Fig. 7 (a) however, the average failure rate 
would be 0.014% per 1000 hours. There would be a 
40 % chance of no incidence of catastrophic failure 
over a 500 hour working period, the corresponding 
period for 99 % chance of no failure incidence being 
about five or six hours. This latter type of statistic is 
useful in the preparation of fault routining pro-
grammes. The mean time between failures is 550 hours. 
This is sometimes called the "reliability index". 

The transistors designated group B are all used in a 
particular type of amplifier element. Each circuit 
contains two transistors, one of which may be 
designated "input" and the other "output" by virtue 
of their circuit position. 
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An important feature of these transistors is that they 
can be regarded as two samples, comprised respectively 
of input and output transistors, identical in type, 
numbers, running time and physical environment, 
but differing in electrical environment. Figures 8 and 9 
show results for the input and output transistors respec-
tively and it is at once apparent that the incidence 
of catastrophic failure in the output stage is much 
higher than in the input stage. The electrical environ-
ment is presumably responsible for this great differ-
ence. The output stage works under conditions of 
higher power dissipation and characteristic changes 
might cause the dissipation to be excessively high in a 
few instances. Such failures would probably occur in 
the first few thousand hours working and the results 
tend to support this hypothesis. 
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Fig. 7. Germanium alloy junction transistors (Group A). 
(a) Failure rate for 500 hour running periods. 
(b) Cumulative failure rate. 
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Fig. 8. Germanium alloy junction transistors (Group B—input). 
(a) Failure rate for 500 hour running periods. 
(b) Cumulative failure rate. 
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Fig. 9. Germanium alloy junction transistors (Group B— 
output). 

(a) Failure rate for 500 hour running periods. 
(b) Cumulative failure rate. 

Also, the output transistors, more than any others 
in the equipment, are liable to mishandling and 
undetected cases may have occurred during com-
missioning. Here again, if such mishandling took 
place it would occur during the first few thousand hours 
of operation. 

Some resolution of these possibilities is expected 
when the equipment has been in service for a longer 
period of time. In fact, a clearer picture is hoped for in 
the case of all components as the working time 
extends. 

Faults known to be due without doubt to acci-
dental, and in principle, avoidable damage, have been 
excluded from this consideration. Nevertheless, the 
possibility of a significantly large proportion of 
unknown accidental mishandling failures being in-
cluded is present in the case of the output transistors 
of group B. Other components are not likely to suffer 
a significant proportion of failures of this type. 

As a general principle however, when evaluating 
equipment failure data, the "genuine" failures 
remaining when all known accidents have been 
allowed for, must be regarded as "failures not known 
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Fig. 11. CV448 Diodes. 
(a) Failure rate for 500 hour running periods. 
(b) Cumulative failure rate. 

to be due to accidental mishandling". This point is 
mentioned only as a reminder that attempts to 
establish absolute life data from field evidence should 
be treated with reserve. 

Some comment on the use of components is worth-
while. Capacitors, with the exception of the electrolytic 
types, are operated well within their maximum voltage 
rating, this being a natural consequence of the use of 
low voltage semi-conductor components. Resistors 
are, in general, used at a maximum of half their power 
rating in order to obtain improved stability. This 
practice is not advisable where very high relative 
humidities are encountered for long periods' but is 
considered permissible for the equipment discussed 
here. 

Semi-conductor diodes are also operated well 
within their maximum voltage and current ratings. 
Transistors, however, while generally dissipating 
much less power than the permitted maximum, are 
frequently used near to the maximum permissible 
voltage. This state of affairs is difficult to avoid and 
may have some bearing on the higher failure rate 
prevailing for these devices. Circuit design normally 
provides for a 30 % decrease in the minimum current 
gain value for a transistor type. 

8. Conclusions 

A brief description has been given of an experi-
mental data handling system which has just completed 
commissioning, and reference has been made to 
certain design principles followed in an attempt to 
achieve high reliability. 

Data have been given regarding the incidence of 
component failure in the system, but this is of an 
interim nature. A fuller treatment is projected when 
the amount of fault data makes this justifiable. 

The completion of commissioning makes a con-
sideration of system reliability possible and this work 
also is projected. 

The combination of component and system 
reliability information is expected to give the measure 
of success achieved in the design of the equipment and 
permit the detection of any localized weaknesses, if 
such exist. 

At the time of this assessment, a total of 370 864 
components was in service, excluding plugs, sockets 
and soldered joints. These have completed an overall 
total of 1 372-7 x 106 component hours operation 
with a simple failure rate of 0-011 % per 1000 hours. 
The failure rate when plugs, sockets and soldered 
joints_are included is 0-0037% per 1000 hours. 
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11. Appendix 1: Poisson Distribution 

The Poisson distribution applies in cases where the 
average failure rate is constant and where only a small 
proportion of the total components in service fail. 

Consider N components in service. If the total 
service completed up to the time of analysis is divided 
into n equal intervals, each of duration t, the total 
number of faults which have occurred in n periods of 
duration t is F and F 4 N, then the Poisson proba-
bility function is defined as 

P(x) =! — exp (— a)  (1) 
x 

where 

and P(x) is the probable proportion of intervals of 
duration t which will contain x failures. 

Sometimes the Poisson probability function, as used 
in reliability studies, is defined as 

cx.  P(x) = — exp ( — )  (2) 
x! 

where 
nt 

m = — 
F 

m is seen to be the "mean time between failures" and 
is often called the "reliability index". 

The probabilities of having intervals containing 
0, 1, 2, etc. failures can be calculated, the following 
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sequence proving the most convenient. 

P(0) = exp (— a) 

P(i) = ctP(o) 

a n 
P(2) = e 2- (I) 

and generally, 

P(3) = 3 P(2) 

Poo = F(.-1) 

Alternatively, the probabilities can be determined 
from a Poisson Summation Chart. These charts are 
often included in statistical texts. 

The proportion of the total number (n) of intervals 
(t) corresponding to each failure incidence x is given 
by nP(X) and these values nP(0), nP(i) etc., are called 
the "expected" frequencies (fe). The observed fre-
quencies (fe) are derived from the fault data. 

The problem of whether or not the postulated 
Poisson distribution is a sufficiently good (not perfect) 
fit for the observed data must next be examined. 
The first step is to form the null hypothesis that the 
observed and calculated distributions are not different. 
The second step is to tabulate the observed and 
expected failure frequencies as shown in Table 3. The 
table must extend to a value of x where the total ob-
served failure frequencies (If„), and the total expected 
failure frequencies (Efe), each equal the total number 
(n) of time intervals (t). 

For the third step use is made of the x2 (chi-squared) 
test, full details of which can be found in statistical 
texts. 

Table 3 

Poisson Distribution 

Number of Number of intervals (f) of 

failures duration t hours (I f n) 

Observed (f.) Expected (f.) 

(fe — for 
fe 

o 
1 

2 

3 

(c — 1) 

feo 
fol 

103 

feo 
fe' 
fez 
fez 

f0(e-1) fe(e-1) 

If. — n fe — n x2 — fe 
(f•—fe)2  

u = c — 2 
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In essentials, the test consists of evaluating the 
expression, 

(fe—f.)2  

If the values of fe and fo appropriate to each x 
value are less than a value f„„ grouping of failure fre-
quencies for adjacent x values is permissible. One 
authority2 suggests fifteen as a suitable value for f„,. 
A value of ten is commonly taken for f,„ however. 

The significance to be attached to a particular value 
of z2 can be obtained from statistical tables. First 
however, the "degrees of freedom" (u) must be deter-
mined. The "degrees of freedom" can be regarded 
as the number of independent classes (c) subjected to 
the z2 test, less any restrictions. For a Poisson distri-
bution two statistics, the total n and the mean a, 
are determined from the observed data and these 
comprise restrictions. Therefore in this case u = c- 2. 

Lastly, the level of significance corresponding to the 
calculated ;e2 value for the appropriate value of u is 
found from statistical tables. A significance level in 
excess of 5 % does not refute the null hypothesis, and 
a level of 50 % is the most favourable. The hypothesis 
is best rejected for a level of 5 % or less. 

Once a set of fault data has been adequately fitted 
by a Poisson distribution, the following parameters 
can be evaluated: 

(3) 

(a) Failure rate = —n components per 
interval of t hours 

= components per hour 
'It 

= —F x 105 % per 1000 hours 
ntN 

(b) Mean time between failures (m) = —nt 

(c) Probability of zero failures occurring in any 
interval of t hours is P(0). 

(d) Since P(0) = exp (— t/m), (from eqn. (2)) 

t = — 2.303 m log10 P(0)  (4) 

Hence the interval of time t hours during which zero 
failures can be expected can be found for any desired 
probability. 

12. Appendix 2: Normal (or Gaussian) Distribution 

The normal probability function applies in cases 
where some force causes failure of components in a 
time which is dependent on the ability of the com-
ponent to resist the "wearing out" force, and where this 
ability varies normally, in the statistical sense. 
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The normal probability function is given by 

1 
exp [—¡ t)2] (5) 

where y = probability density 

t = duration of service (total T hours) 

t = the mean of the failure distribution (or 
mean life) 

s = the standard deviation of the failure distri-
bution 

Figure 12 (a) shows the normal curve. 

To facilitate calculations with the normal distribu-
tions, the probabilities (/) (x) of a "standard normal 
curve" have been tabulated in statistical tables. For 
this curve 

= 0; s = 1; x = — 

Equation (5) therefore reduces to 

1 
y=, xep (- 442). 

y -.FAILURE 
(a) PROBABILITY 

DENSITY 

(b) 
y 3 FAILURE 

PROBABILITY 
DENSITY 

y 5. FAILURE 
(c) PROBABILITY 

DENSITY 

2 

y E FAILURE 
(d) PROBABILITY 

DENSITY 

O X, x2 

Fig. 12. Normal curves. 

NORMAL 

STANDARD 
NORMAL 

NORMAL 

STANDARD 
NORMAL 
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The area under this curve represents probability 
and the total area and probability is equal to unity. 
The standard normal curve is shown in Fig. 12 (b) and 
the area between 0 and x = 1 represents the proba-
bility of a frequency occurring between the mean life 
and the mean life plus one standard deviation. 

In order to test for a normal distribution, the total 
service time T must be divided into suitable intervals of 
time, as in the case of the Poisson distribution 
(Appendix 1). The number of observed failures fe 
appropriate to each interval are then counted and 
hence the mean life t. calculated from, 

= Eft 
N 

where N=E 
The standard deviation s is calculated from 

s2 = E(t-»2 
N 

The areas, as a proportion of unity, and hence 
probabilities corresponding to the observed frequen-
cies, are evaluated by a difference method. 

Consider an interval ti to t2 on the normal curve of 
Fig. 12 (c). Let these correspond to the points xi and x2 
respectively of the standard normal curve of Fig. 12 (d). 

ti — 

Table 4 

Normal Distribution 

t (hours) Observed (f0) Expected (f.) f. 
Interval Frequency of failure (f.  

O — ti 

t2 

t2 — 13 

 (6) 43-1) — to 

Then, 

and 

xi = 

X2 = 
t2 — 

(7) 

From the tabulated areas 4)(x) of the standard nor-
mal function, 4)(x,) and 0(x2) can be determined. 
Hence the required probability is 

(1)(x2) — x )  (8) 

and the probable (or expected) frequency of failure is 
therefore 

N[402) - 4(x1)]  (9) 
All the expected frequencies (fe) corresponding to the 
observed frequencies (fe) can be calculated in this way. 
Negative values of x can be treated as positive ones 
since the standard normal curve is symmetrical about 
the mean. 

fol 

102 

103 

foc 

foi 

fia 
fea 

fee 

Zfo = N Z fe = N X2 — ECA—fe 
fe 

u = c — 3 

The observed frequencies (fe) can be obtained from 
the fault data. 

The results can be set out as shown in Table 4. 

The e test can be used to determine the "goodness 
of fit" of the observed to the theoretical frequencies, 
exactly as in the case of the Poisson distribution, but 
there are three restrictions on the "degrees of free-
dom". This is because the theoretical distribution is 
based on the total (Ef, = N), the mean (t) and the 
standard deviation (s) calculated from the fault data. 
Hence u = c — 3. 

Assuming that a particular practical case gives 
significant agreement with a theoretical distribution, 
the derived parameters may not be precisely correct if 
applied to another equipment. Particular equipments 
are somewhat akin to samples drawn from a popula-
tion. The larger the number of failures used as a basis 
for estimation, the closer the "confidence limits" 
should be. 

Manuscript first received by the Institution on 21st October 
1960 and in final form on 5th April 1961 (Paper No. 648). 
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NEW BRITISH STANDARDS 

The following is a selection of the new and revised British Standards on subjects of interest to 
members which have been issued in recent months. The Brit.I.R.E. has been directly represented 
on the Technical Committees concerned with those Standards marked with an asterisk (*). Copies 
of the Standards may be obtained from the British Standards Institution, Sales Branch, 2 Park 
Street, London, W.I. (Postage will be charged extra to non-subscribers to B.S.I.) 

Glossary of Ternis used in Telecommunication (including radio) 
and electronics* (B.S. 204 : 1960. Price 35s.) 

The 2700 definitions in this new 350-page volume represent a 
decade's work on the part of one of the B.S.I. Technical 
Committees TLE/1, on which the Institution is represented. 
The standard brings together all the terms previously dealt with 
in the 1943 edition and the various supplements published 
between 1948 and 1951. Throughout its preparation, account 
was taken of parallel international work having a bearing on 
important sections of the glossary. 

The glossary contains many new terms and definitions and, 
where necessary to reflect technical developments and changes 
in usage, many of the definitions have been extensively revised. 
Deprecated terms are indicated in a distinctive typeface, as are 
obsolete terms. 
The main section headings are: 

General Radio terminal equipment 
Telecommunication components Propagation and media 
Telecommunication circuits Services 
Classification of radio waves Inductive coordination 
and transmissions 

The section on "Services", for example, includes sub-sections 
giving terms and definitions for telegraphy, telephony, facsimile, 
television, radio broadcasting, mobile radio, radiolocation, 
radio navigation, and fire service communications. 

Noteworthy additions to the publication are a treatment of 
the terminology of semi-conductor devices, and data on informa-
tion theory and inductive coordination. 

Electronic-valve bases, caps and holders, Sections B8D/3 and 7/3.* 
(B.S. 448. Each section costs 3s.). 

These two further sections of B.S. 448 lay down dimensions 
for valveholders and for the gauges needed to ensure com-
patibility with the appropriate valves. Section B8D/3 applies to 
holders, and associated gauges, for valves having B8D type 
bases. Section 7/3 applies to holders (and associated gauges) for 
valves having 5 or 7 lead in-line bases. 

Preparation of mathematical copy and correction of proofs 
(B.S. 1219M : 1961. Price 2s. 6d.) 

In response to numerous requests, the British Standards 
Institution has produced a four-page card setting out the 
recommendations and marks for the clarification of mathe-
matical copy and the correction of mathematical proofs con-
tained in B.S. 1219 : 1958. This card (B.S. 1219M) is similar in 
style to B.S. 1219C, "Table of symbols for printers' and authors' 
proof corrections" which was published some three years ago. 

Telecommunication Components* (B.S. 2I33B : Part 1: 1961 and 
B.S. 2136 : Part 1: 1961. Price 12s. 6d. each part.) 

Two more British Standards in the series for components 
intended primarily for use in telecommunication and allied 
electronic equipment have been published. B.S. 2I33B applies 
to capacitors with a rated voltage of not more than 1500 volts. 
It defines a ceramic dielectric capacitor, Grade II, as being a 
capacitor suitable for bypass and coupling applications or for 
circuits where low losses and high stability of capacitance are 
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not of major importance. B.S. 2136 covers fixed metallic-paper 
dielectric capacitors suitable for d.c. operation with or without 
a small superimposed a.c. component. These capacitors have a 
dielectric of impregnated paper with thin metal electrodes 
deposited on it and exhibit self-healing properties. The speci-
fication divides the capacitors into two grades: Grade I, in which 
the self-healing failure rate during service is negligible, and 
Grade II, in which the self-healing failure rate is of significant 
proportions. The criteria for this classification are laid down. 

These two standards provide manufacturers and users with a 
means of judging the capacitors' suitability for use over stated 
ranges of temperature and humidity, their ability to withstand 
mechanical shock of the kind to be expected in transit or in 
operation, and their ability to remain unharmed by normal 
assembly processes, such as soldering. Exacting climatic and 
durability requirements are laid down, with tests. Most of the 
tests are described in detail in B.S. 2011, "Basic climatic and 
durability tests for components for telecommunication and 
allied electronic equipment" and reference to that standard is 
therefore necessary. 

Each standard specifies different requirements for various 
grades of capacitors according to the climatic environment in 
which they are intended for use. By stipulating the appropriate 
climatic classification, users can select capacitors suitable for use 
in high-grade equipment, which is required to operate in widely 
different climatic conditions, or capacitors which are suitable for 
use in domestic radio equipment intended, in general, only for 
indoor use in temperate climates. 

Graphical symbols for components of servo-mechanisms. Part 1: 
Transductors and magnetic amplifiers (B.S. 3238 : 1960. Price 
4s. 6d.) 

The first part of a standard which will serve as a companion 
volume to B.S. 1523 : Section 5 : 1954, this 15-page publication 
tabulates graphical symbols for diagrams containing trans-
ductors and magnetic amplifiers. A number of typical diagrams 
are included to exemplify the use of the symbols. 

Following twenty-two diagrams is an appendix which provides 
a series of useful notes on polarity marking. Dealt with in the 
notes are: conventions used and their application; polarity 
convention indicated in B.S. 822; "dot" conventions used on 
transductor and transformer windings; "dot" conventions used 
on magnetic amplifier circuit diagram symbols. 

Letter symbols for light-current semi-conductor devices* 
(B.S. 3363 : 1961. Price 5s.) 

International work on the standardization of letter symbols 
for semi-conductors, sponsored by the International Electro-
technical Commission, is well advanced but has not reached the 
publication stage; the international agreements to date have 
been taken into account and largely incorporated in this new 
British Standard. 

The Standard is primarily intended as an aid to manufacturers 
and users of semi-conductor devices: it should simplify, speed 
up and cut down the costs of cataloguing and ordering. It 
should also, however, be found useful for most technical 
literature concerned with the characteristics or behaviour of 
light-current semi-conductor devices. 
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U.D.C. 621.374.32 : 681.142 

A Fast Binary Counter 

By 

E. TARANTO, m.s.t 

Sununary: A transistor binary counter employing seven flip-flops is 
described. Its operation is dependent only on the switching time of one 
flip-flop which may be 100 ns. 

The general trend to higher clock frequencies and 
faster ring counters with general-purpose computers 
puts a heavy burden on the development of computer 
hardware and circuit design. 

Although emphasis has been laid on faster switching 
elements and new circuitry, ring counters have 
additional operational limitations due to the switching 
time of individual flip-flops and "carry" ripple 
propagation. The time required for results to be 
available from a ring counter is normally the sum of 
the switching time of the many individual flip-flops 
employed. When a number of flip-flops are used in 
decade, the time required for the result to be available 
could be most troublesome. 

BUS 

-6V • 6 V OUTPUT 

1.2K 

- - 

56p 

4 3 K 

27K 

2N393 
(OR EQUIVALENT) 

Fig. I. Circuit of the basic flip-flops. 

This note presents a transistor binary counter which 
was designed forageneral digital computer application. 
The counter is of the gated amplifier type, employs 
seven flip-flops and has a stepping sequence of up to 
30 steps. The main five binary flip-flops QO, Q I , Q2, 
Q3, and Q4, are set and reset individually at each step, 
thus making the counter dependent only on the 
equivalent switching time of one flip-flop and quite 
independent of carry ripple propagation. 

An important factor in the switching rate limitation 
is, of course, the circuit, i.e. the logic used as well as 
the individual switching elements and associated 
components. 

t IBM Deutschland GmbH, Development Laboratory, Boeb-
1Mgen, Western Germany. 
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With diffused base transistors employed in a current 
mode, the switching time of each flip-flop could be 
reduced to some 10-20 millimicroseconds. The 
counter originally built and described in this note used 
high-speed transistors in a common emitter con-
figuration with diode NAND-NOR logic as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Table 1 

Truth Table 

S 

T 
E 
p 
NC. 

DDT 
SS 
1 0 

4 
T 
3 
T 
2 
TO0IPPPP00000 
1 BA 

T 

4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 0 

0 
1 x x x 
2 
3—  -xx 

X x x 
x xx 

4 x x xli iix 
5 x x x 
6 x x x x 
7 x 1 x ixlliU x x x 

8 x • x x x 
9 x , xii xx 

10 . X U  x x x 
11 x x x x xx 
12 x x xx 
13 x x xx x 
14 x xxx 
15 x i xi ixx XX XX 

16 iXUU 
17 x• 

xxxii Xi  U 
x x x 

l8 i xiixx 
x 

1 x 
19 xiiix 

xxx 
X XX 

20 ix 

' 
21 x 

1 
x 

22 x ' XX x x 
23 x x 

x 
x xxx 

24 
25 x 

x xx 
xx x 

26 
27 
28 

x 
Xj xxxx 

X x j xx xx 
x x X xxx 

29 x X xxx 
30 xxxxx 
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04 • P4 
03 • P3 (P4) 
02 . P2 ( P3 P4) 
01 PI ( P2 P3 P4) 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the counter. 

With this logical configuration a switching speed of 
80-100 millitnicroseconds per block was achieved, 
which made a 10 Mc/s clock operation rate feasible. 
Furthermore, eliminating the carry ripple and setting 
and resetting all flip-flops simultaneously at each step 
made the count available in less than 0-1 microsecond, 
this being the approximate setting time of the flip-flops. 
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Some 17 distinctive signals are involved with the 
sequence counter as can be seen from the truth table 
(Table 1). 

In addition to the binary flip-flops Q0—Q4 already 
mentioned, two more, QA and QB, are used which, 
together with a trigger, provide part of the driving 
mechanism. Each step of the counter is sensed (one 
step early), decoded and amplified with the aid of four 
NAND, inverter amplifier, circuits. The outputs of this 
drive the two flip-flops, QA and QB respectively. 
Another four NAND circuits, similar to the above-
mentioned, sense QA and QB, and their decoded out-
puts in return drive the counter's next step. A general 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. 

The drive signal is a clock signal via a binary trigger. 
The QO flip-flop is directly driven from this binary 
generator. The output signals from the binary trigger 
are DSO and DS1, where DSO drives the even and DS1 
the odd positions of the counter as can be seen from 
the truth table. 

For resetting the counter a reset signal CS is used 
which resets the counter to zero when applied. 

The flip-flops QA and QB provide the basis of the 
counter control and drive. The relationship between 
the true resolution time of these flip-flops and the 
decoded pulse width, which is the decoded previous 
position, allows QA and QB to be sensed and changed 
in state with the same pulse. However after decoding 
QA and QB the signals which drive the counter are 
those for the next step. 

While the exact circuit and logic detailing is too 
lengthy to be covered here, the average logical 
designer should be capable of designing a counter as 
described above with the aid of the information 
presented. 

Manuscript first received by the Institution on 1st September 
1960 and in revised form on 27th March 1961 (Contribution 
No. 33). 
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U.D.C. 534.88: 629.2.081.7 

The Quantitative Evaluation of 

Echo-Sounder Signals from Fish 

R. W. G. HASLETT, Ph.D.t 

Summary: The possibility of calibration is discussed, depending upon 
the effects of transducer, propagation, medium and electronic circuits. 
Calculations are made of the signal strengths expected from fish of given 
acoustic back-scattering cross-sections and these are compared with 
experimental results at sea under good weather conditions. This paper is 
an introduction to a programme of research. Twenty-four references. 

1. Introduction 

The reception of echo-pulses from reflecting targets 
is a technique well known in radar and in underwater 
acoustic echo-ranging. In particular, the echo-
sounder, using a vertical sound beam, has been 
employed increasingly in recent years as a means of 
locating and, sometimes, identifying fish shoals. Its 
economic importance in this role, therefore, is great. 

An important problem facing research workers in 
acoustic echo-ranging applied to fishing, is the analysis 
and quantitative evaluation of the results obtained 
from types of equipment currently in use, in order to 
extract from the received echoes, more information 
about the fish. 

The present paper discusses the possibility of 
calibration of an echo-sounder and compares experi-
mental evidence with theory in this field, which 
combines physics, zoology and electronic engineering. 

The signal strengths and characters of acoustic 
echoes from geometrically-simple underwater targets 
may be calculated on the basis of the propagation of 
sound through a fluid medium and reflection, scatter-
ing and absorption by objects which represent dis-
continuities. In contrast, the examination of the 
echoes to determine the shape, size, number and 
positions of the targets, as required in the detection of 
fish at sea, is fraught with difficulties. Thus, the 
correlation between the number of fish caught and 
the observed echo-sounder signals, has been found to 
be poor. 

The difficulties are largely due to lack of knowledge 
concerning: 

(a) the acoustic properties of a fish and of its 
various parts, 

(b) the echoes to be expected from known arrays 
of targets, and 

(c) the distinctions between echoes from fish and 
from sea-bed when they occur at the same 

t Kelvin and Hughes Ltd., Research Dept., Ilford, Essex and 
West Ham College of Technology. 
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range; also between echoes from fish on the 
axis and those at the periphery of the beam. 

An isolated fish is a very complicated reflector of 
acoustic waves and its echo changes rapidly with 
aspect-angle in three dimensions.' When the acoustic 
beam is inclined towards the horizontal (as in the 
"Asdic" type of gear), fish echoes may become con-
fused with the sea-bed echo. This also occurs with 
vertical sounders and is of particular interest when 
trawling on the sea-bed. 

In this paper, it is proposed to consider targets 
free of interference by the sea-bed echo, detected by 
vertical beams, as, under this condition, propagation 
is much more predictable than for a horizontal beam. 

Clearly, a thorough appreciation of the essential 
properties of the underwater signalling system is 
required. Hence the following Section gives details 
of each part. 

2. Details of a Typical Echo-Sounder 

Many types of recording echo-sounder embody 
the features shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.2'3.4 
The pulse interval is determined by the time of 
rotation of a contact drum, synchronized with the 
motion of a recording pen across chemical paper, 
which is darkened by an electric current. The path of 
the pen is either a wide arc of a circle or a straight 
line. 

When the "transmission" contact closes, a pulse 
of high-frequency alternating current (generally of 
duration 0.25 to 10 ms and frequency between 10 
and 50 kc/s) is applied to the transmitting trans-
ducer, mounted underwater. 

The echoes resulting from discontinuities in the 
acoustic impedance of the water, impinge on the 
receiving transducer and are amplified. These signals 
cause an electric current to flow from the pen through 
the paper and give an intensity-modulated record. 
To the echo-sounder, a cathode-ray display 3.5'a may 

be added to facilitate observation of the precise shape 
and character of the echoes from fish-shoals. A portion 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical echo-sounder (with the 
addition of a cathode-ray viewing unit). 

of the reflected sound, selected on a time basis, 
corresponding to an annulus of range, is viewed on 
an expanded time-base (e.g. equivalent to 5, 10 or 15 
fathoms). The triggering of this time-base is delayed 
by an amount suitable for the range of interest. 
Deflection is strictly proportional to echo-amplitude. 

Of the apparatus available, the use of this scale-
expansion technique on a cathode-ray tube, combined 
with a chemical-paper recorder, represents probably 
the most promising arrangement for the detection of 
fish at sea.6 

3. Consideration of the Factors concerning 
Quantitative Interpretation 

3.1. Transducers 

These may be magneto-strictive, piezo-electric or 
electro-strictive. In older equipments, large numbers 
of which are still in use, the "pack" of magneto-
strictive laminations was mounted at the centre of a 
conical air-backed metal reflector, having a semi-
apex angle of 45 degrees2•3.4 and two such trans-
ducers may be mounted some distance apart as in 
Fig. 2,5b one acting as transmitter and the other as 

HULL 
AFT FOR 'D 

ACOUSTIC WINDOW TRANSDUCERS 

Fig. 2. "Limpet" type of transducer, mounted outside the hull 
(side view). 
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receiver. The radiation pattern of this form does not 
depart very much from that of a plane circular piston 
excited with uniform strength and phase,' equal in 
size to the aperture of the reflector (mounted in an 
infinite rigid baffle). Some distortion of the beam 
occurs as this assembly is fixed in a water-filled case, 
having a thin metal acoustic "window".8 

More modern transducers are open to the sea and 
are of the "bar" type,4 in which the acoustic energy 
is radiated from a rectangular face and the back is 
covered with a pressure-release material. The method 
of mounting this type of transducer is seen in Fig. 35c 
and requires a hole to be cut in the ship. Figure 4 
gives typical radiation patterns of pressure for the 
Fraunhofer region5d (based on the distribution of 
pressure with angle at constant range, with no 
allowance for the absorption of sea-water). As the 
"window" is now eliminated, these patterns compare 
favourably with the idealized case of the plane 
rectangular piston source, excited with uniform 
strength and phase' (mounted in an infinite baffle). 

GLAND 

STEEL 
HOUSING 

HULL 

TRANSDUCER 
••— AFT 

SIDE 
VIEW 

Fig. 3. Rectangular transducer, inserted in the steel hull. 

Transducers made from pieces of piezo-electric 
crystal or electro-strictive ceramic are sometimes used, 
especially in the higher frequency range, for example, 
quartz crystal and barium titanate,9.1° the latter 
being more convenient for the manufacture of 
transducers having more complex shapes, e.g. concave 
or convex radiating areas. 

The radiation patterns for the simpler plane 
configurations are readily amenable to calculation, 
but a computer facilitates rapid evaluation of beam 
patterns for more complicated transducer shapes.5e' ll 
While the shape and size of the front surface, in 
acoustic contact with the water, mainly determines the 
form of the radiation pattern beneath the ship, the 
absolute magnitude may be modified to some extent 
by the position of the transducer relative to the hull, 
as this differs from the ideal infinite rigid baffle. 

Obviously it would be best to plot the radiation 
patterns in situ, but this is very difficult as the ship 
would, for example, need to be very precisely 
navigated over a fixed calibrated transducer. However, 
a measurement using a target of known acoustic 
cross-section may readily be made. General experience 
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Fig. 4. Typical radiation patterns for a rectangular transducer: 
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indicates close agreement between measured and 
theoretical radiation patterns for transducers open to 
the sea, but an increase in sidelobes when using 
acoustic windows. 

If the transmitting and receiving transducers are 
separate, corrections based on the geometry, must be 
applied at close range. (In any case, there is fine 
structure of the radiation patterns in the Fresnel 
region.) When a single transducer is used for both 
transmission and reception, with a fast-acting switch 
for change of function, the calculation of the com-
bined directivity pattern is simplified. 

3.2. Propagation 

Neglecting the acoustic absorption, for mono-
chromatic continuous waves under ideal conditions, 
namely: 

(a) with an infinite homogeneous medium, 

(b) with good acoustic contact between the trans-
ducers and water, and 

(c) for distances from the transmitting transducer, 
large compared with the length of its Fresnel 
zone, 

the intensity falls off according to an inverse-square 
law. On reaching the target, the incident energy is 
scattered in three dimensions, depending on the size, 
shape and constitution of the target and it has its own 
Fresnel zone. On the return journey, at ranges large 
compared with the size of the target, the intensity of 
the scattered energy will also fall off inversely as the 
square of the distance from the target, plus the 
absorption of the water with distance, or: 

1 r4 2 10 - 0.2(e(r2—•() 

/2 it 

July 1961 

(I) 

where II is the received intensity with target at 
range rl, e.g. in kilo-yards (kyd), 

/2 is the received intensity with the same 
target at range r2 (in kyd), 

and a' is the coefficient of absorption of the 
water (in dB/kyd). 

(It is assumed that the axes of the two transducers are 
coincident, the target is moved along this axis and 
that target aspect remains constant). The absorption 
of sea-water (in dB/unit length) is approximately 
proportional to the square of the frequency, at least 
up to 30 Mc/s. 12, 51" 13 and has a value of about 
7 dB/kyd at 30 kc/s." 

Equation (1) also applies to an echo-ranging system 
using pulses, providing the pulse is many wavelengths 
long. The centre of the pulse, for all practical purposes, 
may then be considered to be continuous. 

At sea, there are factors beyond the control of the 
observer which tend to distort the accepted radiation 
patterns,4'8 e.g. variations in temperature, salinity, 
absorption, density and scattering by organisms, 
sea-weed, air-bubbles, turbulence, etc. The commonest 
type of thermocline has a vertical sound velocity 
gradient only, the velocity (and temperature) decreas-
ing with depth.' (The velocity varies by about 1 % 
for a temperature change of 7 deg F.) 

In a region of constant vertical velocity-gradient, a 
sound ray takes the form of an arc of a circle of 
radius 

g sin à 

(where c is the velocity of sound at transmitting 
transducer, g is the value of the gradient (feet/second 
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per foot vertical height), and 0 is the angle between the 
initial direction of projection and the vertical). 
A temperature change of 25 deg F in 250 feet depth 

is regarded as high." Thus, for a ray at 15 deg to the 
vertical for the above thermocline (temperature 
decreasing with depth), the radius of the path would 
be 27 000 ft and the acoustic beam slightly more 
concentrated. 

On the other hand, even in isothermal water, the 
increase in pressure in a depth of 1200 feet, raises 
the velocity by about 0.44 % and the beam is slightly 
more divergent. An increase of salinity of 13 parts per 
1000 also results in a 1 % rise in sound velocity. 

The effect of motion of the water is small as the 
acoustic velocity is high in comparison. 

In general, the velocity gradients are usually 
vertical and, thus, in echo sounding little deviation of 
the sound occurs, as it is propagated normally or 
almost normally to the surfaces containing points 
having the same acoustic velocity. These effects, then, 
are relatively small, especially in the lesser depths and 
at the lower frequencies (when there is little effect 
due to the variations in absorption) and eqn. (1) 
may be used with sufficient accuracy. (This would 
not be true in horizontal ranging when the errors 
become more pronounced.4) 

3.3. Formula for Absolute Calculations 

Assuming ideal conditions as in the last Section, the 
treatment may be extended to take account of trans-
ducer parameters (see Appendix 1). In the centre of 
an echo-pulse from a target at angle O off the axis of 
the beam, the resultant power (W'0) dissipated 
instantaneously in the receiving transducer load, can 
be related to the electrical power (W) accepted by the 
transmitting transducer, thus: 

W.10- °. 2«raP/mA tint 1m' A 7/E'm 22D;) D'02 
647r3r4(rID)f ( f 

is the acoustic absorption (dB/cm), 

is the acoustic back-scattering 
section of target (cm2), 

is the wavelength in water (cm), 

is the range (cm), 

is the mechano-acoustic 
efficiency, 

is the electro-mechanical 
efficiency, - 

(1/D)f is the directivity factor 13 

Do is the relative pressure directivity factor 
of the transmitting transducer at angle 
off its axis (compared with the axial ray) 

WO =   . (2) 

where a 
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and other similar terms (dashed) refer to the receiving 
transducer. 

The mechano-acoustic and electro-mechanical 
efficiencies of the transducers" can be determined by 
bridge measurements. Hence, knowing all other 
parameters in eqn. (2), the acoustic cross-section can 
be calculated. 

3.4. Receiving Amplifier 

The display depends greatly on such aspects of the 
amplifier as the degree of linearity of the graph of 
output- against input-voltage, the point of overload, 
the ringing of the tuned circuits when transients are 
applied, and the background noise. With care, these 
defects can be minimized in a practical design. 
Changes of gain due to "initial suppression" or time-
varied gain2.3'4 must either be eliminated or made 
to conform to a stable and accurately-known law. 

4. Comparisons between Theory and Experimental 
Results 

4.1. The Zone of Detection 

Knowing the following factors: 

(a) the directivity patterns of the transducers, 

(b) the acoustic absorption of the water, 

(c) the angle (0) between the line joining the target 
to the transducer and the axis of the transducer, 
and 

(d) the law of time-varied gain, 

it is possible to draw diagrams representing a series of 
"concentric" calibrated fields of detection of a single 
target beneath the ship, consisting of pear-shaped 
surfaces, as indicated by Craig." Each surface gives 
a uniform echo-level received from a target of a given 
acoustic cross-section, placed on the surface (at a 
known gain setting). 

During the period of "initial suppression", the 
gain increases approximately in proportion to range.2 
Thus, when the effect of absorption is small, if the 
target is moved off the axis by an angle O so that the 
amplitude directivity factors (Do, D0') of the trans-
ducers each fall to 0.71, the range of detection is 
reduced to half. 

Confirmation of this zone of detection may be seen 
in the work of Sünd," for example, who lowered a 
target consisting of twenty air-filled glass floats to 
map the actual acoustic beam. With his echo sounder 
adjusted so that an echo from this target at a depth of 
50 m was only just recorded, he found that at a depth 
of 25 m, the echo disappeared with a transverse 
movement of target 4 m off the axis, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5. At these ranges, "initial suppression" was in 
operation, so that, as absorption is small, the 3 dB 
points for one transducer correspond to half range. 
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Fig. S. The zone of detection beneath the ship, observed by 
Sünd (correlated with calculation). 

The present author has superimposed a directivity 
pattern passing through a point 50 m below the 
transducer on the axis, calculated from the known 
details of the transducer employed by Sünd (diameter 
35 cm; A = 10 cm in water). The 3 dB points 
occur at 8.6 deg off the axis and there is close agree-
ment with Sünd's result. 

Also, from a knowledge of the sounding rate, the 
speed of the ship and the depth of the target, Sünd 
predicted the number of echoes received from a small 
target. 

Again, Von Brand and Schürfe" confirmed the 
zone of detection at greater ranges where the gain is 
constant and showed how it expanded as the gain of 
the receiving amplifier was increased (gain settings 
1-4 in Fig. 6). In this case, the transducer was rectan-
gular and was 17.2 cm wide in the fore/aft direction 
(A = 5 cm in water). An approximate zone of 
detection has been added by the present author, based 
on a maximum range of 300 m for the target used. 
Half range now corresponds to the 6 dB points for 
one transducer, approximately, and again there is 
close agreement between the calculations and the 
experimental measurements. 

4.2. Cross-checks on Absolute Calculation 

A typical stringent cross-check on eqn. (2) may be 
made by means of a calculation based on measure-
ments taken at sea whilst on board the R.V. Ernest 
Holt, by Harden-Jones," who lowered a 6-in. 
diameter spherical air-filled metal float on a line 
directly under an echo sounder operating at 30 kc/s 
and compared the echo received across the transducer 
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load with a voltage injected from a signal generator 
at the same frequency. (See Fig. 7.) 

A Cod fish (85 cm long) was also lowered to 90 
fathoms and it is seen that the results for the sphere 
and the fish in dorsal aspect, are closely similar. The 
present author has inserted a line in Fig. 7 giving the 
best mean graph for the Cod fish, taking due account 
of the calculated effects of spreading of the beam and 
acoustic absorption, using eqn. ( 1). 

For a perfectly-reflecting sphere, the acoustic cross-
section can be calculated from the radius (a): 

= na2 = 182 cm2 

in the present example. 

On substituting all the parameters in eqn. (2), (see 
Appendix 2), the calculated values agree closely with 
the observed signals at ranges between 25 and 60 
fathoms. 

Thus, it must be concluded that eqn. (2) may be 
used with reasonable accuracy in good weather, 
particularly at the shorter ranges below 100 fathoms 
and at the lower frequencies (where variations in the 
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Fig. 7. Harden-Jones's results for Cod (of mean length 85 cm) 
and a 6-in, diameter air-filled spherical metal float suspended on 

a wire. 

acoustic absorption of the sea-water will not signi-
ficantly affect the result). 

4.3. Variation in the Signal Received from a Target 

An indication of the variation in the signal received 
from a target can be obtained from some observa-
tions5.0k obtained recently from an echo sounder 
operating at 30 kc/s on the F.V. Chichester Lass, 
whilst on a steady course in Lyme Bay in good 
weather. The sea-bed was very flat and consisted, 
mainly, of sand. Recordings were made of the sea-bed 
echoes on a special tape recorder, operating well 
within the dynamic range, and the individual echoes 
were later analysed in the laboratory. To facilitate 
observation, the tapes were replayed at one quarter 
the normal speed and a simplified scale of amplitude 
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was adopted (from 0-14 arbitrary units, in increments 
of 0-5 unit). The echoes were displayed on a wide-
band oscilloscope, readings of peak amplitude being 
taken. 

It is interesting to note the degree of constancy of 
the sea-bed echoes. One recording, lasting 144 
minutes, consisted of 1924 consecutive transmissions. 
A typical sample of the variation is plotted in Fig. 8. 
For the entire run, the average value of the amplitude 
of the sea-bed echo was 8-64 units and it is particularly 
significant that the mean deviation was only 11-7% of 
this. The corresponding histogram appears in Fig. 9. 
99-84% of the readings have amplitudes between 
"5-0" and "13-0". (This represents a reduction to 
38% of the maximum value.) Of the remaining 
readings, one, only, lies above " 13-0", whilst the two 
below "5-0" might be attributable to poor coupling 
(out of 1924 consecutive echoes). 

As the water was shallow, the effects of anomalous 
propagation were negligible (see Sect. 3.2); also, the 
ship did not have time to roll appreciably whilst the 
sound travelled to the sea-bed and back (in 40 ms). 
The observed variations of amplitude may, thus, be 
attributed, mainly, to: 

(a) the geometrical effect of the beam patterns, due 
to rolling and pitching, 

(b) the variation in coupling between the trans-
ducers and the water, and 

(c) variations in the reflectivity of the sea-bed. 

An approximate calculation can be made (see 
Appendix 3), taking into account the acoustic beam 
angles and the angles of roll and pitch of the vessel 
observed at the time. This indicates that the variations 
in amplitude of the sea-bed echo agree with those 
calculated to result from the motion of the vessel, 
alone. The pattern of these variations depends upon 
the waves on the surface of the sea (known to be very 
complicated), the periods of roll and pitch of the ship 
and the transmission interval. Thus, it can be ex-
pected to be very complex. There was some evidence 
that parts of the pattern did, in fact, repeat. 

OO 910 
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Fig. 8. Variation in peak amplitude of sea-bed echo. 
A typical sample of 120 consecutive sea-bed echoes, taken from a l4-minute 
tape recording. (The above details refer to the entire recording (1924 echoes).) 
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F.V. Chichester Lass in Lyme Bay 
(between Brixham and Sidmouth). 

Sea-bed: Sand with a few scattered pieces 
of rock. 

Speed of vessel: 6 knots. 

Transmission interval: 0-45 s (133 rev/min). 

Depth: 16 fathoms ( I- 2.6%, — 31%; 
mean deviation: 1.0 %). 

Frequency: 30 kc/s. 

Pulse length: 0.5 ms (approx.) (50% ampli-
tude). 

Maximum angle of roll: ± (10°±2°). 
Maximum angle of pitch: ± (5°±1°). 
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The conclusion is drawn that these variations of 
target echo-amplitude are largely due to the 
geometrical effect. In addition, the acoustic coupling 
to the water cannot have varied much as this would 
have given many readings at lower values of 
amplitude than found in Fig. 9. Even if the effects of 
rolling and pitching were ignored, the mean error in 
measurement of echo-amplitude would only be of the 
order 10% of the mean value. 

More work is required along these lines, but with 
small targets. 
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Fig. 9. Histogram of 1924 consecutive readings of amplitude of 
the sea-bed echo. 

(The half values are more difficult to read and this accounts for 
the re-entrant nature of those readings in the above figure). 

5. Best Display for Accurate Measurements 

Turning to the question of how best to measure the 
signals received from fish, it would be possible to 
observe: 

(a) the maximum amplitude and/or 

(b) the characteristic shape of the echo-pulse. 

The determination of the acoustic cross-section of an 
isolated fisht is possible from observation of the 
maximum amplitude. Moreover, this is unaffected by 
pulse length, as, with present installations, the pulse 
embraces the fish. This holds out the hope of a 
fairly straightforward measurement of fish size, once 
the relations between fish size, wavelength and 
acoustic cross-section have been investigated." 

On the other hand, Hodgson' and Fridriksson6 
have suggested that there are so many variations in the 

t This is relevant, since, in sea-bed trawling, an average rate of 
catch equal to one fish every ten yards of tow, is regarded as a 
commercial proposition. 
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appearance of shoal echoes on a recording sounder 
that identification of type of fish might be possible 
from the character of the trace, taking into account 
such factors as the depth of the fish and the width of 
the sound beam. This is rather subjective and depends 
greatly on the experience and skill of the observer. 
The design of electronic apparatus to facilitate these 
complex observations is much more difficult than 
that required to estimate the size of a single fish. 

The possibility of calibration of a pen recorder is 
worthy of consideration, as there are more recorders 
than cathode-ray displays in use. 

Concerning chemical paper for pen recorders, two 
main types are available, wet and dry. In the former, 
the action is electrolytic» The intensity of the mark 
depends on dampness of paper, care in storage and 
the ambient humidity. With dry paper 22'23 the 
action is mainly "blasting" or allotropic and partly 
electrolytic. In both cases the results depend also on 
the d.c. or a.c. voltage applied to the pen, the degree 
of overlap between successive scans, and the velocity, 
pressure and area of contact of the pen. The im-
pedance of the paper changes with applied voltage. 
Thus, the intrinsic non-linear characteristics of 
recording papers in general (illustrated by Fig. 10) 
and their changeable nature, make them unsuitable 
for quantitative observations. 

Despite these difficulties, Hashimoto24 has been 
able to measure the power required to make a marginal 
mark on recorder paper within 1 dB, but only by 
taking the mean of many readings. 

In contrast with the impracticability of calibration 
of recording papers, the deflection on a cathode-ray 
display can, with careful design, be made strictly 
proportional to signal voltage and the latter affords 
an accurate method of measurement. It does, 
however, lack the convenience of a permanent 
record. 

6. Conclusions 

A formula is derived relating the received echo to 
the acoustic back-scattering cross-section and all the 
other parameters of the system. 

When using a vertical sound beam at sea in good 
weather, the evidence indicates that 

(a) the polar diagrams are only slightly distorted by 
anomalous propagation due to thermoclines, 
salinity gradients and changes of pressure, 

(b) the observed variations in target echo are 
largely due to the geometrical effect of rolling 
and pitching of the vessel, whilst the acoustic 
coupling between the transducer and water does 
not vary greatly, and 

(c) most important of all, the echo received from a 
target of known acoustic cross-section, agrees 
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closely with the value calculated from the 
formula. 

On this basis, it is clear that the method of calibration 
of echo sounders described in this paper can be used 
to determine the acoustic cross-sections of fish, 
previously unknown. 

Alternatively, if the cross-sections of fish over wide 
ranges of fish length and wavelength were measured 
in a separate series of experiments,2° the method can 
be used to determine fish size. 

Points (a) and (c), above, are especially true at the 
shorter ranges and the lower frequencies. 

The maximum overall echo-amplitude is the obser-
vation which may be made most readily and this is 
best seen on a cathode-ray tube. 
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9. Appendix 1: 

Derivation of a Formula for Calculation 
of the Echo Received from a Small Target 

Equation (1) of Section 3.2 may be extended to 
take into account the transducer parameters and the 
acoustic cross-section of the target. 

July 1961 

Thus, when the target is on the axis of the trans-
ducer, the incident intensity: 

kil lAOlixr P/mAr/Em 
— 

47cr2(ri,:,)f 

The directivity factor of a projector (qp)f has been 
defined by Horton." 

Again, the intensity returned to the receiving 
transducer is 

I' - 
0.10 - 0.1ar 

47rr2 

(3) 

(4) 

a is the acoustic back-scattering cross-section of the 
target. This is defined as the plane area intercepting 
an amount of energy, which, if it were scattered 
omnidirectionally from the target, would produce an 
echo equal to that observed. (This area is placed 
at the same position as the target and is perpendicular 
to the direction of the incident waves.) 

It follows that the power dissipated in the load 
connected across the receiving transducer is 

= rimA tiEnt [47:(112i) .f] 

The expression within the brackets, above, is known 
as the capture area (Ac) of the receiving transducer." 
Combining eqns. (3), (4) and (5): 

• W1 ° °2 ", 7  EMPIM A'IEM  
2 

W — 
64n3r (ri 

4 , . 1Coff,,D' 

When the target lies at angle O off the axis of the 
transducer system, the received power is 

= kr(De)2(4)2 

W. 10- °.2arcflinfA %xi PivA P/E'ni /12(4)2(4)2 

(5) 

641r3 r4 (11 (P11)') f 

(6) 

10. Appendix 2: 

Absolute Calculations based on Harden-Jones's 
Results at Sea 

The echo sounder used by Harden-Jones' (Fig. 7) 
had the following characteristics' (using the nomen-
clature of Sect. 3.3): 

= 700 watts, 

a = 7 x 10-5 dB/cm (at 30 kc/s), 

= 25 fathoms = 4.58 x 103 cm, 

= 182 cm2, 

r/mA Phu = 0'45, 

I MA = 0.12 (an inboard transducer in a 
tank), 

Piem = 0.46, 

Frequency = 30 kc/s and 

1 = 5 cm. 
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Dimensions of the transmitting transducer: 
2A x 

Thus, (p/D)f = —1 (ref. 13) 
71 

Dimensions of the circular receiving transducer: 

Diameter = 18 cm = 3.6A, 

= —1 (ref. 13) so that (rh,)f 
126 

Target on axis of transducer system. 

Substituting in eqn. (2), we have: 

W' = (700)(0.86)(182)(0 45)(0 . 12)(0 46)(25)(71)(126) 
(64)(70)(4.58 x 103)4 

= 7.1 x 10 -l° watts. 

The echo-voltage, received across a resistor of 26n, 
was compared with a calibrating signal injected 
through a circuit giving an attenuation of '0.86 
(amplitude). Thus the voltage read on his signal 
generator (as plotted in Fig. 7) would be 

(7.1 x 10-1° x 26)1 158 1.I.V ( ± 20 % probable 
0.86 error). 

In the above calculation, the tolerance was added 
after careful consideration of the probable errors. 

In Fig. 7, the mean figure for the 6-in, diameter 
sphere at 25 fathoms range, is 180 V. 

11. Appendix 3: 

Calculation of the Geometrical Effect of Rolling 
and Pitching of Ship 

Further details of the trial are as follow: 

Vessel: F.V. Chichester Lass (used for mid-water 
trawling). Length: 40 ft; beam: 4 ft 6 in; draught: 
6 ft (aft), 4 ft (f'ward). 

Depth: 16 fathoms. 

Echo-sounder: 

Frequency: 30 kc/s, (A = 5 cm). 

Transmitter: Capacitor discharge. 

Transducers: Separate T and R. Ring packs, 
mounted amidships in circular 
reflectors of diameter d = 6 in. 
(as in Fig. 2). 

Beam angles: 19.3 deg (between 
3 dB points). 

Course: East. Wind: Fresh (force 3-4), S.E. 

From the recording (running at full speed), it was 
observed that most of the sea-bed echoes rose to their 
peak amplitude within 0.35 ms, t a number rose in 
under 0.8 ms and a few as late as 1.6 ms. Thus, the 
main contributions to the echoes must have come 
from directions confined within angles of 0.5 deg, 
1.1 deg or 2.3 deg (respectively) to the vertical and the 
assumption may be made that the effective area on 
the sea-bed was small. 

For a circular transducer,' the relative pressure 
directivity factor: 

Do — 24(x) where x = id . -- sin O 

and O is the angle between the direction under con-
sideration (i.e. the vertical) and the axis of the trans-
ducer. 

At 10 deg roll and 5 deg pitch, O = 11.2 deg. 
Substituting, also, d = 15.2 cm and À = 5 cm, then 
x = 1•86 and Do = 62%. 

As the transducers were mounted close together 
(compared with 16 fathoms), the transmitting and 
receiving beams are assumed to be identical, so that 
the minimum amplitude of the echo would be 
(0.62)2 x 100% = 38% of the maximum. (The fact 
that this is identical with the observed result is 
fortuitous, as the errors in measurement of the 
angles of roll and pitch lead to a wide tolerance.) 

tIncluding the effect of the restricted bandwidth of the tape 
recorder. 

Manuscript first received by the Institution on 17th March 
1958 and in final form on 23rd February 1961. (Paper No. 649.) 
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Summary: Development of new types of components and improved 
versions of existing types to meet more stringent environmental conditions 
and research into materials for electronic components are sponsored 
by the Radio Components Research and Development Committee. 
Some of the more important examples of new components are discussed 
under the headings of: capacitors, resistors, plugs and sockets, trans-
formers and transductors, electromechanical devices, microwave com-
ponents, and microminiaturization. 
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6.2. Miniature transformers 

6.3. Transductors 

6.4. Miscellaneous 

1. Introduction 

The development of components for the Services is 
mainly carried out through a Joint Service Committee 
known as the Radio Components Research and 
Development Committee. This committee and its 
sub-committees, one for each type of component, 
are formed from representatives of the main Service 
establishments, the National Physical Laboratory, the 
Post Office and the Atomic Energy Research Establish-
ment. The committee has finance at its disposal so 
that it can sponsor particular component develop-
ment programmes with industry. 

The developments sponsored fall into two cate-
gories: completely new types of components and 
improvements of existing types of components to 
meet more stringent environmental conditions of 
temperature, humidity and vibration. Also, a very 
important part of the programme is devoted to minia-
ture components to satisfy the demand for components 
for transistorized and printed circuit equipments. 
There is usually only a limited requirement by the 
Services in peace time for the components so 
developed. However, they are often also used in the 
professional electronic field and finally perhaps in 

t Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern, Worcs. 
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7. Electromechanical Devices 

7.1. Relays 

7.2. Switches 

7.3. Spindle seal 

8. Microwave Components 

9. Microminiaturization 

10. Acknowledgment 

11. Bibliography 

domestic electronic applications—a process to be 
encouraged for furthering the advance of component 
performance and electronic techniques, and also 
spreading the development costs. 

In addition a large programme of research into 
materials is sponsored by the R.C.R.D.C. as com-
ponent development largely depends on improvement 
in materials. 

The development contracts which are placed with a 
firm for a particular component cover the cost of 
initial design study and design samples and also the 
cost of fully developed engineered models off produc-
tion type tooling. These are submitted to the Radio 
Components Standardization Committee for type 
approval testing. These developments, therefore, are 
closely linked with production methods. 

In many cases the developments are carried out in 
parallel with similar developments by industry for 
their own applications and the two cannot be separ-
ated. The successful completion of development for 
Service applications usually means the component 
satisfies the relevant R.C.S.C. specification and a type 
approval certificate is issued. 

A convenient way to survey this work is to con-
sider the programmes for some of the main com-
ponents and detail the more interesting developments. 
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2. Capacitors 

A great deal of development effort is devoted to 
capacitors and dielectrics and as a result capacitors of 
much improved performance are becoming available. 

2.1. Stacked High K 

The development of the stacked high-K ceramic 
capacitor for Service applications has now been com-
pleted and these capacitors are available and approved 
to the R.C.S.C. humidity class H1 and temperature 
category 40/125° C in values up to 0.5 [IF and 350 V 
working. The capacitors are produced by casting a 
thin ceramic sheet from a dispersion, applying 
palladium electrodes, stacking and firing. They are 
then enclosed and sealed in a metal case. Further 
development is being carried out by one firm to pro-
duce thinner ceramic sheet of suitable quality free 
from pin holes. 

2.2. Miniature Sintered Tantalum Anode 

The 70 V 50 p.F castanet type is now well estab-
lished and is approved by R.C.S.C. as an HI, 40/125 
component. Development of miniature and sub-
miniature versions is proceeding but sealing difficulties 
have been encountered with the very small cases used. 
These will no doubt be resolved and the capacitors 
will then receive R.C.S.C. approval. A typical con-
struction for this capacitor is shown in Fig. 1. 

NICKEL WIRE 
SOFT SOLDERED 
(300°C) ELECTROLYTE 

SILVER CAN CATHODE) 

P.T.E.E.WASHER 
RUBBER BUNG 

0.022  DIA. 
NICKEL WIRE 

LAP WELD 

P T.F E. SILVER COMPRESSION 
WASHER— Ii WASHER 

POROUS TANTALUM 
ANODE 

Fig. 1. Miniature sintered anode tantalum capacitor—typical 
construction. 

2.3. Thin Film 

Perhaps the most promising of the thin film develop-
ments is the polycarbonate film. This has been pro-
duced with a thickness of 1.7 microns and worked into 
experimental capacitors by a capacitor firm. A 
capacitance of about 2 p.F/in3 compared with 0.9 
t.ein3 for paper should result. The voltage rating 
would be of the order of 20 V compared with the 
150 V minimum obtainable with paper. The power 
factor is about 0.003 and the upper temperature limit 
140° C. Figure 2 shows the relative sizes of the poly-
carbonate and paper capacitors. 
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2.4. High Temperature Ceramic 

The development of a high temperature high K 
ceramic has been sponsored with a French firm and its 
British associates. The K of the material is of the 
order of 1000 and the target temperature range is 
— 55° C to 200° C. Sample capacitors to meet this 
requirement are expected to be available shortly. 

2.5. Barrier Layer 

Very high capacitance values can be obtained in the 
barrier layer capacitor. In this type a wafer of barium 
titanate is first reduced to the conducting state and 
then re-oxidized on the surface to give a very thin 
dielectric film. Capacitance values of 0.1 1.1.F/cm2 
can be obtained and the working temperature range 
is — 55 to 125° C. An inherent drawback is its low 
voltage rating, about 3 V, and it is only suitable for 
power frequencies. However it should be satisfactory 
where a cheap and robust capacitance of high value 
is required within these limits. 

3. Fixed Resistors 

3.1. Oxide Film 

Oxide film resistors are now available in this country 
as possible replacements for the cracked carbon ver-
sion in the lower values and are approved to R.C.S.C. 
H1, 40/125. Two versions are available, one being tin-
antimony oxide on glass rods and of American 
origin, and the other tin-boron on ceramic rods. 
These resistors are produced by deposition in a 
furnace from the soluble chlorides on to the hot rods. 
They have excellent stability, about 0.25% under 
R.C.S.C. tests, though the temperature coefficients at 
present are rather high, some 250 parts in 106 per 
deg C. Long term storage stability is excellent. 

A further development, using tin-antimony oxide 
film, being sponsored by the R.C.R.D. is to coat glass 
fibre, 0-001 in. diameter, with the oxide and wind 
resistors with the coated fibre. An automatic coating 
machine has been developed which produces coated 
fibre of excellent quality. The coated fibre has a 
resistance value up to 150 kilohms per inch and a 
temperature coefficient better than 150 parts in 106 
per deg C or better than 50 parts in 106 per deg C by 
special control. Sample resistors will soon be avail-
able for test. A satisfactory method of making end 
connections has been devised. 

3.2. Evaporated Nichrome 

One firm is now producing these resistors on ceramic 
rods in this country under licence. A development 
contract to produce high temperature high stability 
resistors of this type on glass rods has been in 
existence for some time and samples will be available 
shortly. These resistors will operate up to 150° C and 
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O 2515METALLIZED PAPER 

0.25}IF METALLIZED THIN FILM 

(32 MICRONS) 

• e FOIL AND PAPER 

The above four samples are the 
minimum physical sizes available 

to give these capacitances 

INCHES 

,111,111,1„,171111111,1,1ullitIlI4111 5i.l 6i 

boto•11.4 
I Our 151), 
DC Wei 

1.01.1F METALLIZED PAPER 

1 OFF METALLIZED THIN FILM 

(1.7 MICRONS) 

should have a temperature coefficient better than 20 
parts in 106 per deg C and stability of 0.1 

3.3. Glass Coated Resistance Wire 

An interesting development which has been started 
recently is to produce glass coated resistance wires less 
than 0.001 in. diameter. The proposed method is to 
draw the coated wire in one operation from a molten 
billet of resistive material surrounded by glass. By this 
means experimental lengths of glass coated manganin 
wire, 10 microns dia., have been drawn and in Fig. 3 
is shown a photomicrograph of the wire which illus-
trates the excellent concentricity obtained. 

Fig. 3. Photomicrograph of glass-coated magnanin wire of 
10 microns diameter. 

4. Variable Resistors 

4.1. Oxide Film 

A method of producing meandered tin-antimony 
oxide film variable resistor tracks on flat glass plates 

July 1%1 

Fig. 2. 

Relative: sizes of paper-and 
thin plastic film capacitors. 

has been developed and is available for further 
development into an engineered resistor. The wiper 
runs on a reinforced part of the track consisting of a 
rhodium deposit on silver. The geometry is such that 
no change results in resistance value due to wear and a 
life better than 106 cycles can easily be achieved. 
Resistance values up to 5 Mil can be obtained with a 
2 in. diameter circular track. A track with an experi-
mental wiper for test purposes, is shown in Fig. 4. 

The development of a miniature pre-set potentio-
meter using the oxide film track has recently been 
started for Service applications. Resistance values are 
from 10 162 to 2 MO. 

4.2. Wire Wound 

The development of a precision sealed high tem-
perature wire wound potentiometer has been recently 
completed and samples are undergoing R.C.S.C. 
approval tests. These are for operation up to 150° C 
and have a linearity better than 0.1 %. Silicone rubber 
"0" ring seals are used for the panel, case and spindle 
sealing. Another development nearing completion 
is for a miniature low torque precision wirewound 
potentiometer with a torque not greater than 0.1 g.cm. 

5. Plugs and Sockets 

Plugs and sockets are an essential part of Service 
equipments and have to meet very severe environ-
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Fig. 4. Experimental tin-antimony oxide film potentiometer 
track. 

mental conditions. The fully sealed version is 
necessary for satisfactory operation under conditions 
of high humidity and this is often required in addition 
to high temperature performance. Considerable 
development effort has been devoted to this end and 
has resulted in multi-way types using "one piece" 
silicone rubber bung inserts. These have excellent 
electrical performance and cover a wide temperature 
range. The M4 range of plugs and sockets, known as 
R.C.S.C. Pattern 104, is now available as R.C.S.C. 
HI, 40/150 components. The development of the 
BMS range, which are American AN sizes, for tem-
peratures up to 190° C is nearing completion. Other 
types now coming into use and using silicone inserts 
are the miniature ranges. The chief drawback to the 
silicone materials at present available is their poor 
resistance to various organic fluids such as kerosene 
and hydraulic oils, and development of oil resistant 
versions has high priority. 

An example of the complex multi-way plugs and 
sockets now being used in Service ground equipment 
is the 70 + 1 coaxial type. This has a neoprene rubber 
insert as high temperature is not a requirement. 

Development in r.f. matched plugs and sockets has 
been towards sealed versions of the BNC types in 
polythene for temperatures up to 70° C and in 
p.t.f.e. for temperatures up to 150° C. The polythene 
types are now approved to R.C.S.C. H2 40/70 and 
design samples of the p.t.f.e. version have shown 
satisfactory sealing at 150° C. Other recent develop-
ments are sealed Pattern C types in p.t.f.e. for helical 
membrane cables and a sealed polythene plug and 
socket, for DR 68 cable, of comparable size to the 
R.C.S.C. Pattern 2 range. The high temperature 
version of the Pattern 4 using glass seals has been 
approved for the temperature range — 40° C to 150° C. 
A few of these plugs and sockets are shown in Fig. 5. 
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One of the more difficult plug and socket develop-
ments has been the demountable double screen type 
for UR 92 cable and rated at 9 kV working. It is a 
sealed design using a system of silicone rubber "0" 
ring seals and the two screens are carried though 
independently. 

Development has recently been started on a range 
of printed circuit connectors to meet Service require-
ments. These will be of the two types, edge connectors 
using the board as a plug and the separate plug and 
socket connector. They will be based on 0-1 in. 
spacing which has been adopted as the Service 
standard. 

6. Transformers and lian%citiet ors 

6.1. Resin Cast Transformers 

Resin cast transformers now have R.C.S.C. 
approval, and are at present made in the standard 
sizes for oil-filled transformers to maintain inter-
changeability. They have greater mechanical strength 
but are rather heavier because of their unnecessarily 
large size for their rating. Great care must be taken 
to prevent the formation of voids during casting and 
work has been sponsored to investigate resin casting 
systems and devise test specifications. For successful 
casting a vacuum process is considered essential for 
impregnation of the winding and high internal tem-
perature must be avoided. Hence the exothermic 
temperature rise and, therefore, the amount of catalyst 
must be kept at a minimum. 

6.2. Miniature Transformers 

Three sizes of miniature transformers for transistor 
circuits and other low-power applications have been 
developed. The limiting factor in the design of these 
transformers is the difficulty in obtaining very fine 
insulating wire of good space factor, close tolerance 
and uniform covering. 

Fig. 5. Recent plug and socket developments 

(a) 70-way ± 1 coaxial, 
(b) range for DR.68 cable, 
(c) pattern 104 high temperature multiway range. 
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6.3. Transductors 

Standard ranges of transductors for 400 c/s and 
1600 c/s have been developed to a draft DEF 5217 
specification and the development of a 2400 c/s range 
is proceeding and will be included in the specification 
when completed. The development of high tempera-
ture versions of the 400 c/s and 1600 c/s ranges has 
recently started and the work is to include a study of 
materials and assembly techniques. These trans-
ductors are designed for working at temperatures up 
to 250° C. 

6.4. Miscellaneous 
Work on magnetic materials includes development 

of iron-aluminium high permeability alloys, improve-
ment of temperature stability of ferrite cores, investi-
gation of the anomalous behaviour of thin magnetic 
strip and a study of Barkhausen noise. The method of 
detecting gaseous voids in transformer insulation by 
measuring ionization inception voltage is being 
further investigated, and work is continuing on casting 
resins and processes. 

7. Electromechanical Devices 

7.1. Relays 

The main relay development is for miniature and 
high reliability relays for use with printed circuits and 
for high g relays. The relays for printed circuits and 
transistor applications have up to four change contact 
action and are designed to withstand centrifugal 
acceleration up to 30 g. One design, using a separate 
contact compartment, is built up on the unit principle, 
each unit being a complete one change action relay. 
Another design, also with contacts sealed in a separate 
chamber, is polarized and uses a permanent magnet. 

7.2. Switches 

The development of a sub-miniature toggle switch 
for transistor circuits, rated at 50 volts d.c. 1 A, 
is well advanced and tests on design samples have 
given good results. A miniature multi-way rotary 
wafer switch for use in r.f. circuits has reached the 
approval test stage. 

7.3. Spindle Seal 

A high temperature spindle seal using conical 
p.t.f.e. bush seals compressed by a coil spring has 
been developed and is the only satisfactory seal avail-
able for temperatures up to 200° C. The leakage rate, 
using brass housings is not greater than 0.02 cehr. 
This spindle seal is illustrated in Fig. 6. An investiga-
tion into a method of fully hermetic spindle sealing 
has not led to a satisfactory design. 

8. Microwave Components 

Metallized glass waveguide attenuating elements of 
good reproducibility and high panclimatic stability 
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Fig. 6. P.t.f.e. bush high temperature spindle seal. 

have been available commercially for some time. 
Further development however is being carried out 
with the following aims: 

(a) Coverage of the full frequency band of standard 
waveguide sizes, i.e. constant attenuation at a 
given setting. 

(b) Substantially linear characteristics over the 
operating range, i.e. attenuation directly pro-
portional to vane movement. 

(c) Low frequency sensitivity of attenuation. 

A theoretical analysis has been made and it is hoped 
this will lead to a method of design giving these 
characteristics. 

The electro-deposited copper method of producing 
waveguide components is now well established. In 
applications where weight is important similar com-
ponents are required in light alloy and the present 
Mercast process has met production difficulties. An 
alternative method being investigated is to deposit 
thin copper surfaces and reinforce these with plastic 
materials. 

An investigation has been sponsored to establish 
the relation between dimensional tolerance and the 
relevant parameters of waveguide components. Experi-
mental verification of the theoretical formulae is being 
made. This will provide information on the maximum 
permissible dimensional tolerances for a given spread 
in the electrical parameters. 

9. Microminiaturization 

The trend of development in the electronic field is 
towards smaller components and the use of transistors 
to replace conventional valves demanded a range of 
conventional components of comparable size. This 
range of components, as used in printed circuit con-
struction, is now largely available and most com-
ponents can be obtained in miniature or sub-miniature 
sizes. The sizes of the individual components cannot 
be further reduced while still maintaining reasonable 
reliability and the practical limit has probably been 
reached in these sub-miniature sizes. 
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Further size reduction can only be achieved by a 
radical change in construction, and this has led to 
microminiaturization. Three approaches to micro-
miniaturization have evolved, namely, micromodules, 
microcircuits and solid circuits.t 

The micromodule system is an extension of the 
"Tinkertoy" concept with transistors replacing ther-
mionic valves, and is being developed mainly by 
R.C.A. in the U.S.A. In essentials, a micromodule 
consists of a stack of ceramic wafers, of dimensions 
0.31 in. x0.31 in. x0020 in. thick, held in a cage of 
12 riser wires. Each wafer carries one, or sometimes 
more, active or passive component. Other micro-
module constructions are possible and have been 
developed on a small scale. 

Microcircuits differ from micromodules in that the 
whole circuit function, instead of a single component, 
is laid on one wafer. The wafer or plate is larger than 
the micromodule wafer and may be up to 1 in. square. 
Transistors and diodes are set in recesses in the 
wafer and resistors and capacitors can be deposited on 
one or both surfaces of the wafer by a variety of 
methods. 

A solid circuit is a functional unit fashioned from 
a semi-conductor block by what are essentially tran-
sistor making techniques. This concept is the most 
advanced form of microminiaturization, for very high 
packing densities can be achieved. 

It is essential that circuit assemblies produced by 
these new techniques must be at least as reliable as 
equivalent circuits made with conventional com-
ponents. At present, there are no figures available 
on the reliability of any of the microminiaturization 
systems, but there is reason to believe that they will 
be very reliable. 

A substantial development programme has been 
sponsored by the Government with industry for 
microcircuit development for a Services application. 
The techniques used involve the deposition of resistors 
and capacitors by vacuum evaporation or sputtering 
and contracts have been placed with industry and 
Universities for fundamental investigations of these 
processes. 

Microcircuitry techniques are also being investi-
gated at the Royal Radar Establishment. Resistance 
elements are formed by evaporating nickel-chromium 
alloy on to glass plates. The use of glass has been 
dictated by the requirement for a surface which is 
smooth compared with the thickness of the nichrome 

t The last two terms, hitherto in general usage, have now been 
registered as trade-marks in the U.S., "Solid Circuits" by 
Texas Instruments Inc., and "Microcircuits" by International 
Resistance Co. 

film. Values up to 0-5 ma in an area of less than 
1 cm' have been obtained. Basic studies are being 
made of the binding properties of thin films as good 
adhesion between film and substrate is of prime 
importance. The deposition of dielectric films for 
capacitors presents greater difficulties. Satisfactory 
films of silicon monoxide have been deposited giving 
capacitors of 4000 pF/cm2. The main problem existing 
is the way to protect satisfactorily the completed thin 
films capacitors against the effect of adverse environ-
ments. The use of miniature wrapped joints for inter-
substrate connections is being investigated. 

Work on solid circuits has also been Government-
sponsored with industry. Initially basic techniques 
are being investigated but, eventually direct applica-
tions to the Services equipments will be produced. 
Solid circuit techniques are also being studied at 
R. R. E. 
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Summary: The paper discusses generally the desired characteristics of 
visual display devices and specifically describes a highly versatile, uni-
planar, electro-optical rear projection-type information data display unit. 
The design of this unit features a plurality of optical systems, each with 
an independently activated light source, focused upon a common viewing 
screen. Each optical system may thus be used to display either alpha-
numeric, symbolic or word messages (complete or progressive), and/or 
colour information. The theory of operation, construction, operational 
characteristics and performance of the device are discussed. 

1. Requirements of Display Devices 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss an electro-
optical projection system. Before proceeding, it would 
be well to enumerate some of the desired characteris-
tics of display devices. The relative degree of impor-
tance of these characteristics is contingent upon the 
particular purpose of the display and will vary from 
situation to situation. The following are the main 
points which should be considered prior to the 
selection of any display. 

(a) Analysis of the type of information data to be 
communicated and sufficient adaptability of the 
display to fulfil this requirement. 

(b) No additional or special circuit requirement. 

(c) Sufficient viewing angle, with minimum display 
degradation when viewed from extremes. 

(d) Clear, uncluttered, one plane presentations. 

(e) Minimum transient time. 

(f) No possibility of misinterpretation of presenta-
tion due to failure (fail-safe). 

(g) Low viewer fatigue, human engineered. 

(h) Long life. 

(i) Low initial cost. 

(j) Low maintenance cost and maintenance sim-
plicity. 

(k) Packaging, etc. 

For sake of clarity, "information data" is defined 
as any symbolic means of representing data whether 
it be an alpha-numeric character, a single word, a 
message comprised of several words, a picture and/or 
a colour. 

t Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc., North Hollywood, 
California, U.S.A. 
Journal Brit.I.R.E., July 1961 

Most presently known visual display devices suffer 
from one or more undesirable characteristics which 
are inherent in their design. Mechanical stepping 
devices operate slowly as compared to electric 
devices; they must be stepped to normal after each 
operation, and require auxiliary stepping equipment. 
Selective element cathode illumination devices are 
restricted in the shape and colour of the information 
data displayed, have low luminous intensity, exhibit 
poor resolution due to the characteristic cathode glow, 
and require high voltage power supplies and auxiliary 
switching apparatus. Edge-illuminated stacked and 
etched translucent sheet devices are restricted to small 
limited viewing angles due to the depth of the stack 
and suffer character degradation due to interference 
by the overlaid characters. Neon segmented lamps, 
selectively operated, require extensive auxiliary switch-
ing circuitry and are inflexible to general information 
data display. Segmented electro-luminescent lamps 
require auxiliary power supplies and have poor 
resolution due to low light output. 

2. Description of the Projection Display 

The devicet to be discussed in this paper overcomes 
most of these undesirable characteristics and has a 
number of meritorious characteristics. It is a rear 
projection type electro-optical system which contains 
twelve individual projectors in a common housing, 
focused upon a common viewing screen (Fig. 1). 
Each of these twelve projectors has its own unique 
bit of information data and light source, which when 
activated, projects the information on the viewing 
screen. 

1: Manufactured by Counting Instruments Ltd., Boreham-
wood, Hertfordshire, under licence from Industrial Electronic 
Engineers, Inc., North Hollywood, California, U.S.A. 
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Fig. 1. Cutaway view of an in-line digital display. 

Figure 2 illustrates a typical projector utilizing a 
miniature lamp as the light source.t The condensing 
lenses converge light from the source through a 
film reduction of the information data to be displayed 
on to the projection lens. The projection lens in turn 
magnifies and images the information upon the 
viewing screen (ground glass or diffused plastic sur-
face). By suitable selection of the screen surface, 
various radiation patterns may be obtained. Two of 
these patterns are illustrated in Fig. 3. Due to the 
single plane nature of the display and selective screen 
properties permit all presentations to be viewed from 
an included angle of 150 deg. 

Each of the twelve projectors has its own optical 
axis which is directed to the centre of the viewing 
screen, where they intersect (Fig. 4). This axial 
convergence necessitates placement of each type of 
projector element on a spherical surface with a radius 

IMA GE 

OR JECT 

OPTICAL AXIS 

LIGHT CONDENSING PROJECTION 
SOURCE ... LENTES LENS 

SCREEN 

Fig. 2. Single projection system. 

t Any miniature lamp possessing a T3-1/4 bayonet base may 
be used, providing the filament location is compatible with the 
optical design of the unit and does not exceed 8 watts power 
dissipation at an ambient temperature of 120°F, see Fig. 6. 
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of curvature equal to the distance of that particular 
element to the viewing screen. For ease of fabrication 
each type of lens is moulded into a plastic spherical 
section with the proper radius. The light source is 
adjusted by mounting variations of the base socket on 
the end plate of the unit. 

Figure 1 relates to the general construction of a 
typical unit. At the left is the end plate with lamp 
sockets and terminals mounted. The lamps when 
mounted insert into a housing which acts as a light 
shield and heat sink. The two condensing lens 
matrices are just forward of the lamp housing. The 
object film, with its twelve bits of information data is 
affixed to the concave surface of the second condenser. 
The next and final matrix is that of the projection 
lenses, with a light mask mounted between it and the 
viewing screen. By proper activation any one of the 
twelve information bits may be selected for display. 
It is possible by step activation to present a message 
in increments or to change part of an existing message. 
Insertion of a colour filter overlay on an information 
bit, or in an information bit position, will permit 

-----INCLUDED VIEWING 
ANGLE 

BRIGHTNESS 

Fig. 3. Polar intensity plot. 

- 
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OPTICAL 
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Fig. 4. Multiple projection systems focused upon a common 
viewing screen. 

coloured presentations or flooding which may be 
used to indicate special conditions. The information 
displayed by this unit is entirely adaptable to meet the 
needs of the design engineer, without compromise. 
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OPTICAL PROJECTION SYSTEM FOR INFORMATION DATA DISPLAY 

3. Performance 

Lamp selection would be predicted upon available 
circuit voltages and lamp switching can be achieved 
in less than 100 milliseconds (time required for the 
filament of a lamp to decay and another to activate). 
The lamps are easily serviced by removing four screws 

Table 1 

Lamp Selection Chart 

General 
Electric 
Lamp 
Number 

Voltage 

Life at 
Current Wattage rated Relative 
.(tnA) per lamp voltage brightnesst 

(hours) 

44 6.3 
47 6.3 

1815 14 
1813 14 
1819 28 
1820 28 
1829 28 

250 1.6 
150 0.9 
200 2.8 
100 1.4 
40 1.1 
100 2.8 
70 2.0 

3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

It 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 

t The brightness of the character displayed depends upon the 
current of the lamp and the design of the filament. The 6.3 V 
lamp has a more concentrated filament than either the 14 V or 
28 V lamp, and therefore provides a brighter picture. 

: Maximum brightness is indicated by the lowest number. 
Brightness decreases as the numbers increase. 
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which hold the end plate to the case, thus providing 
accessibility to all twelve lamps. It is not necessary 
to replace the entire unit when one lamp fails. The 
rated voltage life of any single lamp can be as high 
as 3000 hours (Table 1), with random lamp activation 
the "mean time to maintenance" can be as great as 
36 000 hours. Normally a failure is not catastrophic 
but the results of gradual lamp degradation due to 
filament deterioration. If and when a "catastrophic" 
lamp failure should occur no misinterpretation can 
be obtained, the information is either presented or 
not presented. Input to the display unit is straight 
decimal; that is, for each information data bit there 
is one terminal available for wiring purposes. Since 
the unit operates on this single signal, no special 
intermediate coding is required. There are no require-
ments for auxiliary amplifier circuits or mechanical 
drives to operate the unit. Several units may be 
grouped together in assemblies, maintaining the 
same included viewing angle without loss of resolu-
tion or brightness. Various size displays may be 
obtained by minor optical design changes and corre-
sponding case dimensional changes. Three different 
alpha-numeric character sizes are currently available, 
ft in., 1 in. and 3î in. 

Manuscript received by the Institution on 25th January 1961 
(Contribution No. 34). 
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Summary: Construction techniques for electroluminescent matrix systems, 
namely photographic etching and vacuum evaporation through masks, are 
described in detail. A method of extending the lifetime of electrolumine-
scent layers is put forward which offers easier construction of the electro-
luminescent device. Selection problems in electroluminescent matrix 
systems are considered. Electro-mechanical systems are shown to be very 
slow and a description is given of a high-speed, economical, electronic 
selection system, which may use either valves or transistors. 

I. Uses of Electroluminescent Matrices 

1.1. Graphical Plotting 

The electroluminescent matrix has been considered 
as a graphical output unit for a digital computer in a 
paper by Kilburn et al.,' and also as a permanent 
storage device for use in a digital computer, in a 
paper by Hoffman et al.2 It is the purpose of this 
paper to describe in detail the construction and 
operation of these electroluminescent matrices. 

An electroluminescent matrix consists of a sandwich 
of electroluminescent phosphor between orthogonal 
sets of conducting strips deposited on a glass substrate 
(Fig. 1). A pair of conducting strips, one in the X 
direction, and one in the Y direction, may be selected 
by a co-ordinate selection system, and on the applica-
tion of anti-phase voltages Ê sin cot to X, and 
— Ê sin cot to Y, there will be a voltage of 2E sin cot 
at the intersection of X and Y. At all other inter-
sections of the selected X with non-selected Y con-
ductors, and the selected Y with non-selected X con-
ductors, there will be a voltage of Ê sin wt. This 
method of selection of a single point within a matrix 
is discussed in reference 1. If the brightness-voltage 
characteristic of the electroluminescent phosphor is 
sufficiently steep, then with this 2 : 1 difference in 
voltage there will be sufficient difference in the 
brightness of the electroluminescent light output for 
a photographic film to record the light from the spot 
at the intersection of the selected conductors but not 
the light output from the intersections between 
selected and non-selected conductors. Electro-
luminescent layers have now been developed which 
are sufficiently bright for a photographic record to 
be made of each selected co-ordinate position in 

t Computing Machine Laboratory, Manchester University. 
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1-2 ms. With suitable high-speed co-ordinate selec-
tion circuitry, fast and accurate graphical plotting 
may be accomplished. 
When this recording time is compared with that of a 

cathode-ray tube plotting device" the electro-
luminescent matrix is slower. However the electro-
luminescent matrix is inherently accurate. A 
512 x 512 line graphical plotting matrix has a built-in 
drift-free accuracy of 0.2% (i.e. 1 line in 512) and all 
matrices manufactured to the same specification 
will be absolutely identical from one to another. 

Fig. 1. An electroluminescent matrix. 
a silver contact 
b transparent conducting lines 
c electroluminescent phosphor layer 
d copper lines 

e glass plate 
f selected X line 
g selected Y line 
h selected spot. 

Compared with mechanical plotting systems, the 
electroluminescent matrix is at least as accurate, but 
considerably faster, so a graphical plotting system, 
incorporating an electroluminescent matrix combines 
the high accuracy of a mechanical system, but with 
high recording and selection speed. Such systems 
will be of considerable use in connection with com-
puting machine installations where the rate of data 
output requiring accurate plotting, may be high. 
An example is shown in Fig. 2. 
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1.2. Alpha-Numeric Displays 

The electroluminescent matrix may be used as an 
alpha-numeric display or recording device by pro-
gramming the co-ordinate selection so that numerals 
or letters are sequentially plotted (see Fig. 4 in reference 
11). In this way, a plotting speed of 10-20 ms per 
character may be achieved, which compares favour-
ably with the 16 ms per character required by a high-
speed tape punch. 

Fig. 2. Solution of the equation y = kx2 plotted 
on an electroluminescent matrix. 

As the display on an electroluminescent matrix is 
essentially sequential, then in order for the eye to 
perceive a steady or readable image it is necessary to 
build in some form of image storage mechanism. 
The simplest storage mechanism is a phosphor with 
a long afterglow, but as electroluminescent phosphors 
are in general not of this type, a standard long-
afterglow photoluminescent phosphor may be mixed 
with the electroluminescent phosphor to produce the 
required effect. 

If the display is plotted in less than 100 ms, i.e. the 
maximum time before the eye observes flicker, then 
the display may be continuously recycled to produce 
a steady image. This system is particularly useful in 
conjunction with a radar system where the co-ordi-
nates of the objects under surveillance are being 
continuously scanned. 
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2. Construction of Electroluminescent Matrices 

2.1. The Simple Electroluminescent Cell 

This consists of a sandwich of electroluminescent 
phosphor between conducting plates (Fig. 3). When 
an alternating voltage is applied to the two plates 
then an alternating electric field is established across 
the electroluminescent layer. If the electroluminescent 
phosphor is suspended in an insulating dielectric, then 
light will be emitted due to intrinsic electrolumines-
cence.3 To allow the luminescence to be observed, 
one of the conducting plates must be transparent. 
Therefore, electroluminescent cells are generally 
constructed on glass which has been given a trans-
parent conducting coating. The electroluminescent 
phosphor, suspended in a plastic dielectric, is then 
spin coated or sprayed on the conducting surface 
of the glass, and finally a metallic back-conductor is 
evaporated or sprayed on to the phosphor layer. 
An alternative method of construction may be used 
where the electroluminescent phosphor in a low 
melting point glass binder is coated on a metal plate, 
fused, and then a hard transparent conducting layer 
formed on the surface. Although this second method 
of electroluminescent cell construction gives a very 
robust cell it is not easy to use it for matrix con-
struction. 

2.2. Matrix Line Width and Spacing 

In the electroluminescent matrix, the conductors 
are long narrow parallel lines, each line being insu-
lated from its neighbours (Fig. 1) and each having an 
independent electrical connection. The transparent 
conducting lines on the front of the matrix are arranged 
to be orthogonal to the opaque conducting lines at 
the back of the matrix. 

Fig. 3. A simple electroluminescent cell. 

a silver contact 
b transparent conducting film 
c electroluminescent phosphor layer 
d copper film 
e glass plate. 

The lines in one set may be placed as close together 
as the insulation properties of the glass and resin 
dielectric allow, providing that they are not so close 
that the electric field created by exciting adjacent 
lines in one co-ordinate set is sufficient to cause 
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electroluminescence. The width of the lines is basically 
determined by the phosphor particle size. In order to 
obtain uniform light output from each individual 
electroluminescent element at the line intersections 
in the matrix, then there must be a large number of 
phosphor particles per element so that random 
distribution of phosphor particles during deposition 
of the layer will only have a small effect within the 
area of the element. 

Using a phosphor with a particle size distribution 
in the range 20-40 pm, a line width of mm with a 
spacing of 2 lines per mm has given uniform results. 

2.3. The Choice of Transparent Conducting Films 

The range of transparent conducting coatings 
available falls into three classes: 

(1) Reactively-sputtered or evaporated metallic 
oxide films, e.g. Cd0.4 

(2) Chemically-deposited metallic oxide films, e.g. 
Sn02.4 

(3) Evaporated or sputtered noble metal films, 
sufficiently thin to be transparent, e.g. Au.' 

The simplest method of producing transparent con-
ducting films is by vacuum deposition. This allows a 
wide choice of coatings for the glass and does not 
subject the layers to any high temperature stress. 

Films prepared in the first two classes generally 
have an optical transmission of the order of 90 % 
with a resistivity in the range 50-200 SI per square 
(the resistance measured between opposite sides of a 
square area of the film). Furthermore, they are very 
hard and difficult to remove or etch. 

Evaporated gold films using the high bulk conduc-
tivity of gold, as opposed to the semi-conduction of 
the oxide films, have a low resistivity of the order of 
5 0 per square, with an optical transmission of 60 %. 
These films are very soft but harden on ageing, and 
may easily be etched. 

The most important factor governing the choice of 
conducting coating is the resistivity of the film. 
Considering a matrix with a fixed number of lines, and 
a fixed line-width/spacing ratio (say 2 : 1), then the 
total resistance of one line is independent of the width 
of the line, and dependent only on the resistivity 
in ohms per square of the conducting film. This is 
because if the width of the line is increased, the length 
will also be increased to accommodate the increased 
width of the orthogonal set of conducting lines. For 
example, a 512 x 512 square matrix, using a gold 
transparent conducting film of resistivity 5 SI/square, 
will have a transparent line resistance of at least 
4 Id), i.e. 512 x 1.5 x 5. In a practical matrix, the line 
length must be extended to allow connections to be 
made and the total resistance may be 6 kSI. 
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This becomes important when the capacitance of 
the matrix is also considered. The distributed capaci-
tance and resistance of the transparent line becomes 
an electrical diffusion line, causing a phase change 
and attenuation of the voltage waveform down the 
line. As it is desirable to use high excitation fre-
quencies,' this attenuation and phase change may 
become considerable. Using a 512 x 512 matrix, with 
a transparent gold line width of 12 mils, and a capa-
citance of 1100 pF/in2, the phase change is of the 
order of 60 deg at 250 kc/s, and 15 deg at 50 kc/s and 
the attenuation is 0.7 at 250 kc/s and 0.9 at 50 kc/s. 
These effects are discussed in Appendix 1. 

The conductivity of the transparent conductor is a 
major factor in determining the maximum size, and 
operating frequency of the matrix for uniform light 
output. A 512 x 512 matrix has been successfully 
operated up to 50 kc/s sinusoidal excitation frequency, 
and a 128 x 128 matrix has been operated up to 
500 kc/s excitation frequency, each of these matrices 
having a gold transparent conducting film. Con-
ducting films with a higher resistivity would neces-
sitate the use of lower excitation frequencies, or lower 
resolution matrices. 

No effects due to phase change or attenuation in the 
backing electrodes need be considered because these 
may be thick, opaque layers of high conductivity 
copper. 

2.4. Techniques for the Formation of the Line and 
Contact Pattern 

Two techniques have been developed to form the 
line patterns with a high positional accuracy. The 
first technique is based on photo-etching as in printed 
circuitry and the second is based on evaporation 
through masks. 

2.4.1. The photo-etching method 

The photo-etching method involves initially the 
manufacture of a "master" photographic negative, 
upon which will depend the accuracy of the final 
electroluminescent matrices. The negative defines the 
straightness and positional accuracy of the lines, the 
arrangement and position of the contacts to the lines, 
and the orthogonality of the two sets of conducting 
lines. A typical master negative for a 128 x 128 matrix 
is shown in Fig. 4. The line pattern is derived from 
a line screen as used in the printing industry. Original 
line screens are ruled to a high degree of accuracy, 
and are available to various specifications of resolu-
tion and mark/space ratio. They may be copied by 
contact printing on to photographic film with a 
dimensionally stable base to preserve the accuracy. 

The contact pattern may now be drawn on the line 
pattern by hand. In order to obtain contacts suffi-
ciently large for soldering or making pin connections, 
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Fig. 4. A print of the 128 x 128 line master negative. 

the lines are extended alternately at either end of the 
matrix in blocks of eight (Fig. 4) and each line ter-
minated with a contact. This is called the "flag" 
pattern of contacts. Finally in order to define the 
orthogonality of the line patterns, the negative con-
sisting so far of the 128 lines plus contacts is placed 
in a contact-printing machine, printed down, then 
turned through 90 deg exactly and the contact ends of 
the lines are printed down again giving the complete 
pattern of Fig. 4. 

The production schedule for a matrix using such a 
negative is as follows: 

(1) Select a sheet of best-quality plate glass which 
must be free from surface defects and then etch the 
surface of the glass with hydrofluoric acid over the 
area where the contacts are to be deposited. 

(2) Spray silver paint over the contact area of the 
glass and bake into the surface to form a good bond. 

(3) Etch the contacts into the silver paint, using 
photo-resist printed in contact with the master 
negative. 

(4) Clean the glass central area very thoroughly 
and evaporate a high-conductivity transparent bis-
muth oxide—gold file' 5 over one set of contacts 
and the central area of the matrix. It is essential at 
this stage to evaporate a narrow band of silver over 
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the junction of the transparent gold and silver con-
tacts to act as a reinforcement layer. (Silver is used 
because it can be etched independently of the gold.) 

(5) Etch the line pattern in the gold layer and the 
silver reinforcing layer using the master negative and 
photo-resist. The negative may be readily registered 
with the contacts if it is manufactured sufficiently 
accurately because when one line is in register then 
all the others will be also. The exposure is carried out 
in a vacuum printing frame to ensure accurate con-
tact between the matrix and the negative. 

(6) Deposit the layer of electroluminescent phos-
phor. This is best carried out on a spin-coating 
machine which is also used for the photo-resist 
coating. The most efficient layer is obtained by 
coating the phosphor in a binder of high-viscosity 
nitrocellulose, and then coating a second layer for the 
dielectric consisting of resin heavily loaded with 
barium titanate. 

(7) Evaporate a thick layer of copper over the 
second set of contacts and the back of the dielectric 
layer. 

(8) Etch the line pattern in the copper layer using 
photo resist printed in contact with the master nega-
tive. The line pattern on the negative may again be 

Fig. 5. Section and plan of an electroluminescent matrix 
produced by photo-etching. 

a silver contact "flag" 
b transparent gold lines 
c electroluminescent phosphor layer 
d copper lines 
e glass plate 
f reinforcement silver, over a junction between a 
gold line and a contact. 
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readily registered with the second set of contacts 
on the matrix panel to make the copper lines ortho-
gonal to the gold lines. 

(9) Thoroughly dry, then seal the panel against 
moisture ingress to ensure a long reliable life. 

Figure 5 shows the section and plan of a matrix 
produced by etching. Etching solutions, etc., are 
given in Appendix 2. 

2.4.2. The mask method 

The method using a mask in the evaporating 
process to form the lines derives its accuracy from 
the accuracy of fabrication of the mask. 

The simplest method to construct an accurate mask 
is to stretch fine wires across a rigid framework, the 
wires being positioned by an accurately-turned 
screwed rod, one wire being placed in each groove 
in the screw thread. To maintain tension when the 
glass baseplate of the matrix is brought into contact 
with the wires, each wire must be separately sprung, 
in tension, and the wire should preferably be made of 
the same material as the support frame to avoid 
differential expansion problems. Steel is a suitable 
material. Round wires must be used to avoid un-
wanted effects due to the wire twisting, but this allows 
only a single line of contact between the wire and the 
glass surface. Thus, penumbra effects in the vacuum 
evaporation can reduce the effective spacing between 
the lines, by evaporated material scattering between 
the mask wire and the glass. The penumbra effect 
may be overcome by using a high vacuum and a large 
source to substrate distance in the vacuum evaporator. 
A suitable mask structure is shown in Fig. 6. 

In order to make contact to the lines, it is necessary 

Fig. 6. Photograph of a wire mask, used for direct 
evaporation of a matrix. 
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in this case to make a soldered connection directly to 
each line, within the line width. If the lities are 50 mils 
wide or more, this is comparatively simple, but with 
lines down to 10 mils in width, it is more difficult. 
The contacts are prepared by evaporating chromium 
through the mask and then merging an evaporation of 
copper with the chromium on the glass substrate at 
200° C. At this temperature the chromium forms a 
good bond to the glass and the copper evaporation 
then provides a surface keyed with the chromium 
to which wires may be soldered. After allowing the 
glass to cool down, the transparent bismuth oxide— 
gold layer may be evaporated with the mask still in 
position and the lines will be in register with the 
contacts. 

Fig. 7. Section of an electroluminescent layer. 

a dielectric resin, heavily loaded with barium titanate 
b phosphor particles, bound in nitrocellulose 
c glass plate. 

When the phosphor has been deposited the back 
conductors may also be evaporated through the mask, 
orthogonality being ensured by the accuracy of 
construction of the mask. 

Soldering to the contacts is made comparatively 
easy if the contacts are first coated with a resin 
fluxing-agent. A solder-coated copper wire may then 
be positioned using a micro-manipulator, and the 
soldering operation performed by passing a heavy 
pulse of current through the wire from a bank of 
capacitors. By careful design of the micro-manipula-
tor, a rapid automatic technique may be developed. 

Using these manufacturing techniques many 
matrices have been produced of different size, resolu-
tion and line spacing. The techniques have proved 
sufficiently versatile to produce matrices of different 
specifications for various applications.2 

3. The Electroluminescent Phosphor Layer 

This consists of a layer of electroluminescent 
phosphor embedded in a plastic dielectric binder.' 
To ensure the maximum efficiency of the electro-
luminescent layer, the binder plastic may be loaded 
with a material of high dielectric constant, say barium 
titanate, so that most of the electric field forms across 
the phosphor particles, the dielectric layer preventing 
breakdown (Fig. 7). 

When such a layer is subject to an electric field, then 
the brightness and excitation voltage are related by 
the expression' 

B = a exp —   (1) 
\,/ V 
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where B = integrated light output from the electro-
luminescent device, 

V = peak to peak amplitude of the excitation 
voltage. 

a and b are parameters depending on the electro-
luminescent layer, and applied voltage 
frequency and waveshape. 

This expression has proved true over eight decades of 
brightness measurements.' Reference 1 also discusses 
the significance of this expression in connection with 
the discrimination ratio between selected and non-
selected spots in the matrix. When a sinusoidal 
excitation voltage is applied to the selected lines in X 
and Y and all the other lines are earthed, there will be 
a difference between the electric field at the selected 
spot and the field at non-selected spots along the 
selected X and Y lines of 2 : 1 (Section 1). For the 
satisfactory operation of the matrix it is essential that 
this 2 : 1 difference in field gives sufficient difference 
in brightness for the selected spot to be easily visible 
and the non-selected spots invisible or hardly visible. 
Where photographic recording is used, the total 
amount of light emitted from any one spot will be 
integrated, as far as the reciprocity failure of the 
photographic emulsion allows. Thus a spot which has 
received the half maximum field excitation voltage 
many times, without having been subject to the full 
excitation voltage, may emit sufficient total light to 
expose the photographic emulsion as would a spot 
which had received the full excitation voltage. In 
order to prevent this from happening then the dis-
crimination ratio' must be high. A simple method 
for increasing this is to reduce the excitation voltage. 
This reduces the brightness of the selected spot and 
so a greater photographic exposure time is required. 
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Fig. 8. Characteristic curve of a typical silicon carbide layer. 
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Fig. 9. Characteristic curves of electroluminescent cells. 

A simple electroluminescent cell 
B electroluminescent cell with a silicon 

carbide layer. 

By using the finer phosphor particles only from a 
batch of phosphor, or by dissolving away the larger 
phosphor particles, the discrimination ratio may be 
slightly increased.8 

However, a considerable increase in discrimination 
can be brought about by incorporating a non-linear 
resistive layer in series with the electroluminescent 
layer, silicon carbide or cadmium sulphide being 
suitable materials. The resistance of a silicon carbide 
layer reduces with increase of applied voltage as the 
slope of the curve in Fig. 8 indicates. If a correctly-
designed layer is incorporated in an electroluminescent 
matrix, then at the spot receiving full excitation 
voltage the resistance of the silicon carbide will be 
low, and there will be a high field across the electro-
luminescent phosphor. At the spots receiving half 
excitation voltage, the resistance of the silicon carbide 
will be high and there will be a low field across the 
electroluminescent phosphor. The brightness-voltage 
characteristic of an electroluminescent cell incor-
porating a silicon carbide layer is shown in Fig. 9. 
At a brightness corresponding to 2 x le units on the 
arbitrary scale (B,), there is a discrimination ratio of 
2 x le : 1, i.e. (BI/B3) for a 2 : 1 discrimination ratio 
of field ( V,/ V3), whilst, for a similar normal type of 
electroluminescent layer at the same maximum bright-
ness, the brightness discrimination ratio is 10 : 1, 

i.e. (Bit/B2). 
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Unfortunately silicon carbide being a resistive 
element, tends to dissipate power. Under high 
brightness conditions therefore the layers become hot 
and the matrix could be destroyed. However, the 
silicon carbide layer enables the brightness of the 
electroluminescent layer to be increased whilst 
retaining an adequate discrimination ratio so that a 
photographic record can be made in 1 ms. Provided 
that the duty ratio of any individual spot or small area 
on the matrix is kept low, then the matrix will not 
overheat. 

Matrices incorporating silicon carbide layers may 
be constructed either by bonding a sintered slab of 
silicon carbide non-linear resistor material to the 
phosphor layer before the formation of the back 
electrodes, or by coating the phosphor layer with a 
suspension of silicon carbide powder in a suitable 
binder. As it is difficult to obtain flat thin silicon 
carbide sintered layers on a large size scale (above 
4 in. diameter disks), the sintered layers can only be 
used for small matrices. Powder suspension silicon 
carbide layers are still being developed for this appli-
cation, and the results are very promising. 

Essentially the silicon carbide layer obeys the law' 

i = a v"  (2) 
where i = current, 

y = applied voltage, 

a = parameter of the particular layer, 

n = 4 to 5. 

As this is such a high power law, the silicon carbide 
layer can be considered as a switch in series with the 
electroluminescent cell, which is ON when its impedance 
is lower than that of the electroluminescent cell, and 
oFF when its impedance is higher than that of the 
electroluminescent cell. The impedance of the silicon 
carbide layer will alter very rapidly with voltage and 
so for any fixed impedance, say that matching the 
impedance of the electroluminescent layer, the 
switch-on voltage is fixed. The switch-on voltage of 
the device may be altered by modifying the charac-
teristics of the silicon carbide layer. A thicker layer 
of silicon carbide, or the use of finer grade material 
will increase the switch-on voltage. Work is pro-
ceeding to enable the characteristics of layers to be 
calculated and predicted. 

4. Extension of Lifetime of Eleetroluminescent 
Layers 

Electroluminescent light output rapidly deteriorates 
if electroluminescent cells are excited or exposed to 
light in the presence of moisture. If the moisture is 
removed then this mechanism of decay is eliminated. 
The normal production procedure for electrolumines-
cent devices must therefore be very strict in the 
removal and exclusion of moisture. The preferred 
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method of drying and sealing is to bake the device 
under vacuum for several hours, and then to prevent 
moisture ingress with a layer of wax or impervious 
resin. A positive moisture barrier consisting of a sheet 
of glass or metal on the back of the device must also 
be considered essential. Using these techniques, 
useful electroluminescent lifetimes of the order of 
3000 hours may be obtained under normal excitation 
conditions. Even so, it is possible for moisture to 
obtain access to the device along contacts or through 
edge layers and destroy the luminescence in certain 
areas. 

Incorporation of an efficient moisture absorber in 
the layer can reduce the severity of these problems 
and even in some cases remove the necessity to per-
form the initial drying process of the layer. 

Unfortunately in the etching method for matrix 
production, aqueous etching and photo-resist pro-
cesses are involved on the back of the phosphor layer, 
after it has been deposited. This would destroy the 
properties of most moisture absorbers incorporated 
in the layer. However, there are some organic com-
pounds, having a great affinity for water, which can 
have the water-seeking molecular structure surrounded 
by other molecular structures so that without des-
troying the water affinity its rate of reaction is con-
siderably hindered. Thus the presence of a large 
quantity of moisture in the etching processes would not 
destroy all the active material in the electroluminescent 
layers. When the aqueous etching processes are 
finished, this remaining active material will remove 
all the moisture from the layer over a period of a few 
hours after the matrix has been sealed. 

Suitable materials are found in the range of steri-
cally-hindered isocyanates, for example 

3 : 3' : 5 : 5'-tetramethy1-4 : 4'-diisocyanato-
diphenylmethane 

This is a solid which is soluble in the solvents used in 
the preparation of the phosphor layers, and in the 
presence of water decomposes to produce carbon 
dioxide and a poly-urea. Although the rate of reaction 
is slow, any water present will be absorbed by the 

Table 1 

Time 
(hours) 

Brightness (foot-lamberts) 

Control cells without 
isocyanate 

1 2 

Cells with isocyanate 

1 2 

0 1 1 
400 i -116 
1 000 -tir 1 4a 

10 000 1 ran < Tif75 

1 1 
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isocyanate. Generally the quantities involved are so 
small that the carbon dioxide evolved is negligible. 
About 0.3 % by weight of isocyanate-phosphor mix 
is sufficient to remove the need for drying the cells 
before sealing to prevent further moisture ingress. 
Table 1 shows the result of life tests on electro-
luminescent cells incorporating the isocyanate. 

The cells received hour soaking in water before 
sealing, and were then excited at 250 V r.m.s., 50 cis 
for the duration of the test. This represents 2 x 109 
cycles during which time the light output from the 
treated cells has decreased to 25% of its initial value. 
The isocyanate has enabled this figure to be achieved 
over a long excitation period after having taken no 
other special precautions to dry the electroluminescent 
cells. 

5. Selection Problems in Electroluminescent 
Matrix Systems 

5.1. Simple Selecting Systems 

The minimum time required for recording the light 
output from an individual element on an electro-
luminescent matrix is 1-2 ms with the most efficient 
types of electroluminescent layers. The selection time 
for any particular co-ordinate must be at least as 
fast as this for efficient use of the matrix. The selec-
tion time must also include any necessary decoding 
time of input information. 

In the case of a 512 x 512 matrix, the problem is 
to select one line from 512 in the X direction, and one 
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Fig. 10. Matrix of selection transformers. 

s secondary winding connected to a line on the electro-
luminescent matrix 

X, Y selection-valve connections. 
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Fig. 11. Hysteresis loop of the transformer core material. 

line from 512 in the Y direction, and then apply 
voltages to these two lines. This problem is easily 
solved using relays or rotary switches, but the operating 
time of such devices is too long to enable high-speed 
plotting to be carried out. For example, a suitable 
relay selection system has been tested in which, on 
selection of any particular co-ordinate, 20 ms had 
to be allowed for reliable contacts to be made. 
Similarly the search time for a high-speed rotary 
switch with sufficient contacts to operate a large 
matrix is of the order of 2 seconds. 

Higher speed selection systems must therefore 
involve electronic methods (and may be expensive). 
In the simplest case, a selection system replacing each 
relay contact by a valve or transistor switch, would 
require at least one valve per line or as many as 
1024 valves in the case of a 512 x 512 line matrix. 
A method of reducing this uneconomically large 
number of valves would clearly be valuable. 

5.2. Transformer Matrix Selection System 

A matrix of transformers as shown in Fig. 10 is a 
much more economical method of line selection. 
Each transformer has one secondary winding, which 
drives a corresponding line on the matrix and three 
primary windings wound on a magnetic core having a 
rectangular hysteresis loop. The primary windings are 
connected in a matrix array as shown in Fig. 10, one 
set of windings connected in rows, another set in 
columns, and the third connected in series throughout 
the matrix. Each row and column set of windings is 
connected to the anode of a current switching valve, 
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and the common series set of windings is connected 
to a bias current source. The use of this selection 
system to drive an n x n line matrix, would require a 
total of 2n transformers for (X, Y) selection, but the 
number of selection valves required has been reduced 
to 2 For example a 512 x 512 line electrolumi-
nescent matrix could be driven by two 32 x 16 trans-
former selection matrices requiring a total of 96 
valves. 

In operation, a bias current ('bias) of such a magni-
tude to create a magnetizing field of approximately 
1-3 times the coercive field (14) of the core is passed 
through the common series set of primary windings 
(Fig. 11). This current is sufficient to saturate all the 
transformer cores in the matrix. If two of the valves 
are now switched on by identical pulses on their 
grids, one valve associated with a row and another 
with a column set of primary windings, and each valve 
current is adjusted to be equal to the bias current, then 
the transformer core at the intersection of the selected 
row and column is driven to saturation with a reversal 
of magnetization, i.e. transition from state A to state B. 
The valve currents must flow in the primary windings in 
opposite sense to the bias current. All other cores 
along the selected row and column will receive current 
pulses cancelling the magnetizing field due to the 
bias current, but because of the rectangular hysteresis 
loop properties of the core, only a minor hysteresis 
loop will be traced and there will be a small flux 
change. Thus the core at the intersection of the 
selected row and column of primary windings suffers 
a reversal of magnetization whilst all other cores 
are virtually unaffected. When the driving pulse is 
removed from the grids of the driving valves, then the 
bias current returns the selected core to the original 
state of magnetization. In practice a train of such 
current pulses is used to excite the selected trans-
former. Each change of magnetization will induce a 
voltage in the secondary winding depending on the 
rate of change of flux in the core, and this induced 
voltage has proved adequate to excite the lines on an 
electroluminescent matrix. 

5.3. The Nature of the Output Voltage Pulse 

The output voltage from the transformer secondary 
winding depends on the number of turns and on the 
rate of change of flux in the transformer core. The 
rate of change of flux, in turn, is a function of the 
driving current giving rise to the magnetizing 
fields.' 2'13 

It is found that the time for the flux to change is a 
function of the overdrive of the applied field: 

s  

t — H — H, 
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(3) 

Fig. 12. Photograph of the output-voltage of a transformer. 

Vertical scale-100 volts per division. 
Horizontal scale-2 i.Ls per division. 

Fig. 13. Output voltage waveform with capacitive load. 

A = 0 pF 
13,— 18 pF 
C = 47 pF 
D = 68 pF 

Vertical scale — 
Horizontal scale 

E = 120 pF 
F = 220 pF 
G = 440 pF 

50 volts per division. 
= 0-5 i/s per division. 

G ABC D E 

Fig. 14. Output voltage waveform with various rates of rise-of 
driving current. 

A = 1.3 amps per [Ls 
B = 1-50 mA per 
C = 80 mA per 
D = 40 mA per !Ls 

Vertical scale = 50 volts per division. 
Horizontal scale = 2 [Ls per division. 

E = 29 mA per us 
F = 22 mA per gs 
G = 14 mA per is 

where t = flux reversal time (p.$), 

H = driving field (oersted), 

If = threshold field for irreversible domain wall 
movement (oersted), 

S is a parameter of the material 

0.6 oersted ts for ferrite and thin metal 
cores. 

The mechanism of flux reversal commences by the 
creation of small domains of reverse magnetization 
at grain boundaries throughout the core. Above the 
critical field strength necessary for domain wall 
movement to occur, reversal of magnetization takes 
place by the growth of these small domains at the 
expense of the others, by domain wall movement at 
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right angles to the direction of magnetization. The 
voltage output will therefore be proportional to the 
rate of change of cross-sectional area of the growing 
domains of reverse magnetization. Since the applied 
field is constant (H) the output voltage should show 
an initial rise to a maximum followed by a decline 
as the growing domains encounter each other and 
begin to merge. This gives rise to the roughly tri-
angular shape of the output voltage shown in Fig. 12, 
the amplitude of which is a function of the driving 
field intensity arising from the driving currents.' 

When the transformers are used to drive the capa-
citive load of the matrix, the output voltage may be 
expected to change. Figure 13 shows the output 
voltage waveform with various values of capacitive 
load up to 440 pF. There is a considerable reduction 
in peak output voltage as the load capacitor is in-
creased, but it is found that for a constant load, the 
output from all selected transformers is sensibly 
similar. 

As the rate of change of driving current is varied, 
the output voltage waveform changes as shown in 
Fig. 14. The area of the pulse and the peak amplitude 
vary only a little, but for the slower rates of change 
the output voltage pulse is considerably delayed. 
Thus to ensure coincidence of the driving pulses on 
the X and Y co-ordinates of the electroluminescent 
matrix, the rate of change of driving current in the 
transformer selection matrix must be carefully con-
trolled. As can be seen from pulse A in Fig. 14, 
at a pulse excitation frequency of approximately 
200 kc/s, the output pulses will merge together to 
give a waveform approximating to a sine wave of 
200 kc/s. 

The transformers were made using ferrite ring 
cores, having a total cross sectional area of 8 min2, 
and were wound with three 20-turn primary windings, 
and one 70-turn secondary winding. 

Testing each transformer in turn along a row or 
column showed little variation in output due to 
relative transformer position in the matrix, but it was 
found that non-selected transformers, on a selected 
column or row gave an output pulse, approximately 
*th of the amplitude of the main pulse (Fig. 12). 
Not only is this interference pulse *th of the peak 
amplitude of the main pulse but its duration is 
restricted. The effective value of this interference 
pulse on the electroluminescent matrix is therefore 
negligible, but the presence of the non-selected cores 
producing these small interference-voltage pulses 
causes distortion or "ringing" of the current driving 
pulses along the rows and columns. 

A prototype selection system designed to drive a 
128 line electroluminescent matrix, has been built, 
tested and found adequate. 
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6. Conclusion 

The matrices described have many applications 
where the high accuracy is of advantage. These 
include pattern representation, fixed storage,2. 14 
selected co-ordinate marking, and digital computer 
graphical output.' The relatively high recording 
speed, even for random co-ordinate selection, together 
with the advantage that digital-analogue conversion 
is unnecessary, make it especially attractive for 
applications where information is available in a 
digital form. It has been demonstrated that it is 
feasible to construct 512 x 512 line matrices which 
accurately specify over a quarter of a million discrete 
electroluminescent elements, by methods which allow 
identical units to be manufactured. 
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9. Appendix 1 

The gold lines on the electrolurninescent matrix 
may be represented as electrical diffusion lines 
(Fig. 15), so that the electrical performance of the 
line may be predicted. Five-section lines have proved 
sufficiently adequate for most calculations. 

Vin 

¡Zs Zs Zs Zs Zs Zs 

Zp Zp Zp Zp Zp 

TTTTT  
Fig. 15. Electrical analogue of gold line. 

Vput 

Let Z, = series impedance of line, 

Zp = shunt impedance of line, 

Zo = characteristic impedance of line. 

For one section of the line, the following equations 
may be written: 

Zo --VZ,Zp(1 +-
4Zsp) 

Z, 
cosh y = 1 + 

Zo  
= - 

sinh y 

Therefore Zo tanh 

A line having N sections may be converted into an 
equivalent single section line by modifying eqns. (6) 
and (7): 

Zo z,-
" sinh Ny 

Irs = Zo . tanh Ny 
July 1961 

(8) 

(9) 

Table 2 

coCR 4, 

0.000 0 1.0000 

0.001 0.7° 1.0001 

0-002 14° 1.0003 

0.003 21° 1.0006 

0.004 2.9° 1-0011 

0.005 3-6° 1.0018 

0-006 4.3° 1.0025 

0.007 5-0° 1.0035 

0.008 5.7° 1-0045 

0.009 64° 1-0057 

0.010 7-1° 1-0071 

0.020 14.1° 1.0279 

0-030 20.7° 1.0618 

0.040 26.8° 1 1074 

0.050 32.4° 1.1634 

0.060 37.5° 1.2282 

0.070 42.2° 1.3006 

0.080 46.3° 1.3792 

0.090 50-0° 14630 

0100 53.3° 1.5510 

0.200 73-8° 2.5479 

0.300 84-3° 3.5884 

0.400 91-7° 4-5775 

0.500 97.7° 5-4721 

0.600 1034° 6.2420 

0.700 109.0° 6.8635 

0.800 115.0° 7.3194 

0.900 121.6° 7.6014 

1.000 1294° 7.7162 

However, over one section the open circuit output 
voltage is 

Voc   

Substituting eqns. (8) and (9) we have 

1 + 2 sinh2 (+Ny) 

Evaluating eqn. (11) for N= 5 gives the results 
shown in Table 2, where 

co = line excitation voltage frequency, 

C = ith total capacitance of a line as measured at 
low frequency, 

R = lth total resistance of a line measured by d.c. 

Measurement of these three parameters enables the 
phase change and attenuation of the voltages down a 
gold line to be readily determined. Let the phase 
change = 4)°. 

If the X and Y co-ordinates are excited with 
voltages Ecos cot, and -E cos cot, then the voltage 

(10) 
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at the selected intersection (X, Y), neglecting the 
attenuation, will be 

T' = cos wt +É cos (cot + (1)) 

T' = 2É cos (cot + 10) . cos (+0)  (12) 

i.e. there has been reduction in the effective peak 
voltage at the selected intersection from 2E to 
2E cos (0). 

Considering the attenuation separately from the 
phase change, the voltage at the selected intersection, 
due to an attenuation of 1/x, will be 

T" = cos cot + — cos cot 
X  

T" = ( 1 + x-1) cos cot  (13) 

Combining eqns. ( 12) and ( 13) gives a final approxi-
mate equation for the voltage at a selected inter-
section, (T), due to small phase changes and attenua-
tion caused by a transparent conducting line: 

= Ê ( 1 + —1)  cos (1-4)) cos (cot +10)  (14) 

Under optimum excitation conditions where there is 
no attenuation or phase change then x = 1, and 
(1, = 0 then the excitation voltage 

T2 = 2Ê cos cot  (15) 

If these values (T1 and T2) of excitation voltage are 
now substituted in eqn. ( 1), the brightness ratio for 
selected spots in optimum and adverse selected 
positions on the matrix, may be calculated. 

10. Appendix 2 

, Etching Solutions Used in the Photo-Etch Method 
of Matrix Preparation 

(1) The solution used to prepare the surface of 
plate glass to receive the silver paint contacts: 
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Hydrofluoric acid 58/60° w/w 200 cm3 
Phosphoric acid 25 cm3 
Distilled water 300 cm 3 

Etching time is 1 minute, to leave the glass surface 
slightly roughened. 

(2) The solution used to etch the silver paint 
contacts: 

Chromium trioxide 1 g 
Distilled water 60 cm3 
Concentrated nitric acid 40 cm3 

Etching time: 1¡ minutes. 

(3) The solution used to etch the evaporated silver 
layer reinforcing the connection between the gold 
film and the silver paint contact (this solution must be 
alkaline to prevent destruction of the bismuth oxide 
layer beneath the gold film): 

Sequestrol-iron complex C.P.2 (Geigy) 60 g 
Sodium carbonate (anhyd.) 5 g 
Potassium bromide 30 g 
Sodium thio-sulphate (anhyd.) 140 g 
Potassium thiocyanate 10 g 
Distilled water to 1000 cm3 

Etching time: 1¡ minutes. 

(4) The solution used to etch the gold lines: 
(A) Potassium cyanide 5 g 

Distilled water 100 cm3 
(B) Ammonium persulphate 5 g 

Distilled water 100 cm3 

Immediately before use, mix equal parts of solution A, 
and solution B, and then dilute with 8 parts of distilled 
water. Etching time: 5 seconds. 

(5) The solution used to etch the copper lines is 
45° Be ferric chloride solution, as is used for the 
preparation of copper printing rollers. 

Manuscript received by the Institution on 7th March 1961 
(Paper No. 651). 
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Printing of Data 
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Presented at the Computer Group's Symposium on Alpha-Numeric 
Display Devices held in London on 18th January 1961. 

Summary: A novel form of tabular display of printed data designed for 
use in air traffic control is described. The equipment is intended to fulfil 
the functions of the existing manually-operated tabular bay, using flight 
progress strips, but by an electronic scanning system using a magnetic 
matrix it provides for automatic indication of data strips between control 
consoles and also for automatic amendment of the data displayed, by 
binary coded messages from a keyboard or data processor. Other possible 
applications of the equipment are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The "Tabtrol" tabular display is a data-handling 
component embracing three essentially independent 
functions: 

(a) The display of data cards in individual, re-
movable card holders, up to 24 cards being allowable 
per bay. 

(b) High speed location and reading of a binary 
code set into the card holders, the complete set of 
cards being read in 2 milliseconds. 

(c) The printing of alpha-numeric data on to an 
addressed card, any of 64 characters being printed 
anywhere in a 20-by-4 character area, at an average 
rate of 3 characters per second. 

At the present time, the presentation of information 
to Procedural Controllers on the progress of flights 
within an Air Traffic Control complex makes use of 
slips of paper, known as Flight Progress Strips. These 
strips which contain data on the proposed flight plan 
of the aircraft, such as identity, height, speed, route 
and estimated times of arrival at reporting points, are 
printed at the A.T.C. centre, distributed to the con-
trollers, and inserted in suitable holders. These are 
placed in vertical columns on a console, each column 
being normally associated with a particular reporting 
point. The information on the strips is subsequently 
amended in pencil by the controller as the flight 
progresses. 

The prime function of the Tabtrol is to eliminate 
the manual operation of amending the strips; this 
involves two basic problems, the location of the strip 
position in the bay and the printing of data upon it. 
By making both these operations automatic, control 
of the Tabtrol by an A.T.C. digital data processor or 
from a keyboard becomes possible and the routine 

t General Precision Systems Ltd., Aylesbury 
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work load of the controller is thereby considerably 
relieved. 

The equipment is associated with a separate Flight 
Progress Strip Printer which, located near to the 
Controller's console, initially produces the strips from 
data arising from the processing of input flight plans 
and loads them into holders for insertion into the 
Tabtrol bay. The system forms a powerful tool with 
which some of the problems of handling high traffic 
densities may be solved. The F.P.S. printer will not be 
considered further in this paper, although suitable 
printers are under development both in the U.S.A. 
and the United Kingdom. 

A secondary function of the Tabtrol arises when it 
is operated in conjunction with a Data Entry Key-
board. The magnetic coding system used for locating 
the position of strips can equally well provide a means 
whereby data entered by the keyboard can be 
associated with a particular strip in communicating 
with a data processor or with other Tabtrols. Thus a 
set of Tabtrol consoles with Data Entry Keyboard can 
not only fulfil the display function but can also 
provide a communication channel between controllers, 
assisting to eliminate unnecessary use of the telephone. 

Apart from its application to Air Traffic problems, 
the tabulation of data into files, which are subsequently 
searched and the data amended, is a function common 
to most forms of data processing. It is apparent, 
therefore, that the Tabtrol has applications outside the 
field of Air Traffic Control, some of which will be 
examined later. 

2. General Description 

The Tabtrol display consists of a tiltable rack 
containing 24 metal strip holders, located vertically 
one above the other, each holder retaining a card 
approximately one inch wide and eight inches in 
length upon which data are printed. The rack is 
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Fig. 1. The Tabtrol tabular bay. 

about 3 ft in length, I ft wide and 4 in. deep and weighs 
about 35 lb; it can be tilted through an angle of up to 
60 deg. Each holder is magnetically coded in binary 
code, enabling its position in the rack to be rapidly 
located by means of a scanning matrix of coils located 
beneath the assembly of holders. This search process 
is very fast, approximately 2 ms being required to 
locate any holder. 

To print new information on a card, the desired 
holder is automatically selected and driven to the side 
of the rack, where it slides beneath a continuous metal 
loop belt carrying a type fount. The lateral position 
of the holder is chosen to locate the column of the 
card to be printed over the vertical type coordinate of 
the belt. The belt is driven until the desired character 
is in position and the holder is then raised and pressed, 
via an inked ribbon, against a back plate, resulting in 
an exceptionally quiet and legible form of printing. 
Four characters may be printed along one line in this 
manner to complete a message. 

A choice of 64 alpha-numeric characters is available 
on the belt and these may be printed in groups of four 
at each print cycle in any of four separate lines and 
twenty columns at the right hand side of the card, at a 
rate of approximately two seconds per character. 

Down the left side of the rack, adjacent to the holders, 
is a row of lamps, each of which may be automatically 
illuminated by inserting the code of the holder 
adjacent to it into the input register. Each lamp is 
associated with a button switch which, when depressed, 
places the code of its adjacent holder into an output 
register and also illuminates the lamp. Since, however, 
the connection between the switch and the lamp is 
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through the search systems, subsequent movement of 
the holder in the rack will be followed by the lamp 
illumination. 

The logic circuits associated with the rack consists 
of about 35 printed circuit cards which may be mounted 
either in the console or in an associated rack. Tran-
sistors are employed throughout and only three types 
have been used. 

Individual Tabtrol assemblies may be combined to 
form multiple rack consoles, five to seven racks being 
normal for Air Traffic Control applications. The 
extent to which the logic circuits can be shared 
depends upon the requirement of simultaneous 
operation at each rack. It is however normal to time-
share the logic associated with input to the racks but 
not that associated with holder location or print 
control. 

If required, a cross-out symbol at the datum position 
of the belt can be used to cross out the previous line 
of data by minor modification of the logic. Messages 
of more than four characters can be handled by 
appropriate increases of the input storage and 
modification of the logic. The mechanical design of 
the printer is such as to maintain at low speed those 
motions requiring accelerations, resulting in low wear 
and a low noise level. This particularly applies to the 
print operation, which departs from the normal 
hammer technique. The reduction of noise is of the 
utmost importance in Air Traffic Control applications. 

A single error detection code is used with odd parity. 
If the holders are coded so that a single error in the 
matrix read-out will result in an even code, no holder 
search can be made until the matrix reads correctly, 
and since this search controls the printing cycle, no 
print can occur on the wrong holder. 

The interrogation matrix is fully encapsulated and 
due to the low impedance of the windings and the d.c. 
isolation between primary and secondaries, gating is 
achieved in the matrix without using semi-conductor 
logic. 

Correct alignment of the holders is achieved without 
the use of critical mechanical tolerances. With the 
normal length of coding bars, correct read-out is 
possible with vertical misalignment of 0-1 in. and 
skew angles of up to 5 deg, the read-out system having 
high tolerance in this respect. When the holder is 
shifted to the print position, it is mechanically indexed 
to ensure correct registration of the print on the card. 
Since, however, the holders are not normally held 
rigidly in the rack but pack down by gravity, additional 
precautions are taken to ensure that they are suffi-
ciently well positioned for the mechanical registration 
to take control when required. 

Since the Tabtrol is equipped with its own data 
input registers, the control logic associated with input 
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is particularly simple. The requirement is to enter into 
the input registers the holder code, the column, the 
line and the four characters to be printed. This can be 
achieved at data processor rate in a 7-bit parallel 
mode using a control counter to sequence the data 
into the correct registers and two binaries to sense the 
duration of each character, and of the whole message. 
The binaries derive control pulses indicating, to the 
data processor, readiness for the next character and 
the correct reception of a message. Parity checking is 
carried out on each character received before entry 
into the input registers, the latter being completely 
cleared and the message repeated from the beginning 
in the event of a parity error being detected. 

The input logic is asynchronous and will operate as 
fast as the logic circuits will allow. The present 
system is designed for a bit rate up to around 250 kc/s, 
but higher rates can be accommodated by using 
faster binaries. Since the data input operation is 
entirely separated from the printing and scanning 
systems, it is apparent that a multiplicity of Tabtrols 
may be fed with information at data processor speed 
and left to print at their own convenience, the only 
limitation being that not more than one message can 
be handled by one Tabtrol every 8 to 10 seconds. 

The output logic is normally associated with a Data 
Entry Keyboard, the latter being limited to function 
and numeric keys only, since identity can be estab-
lished by the Tabtrol button associated with the holder 
into which it is desired to write in a message. This 
facility is outside the scope of the paper, and will not 
be described further. 

3. Further Applications 

In fields of traffic coordination other than for air 
traffic, the Tabtrol system may be used to display at 
a number of coordinating points information on 
traffic movements throughout the system and, with a 
small data entry keyboard, to communicate data from 
all control points to all others. In the industrial 
processing field, the Tabtrol has possibilities in the 
display of data in printed form, subject to automatic 
and manual amendment, and retaining a permanent 
record. 

The scanning system of the Tabtrol has by itself a 
wide variety of applications. It provides a robust and 
reliable form of data or programme store, capable of 
holding and reading out up to 24 fourteen bit words of 
data per rack, the choice of among 16 000 words being 
by manually inserting coded holders or keys in the 
matrix unit. For example, by gating 24 gates with the 

matrix interrogation pulses, 24 fourteen bit in-
structions may be routed out to 24 separate channels, 
the instructions being modified on any channel by 
simple replacement of a holder or key. Alternatively, 
by making the interrogation scan asynchronous and 
conditional upon the completion of an operation, 24 
sequential operations can be controlled from the 
matrix in any one complex of keys, a choice of up to 
16 000 types of operation being available by a change 
of key code. As a method of controlling a set of 
operations which vary in nature from time to time 
over a wide variety of forms, the Tabtrol matrix has 
much to commend it, particularly in view of the 
inherent reliability of the system arising from its 
designed freedom from tight tolerances, its fully 
magnetic logic and complete encapsulation. Because 
of its overall dimensions of approximately 82 in. x 
1 in. x 24 in. for a 24-key matrix, it provides an 
economical and space-saving method of process 
switching. 

In the field of business data processing, the Tabtrol 
is capable of fulfilling the requirement of data storage 
and presentation with automatic file search and 
updating and, by association with suitable sensors, 
may provide an automatic record, for example, of the 
dispatch of orders or movements to and from a 
materials store. 

4. Conclusions 

A form of data storage and display system, with 
automatic facilities for printing amended information 
and with high speed communication with data sources, 
has been described. Although designed initially for 
Air Traffic Control applications, the facilities afforded 
are of value in all fields where the storage and con-
tinuous display of changing data is desired. 
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Further Development of the Independent Television Network 

Post Office Links to I.T.A. 
Television Stations in South-West England 

With the extension of the Independent Television 
service to the South West of England in April last, 
five new Post Office vision links came into operation. 

Two of these links are major engineering projects: 
the first connects London and Bristol by coaxial 
cable and the second connects Bristol and Plymouth 
by line-of-sight radio link. Two shorter links, using 
line-of-sight radio transmission, connect Plymouth 
with the new I.T.A. broadcasting stations at Stock-
land Hill in Devon, and Caradon Hill in Cornwall. 
Finally, the studios of the programme company 
are connected by coaxial cable to the national tele-
vision network at Plymouth. 

The link from London to Bristol is provided in a 
coaxial cable containing six tubes, two of which are 
used for television and the remaining four for the 
telephone trunk service. The vision circuit, which is 
140 miles in length, is equipped with carrier line equip-
ment to operate in the i-4 Mc/s frequency band. 

The main radio link between Bristol and Plymouth 
is 125 miles long and has four intermediate repeater 
stations. The radio equipment used on these links 
operates on frequencies of about 4000 Mc/s. Each 
radio link is provided with protection equipment 
which will be automatically switched into service in 
the event of breakdown. The intermediate radio 
stations are unusual in that the radio signals are 
amplified directly at microwave frequency. 

Improvements to the I.T.A.'s Transmitter Stations 

The new 1000 ft mast and directional aerial system 
at the Independent Television Authority's Black Hill 
station in Central Scotland is now complete, and 
programme transmissions from it began on 10th July. 
The Authority's field strength measuring unit has 
been touring Central Scotland studying the perfor-
mance of the new aerial, and reports of reception in 
the service area of test transmissions from the new 
system indicate that the signal strength throughout 
the region has been greatly increased, the average 
strength in many parts of the coverage area being 
about double that provided by the previous aerial. 
Owing to the fact that the signal in some parts of the 
area, notably Ayrshire, has so far been in part hori-
zontally polarized, some receiving aerials have been 
installed in a horizontal position. The new trans-
mitting aerial will radiate in the vertical plane with 
no significant horizontal component, the removal of 
which was necessary in order to conform to national 
and international technical agreements. 
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Work will start soon on the dismantling of the 
original 750 ft mast at Black Hill which has stood 
since August 1957. This mast will be cleaned and 
checked by its makers, British Insulated Callenders 
Construction Ltd., and will then be re-erected at 
Selkirk, where it will support the new aerial and 
feeder system of the Selkirk transmitter, an unattended 
automatic satellite of the station that the I.T.A. has 
recently completed at Caldbeck, near Carlisle. 
Selkirk will start programme transmission around the 
end of 1961. 

This is the first time that the Authority has im-
proved the performance of one of its stations by 
"twinning" old and new masts. The building of a 
new mast alongside a fully-powered aerial without 
interrupting the service presented two new and un-
known difficulties. When the new structure reached 
the height of the powered aerial, some "shadowing" 
effect on reception might have been expected. This 
effect was, in fact, detected, but it did not prove to be 
serious in extent. Work had to be stopped on the 
new mast when it approached the height of the working 
aerial so that a careful study could be made of the 
strength of the radiated field through which it would 
have to pass and it could be established that there was 
no danger to men erecting the new mast. The study 
revealed that there would be no such danger and con-
struction of the new mast was able to proceed without 
interruption of broadcasting from the old one. 

Similar problems had to be faced at the Authority's 
station at Lichfield, where a new 1000 ft mast is 
nearing completion alongside the original 450 ft 
tower. Here also it was found that men could work 
in the field radiated by the powered aerial without 
risk and that the "shadow" cast by the rising structure 
was limited in extent. The old mast in this case is to 
carry the aerials of the Channel Islands station in 
Jersey, scheduled for operation at the end of 1962. 

The new Lichfield mast will carry a new directional 
aerial system, having a maximum e.r.p. of 400 kW 
to the south, 200 kW to the north and west, and 100 
kW to the east. As well as extending the coverage of 
the station, particularly to the south-west and north-
west, the new mast and aerial will improve reception 
throughout the area. 

Another improvement which has been recently 
introduced at Lichfield has been the addition of high-
power amplifiers to the stand-by transmitter. Pre-
viously, if a fault occurred in the main transmitter, 
programme transmissions had to continue on reduced 
power. In future, if a fault should occur, programme 
transmissions from the stand-by transmitter will con-
tinue, without reduction of power, while the fault on 
the main transmitter is being rectified. 
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Summary: The basic properties of electroluminescence are first discussed 
and the paper then describes the construction of "organic-on-glass" and 
"ceramic-on-metal" lamps. Typical performance figures for these lamps 
as given. A description of the various types of alpha-numeric indicators 
that have been proposed follows. In particular, the "8-bar" digital 
indicator, and its variants, is compared with other types not requiring 
coding. Types of alphabet indicator are also discussed. 

1. Introduction 

First discovered in 1936 by Destriau,1 electro-
luminescence is the emission of light by certain 
materials, generally known as phosphors, when placed 
in an electric field. Thus an electroluminescent lamp 
consists essentially of a parallel plate capacitor, with 
the phosphor as the dielectric material, and one 
transparent electrode to release the light generated 
within the dielectric. While some phosphors are known 
which will emit light in a constant electric field, most 
of the commercially important ones require a changing 
field for excitation, i.e. an alternating voltage is 
applied to the capacitor. 

LIGHT EMISSION 

«Ceramic-on-metal" type 

A OVERGLAZE 
TRANSPARENT 

CONDUCTING FILM 

PHOSPHOR LAYER 

the phosphor layer, followed by a layer of barium 
titanate, which serves to scatter light forward out of 
the lamp, and to increase the effective dielectric 
constant, enabling more current to be passed, and 
hence a greater brightness to be obtained. The 
capacitor is completed by a second electrode of, say, 
evaporated aluminium, or a conducting "dag" 
(colloidal graphite) paint. Finally, the assembly is 
completed with a wax backing to exclude all moisture. 
This is vital to obtaining a long life of the lamp. The 
"ceramic-on-metal" lamp is built in the reverse order, 
starting with a steel plate forming the back electrode. 
The ground coat, a ceramic frit (or glazing enamel), 
serves mainly to bond the subsequent layers to the 

GROUND COAT 
REFLECTOR 

GLASS PLATE 

BACK ELECTRODE 

METAL PLATE 

WAX BACKING 

LIGHT EMISSION 

"Organic-on- glass- type 

Fig. 1. Constructions of electroluminescent lamps. 

2. Construction of Lamps 

There are two main types of construction in use 
today, the "organic-on-glass", and "ceramic-on-
metal", the words "organic" and "ceramic" referring 
to the organic resin and ceramic frits, respectively, 
used to construct the lamps, as in Fig. 1. The 
"organic-on-glass" lamp is built on a glass plate 
having a transparent conducting film of tin oxide on 
one face. This conducting surface is first coated with 

t Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd., Lighting Laboratories, 
Enfield, Middlesex. 
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metal plate. Being white in colour, it also helps to 
scatter light forwards out of the lamp. Next is applied 
the phosphor layer, and the second transparent 
electrode, again of tin oxide. The lamp is finally 
protected by a transparent overglaze. 

Other possible constructions include an all-plastic 
flexible lamp, and a "ceramic-on-glass" type, both 
being similar in construction to the "organic-on-
glass" lamp described above. One form of all-
plastic lamp recently described,' consists of a suitable 
flexible plastic base upon which a transparent con-
ducting film of gold is evaporated to form the front 
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electrode. Following the above construction, of 
phosphor and reflector layers, and back electrode of 
evaporated aluminium, the lamp is completed by a 
second plastic layer to seal and protect the lamp. 
Being flexible, and only about 0.050 in. thick, this 
lamp offers interesting possibilities, but both this and 
the "ceramic-on-glass" type are in the development 
stage at the moment. 

The only phosphors of commercial importance at 
the moment are zinc sulphides and zinc sulpho-
selenides, containing low proportions of activators 
such as copper and chlorine to give blue and green 
light, and the further addition of manganese to give a 
yellow emission. Many of the green phosphors change 
to blue at supply frequencies above about 1000 c/s, 
due to a blue band which increases rapidly in intensity, 
compared with the green band, at higher frequencies. 
Other phosphors stay green at all frequencies. It is 
unfortunate that there is no red phosphor in existence 
at the moment which is comparable in brightness 
with those mentioned above. An approximation to 
white can be obtained by blending the blue, green and 
yellow phosphors, but the colour tends to change on 
running, due to differential ageing of the com-
ponents. 

3. Characteristics 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of electro-
luminescent lamps under various operating conditions. 
It is interesting to note that although the efficiency 
of these lamps is very low compared with, say, an 
incandescent lamp of 12 lumens/watt efficiency, the 
saving in power by using an electroluminescent sign, 
as compared with a sign using a stencil lit from behind 
with incandescent lamps, is considerable. This is 
because in an electroluminescent lamp, most of the 
light generated is usefully employed to convey the 
information. By way of example, a sign having a 
dozen fin, high letters will consume about 2 watts 
of power, when operated at 350 V, 400 c/s. 

Table 1 

Characteristics of Green Electroluminescent Lamps 

Ceramic type 
Characteristics (a) (b) 

Organic type 
(a) (b) 

Voltage 240 350 

Frequency (c/s) 50 400 

Brightness (foot-lamberts) 2.5 20 

Current (mA/in2) 0125 1.6 

Capacitance (p.F/in2) 

Impedance (MQ/in2) 1.92 

Power factor (cos ço) 0.15 

Efficiency (lumens/W) 0.8 

240 350 

50 400 

3 25 

0.2 1.6 

0.0017 0.0021 0.003 0.003 

0.22 115 0.14 

0.48 0.28 0.39 

0.65 1.55 0.70 
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A typical brightness maintenance curve for 400 c/s 
operation is shown in Fig. 2. The brightness rises over 
the first 100 hours to about 115% of its initial value, 
and then decays roughly exponentially. It is customary 
to define the "life" of a lamp as the time for the 
brightness to decay to 50% of its initial value. For 
supply frequencies up to at least 10 kc/s, approximate 
working rules are that the brightness is proportional 
to the frequency, and the life inversely proportional to 
frequency. This leads to the conclusion that the life 
is a constant number of cycles of the supply. This 
figure has been given as 10 1° cycles. It has also been 
suggested that the life is nearly independent of the 
applied voltage.' Hence for maximum life a lamp 
should be run at its full working voltage, and at the 
minimum supply frequency consistent with the 
required brightness level. 

A salient feature of all electroluminescent lamps 
run under normal conditions is their complete freedom 
from catastrophic failure. A visual warning of the 
need for a lamp change is given by it merely becoming 
too dim to read under normal conditions, but at no 
stage will the lamp suddenly fail. 

Various equations relating the brightness to the 
applied voltage have been proposed, but the relation 

brightness = A exp (— —b ) 
Vi 

applies over a wide range of variables. The para-
meters A and b depend on the exact lamp construction, 
and the type of phosphor used. 

The rise and decay times of the brightness on 
switching is usually quoted as a few cycles of the 
applied frequency. Recent work has shown that for 
lamps having very low resistance electrodes (the 
transparent film being of gold), rise and decay times 
of the order of microseconds can be obtained for 
voltage pulses a few microseconds in width. The rise 
and decay times observed seem to depend on the 
immediately previous excitation of the lamp, and the 
time interval between pulses, etc.'. 6' 7 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

1'1141 ( HOURS) 
8000 

Fig. 2. Brightness maintenance at 400 c/s. 
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A useful property of electroluminescent lamps is 
the ease with which lamps having many individually 
illuminated areas can be made, especially with the 
"organic-on-glass" construction. Here it is only 
necessary to divide the back electrode into the required 
shapes, and connect individually to each one. With 
the "ceramic-on-metal" construction, it is the trans-
parent front electrode that must be divided, and 
connecting "tails" used for electrical connection, 
which will appear illuminated, unless suitably masked 
off. This technique is under development, and numeric 
indicators have already been made in this way. 

• • 

Fig. 3. "Dot" type digital indicator. 

Clearly, the "ceramic-on-metal" lamp is very 
robust, especially to mechanical shock, and will with-
stand a higher ambient temperature than the "organic-
on-glass" type. It is also thinner, about 0.030 in. 
compared with 0.250 in. for the glass type. Further, 
the "ceramic" lamp is suited to semi-automatic 
production methods, reducing the cost considerably 
as compared with the "organic" type. At the moment, 
however, it cannot be regarded as a complete substi-
tute for the "organic-on-glass" type. 

4. Alpha-Numeric Indicators 

The problem here is to design an alpha-numeric 
indicator, such that any one of the digits 0-9, or the 
letters A—Z can be displayed in a given window. There 

141 1 I 
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are two main methods of approach, either to use 
separate lamp areas for each character, or to have a 
smaller number of suitably shaped areas that can be 
used in various combinations for the required charac-
ters. With digital indicators, both methods have been 
used, though the latter is now generally used, and is, 
to the author's knowledge, the only one used for 
electroluminescent alphabet indicators. 

4.1. Digital Indicators 

One of the early types of electroluminescent digital 
indicator consisted of a panel having about 100 dots 

Fig. 4. A proposed form of digital indicator. 

(Fig. 3), separate dots being used for each digit. The 
advantage of this type is that only simple single pole 
switching is required, each digit having its own con-
nection. The disadvantages are poor visibility, due 
to the relatively low area of lamp actually illuminated, 
difficulty and high cost of manufacture, and non-
centring of the various digits. 

Another proposed form is shown in Fig. 4. Again, 
each digit has its own individual connection, but the 
manufacturing difficulties are considerable, and there 
is a large variation in the height of each digit. 

These types of digital indicator become more 
practical in larger sizes, say above 6 in. in height, 
especially where a simple mechanical switch is all 
that is required for digit selection. 

Fig. 5. 

"11-bar" digital indicator. 
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I 

I-  I-
-Ill 1 

Considering now digital indicators using combina-
tions of lamp elements, an early design using 11 bars 
is shown in Fig. 5, together with the digits formed by 
this system. Decreasing the number of bars to 8, and 
making them thicker (Fig. 6), gives simpler switching, 
together with improved visibility. Alternative forms of 
"3" and "4" are shown. If these alternative forms are 
acceptable, the number of bars can be reduced to 7, 
with further economy in switching. This is current 
American practice. 

Having decided on the number of bars to be used, 
there is still need to consider carefully the exact shape 
and position of the bars, and the way the corners are 
to be mitred, etc. Even quite small changes in design 
can have a large effect on the visual presentation. The 
above general layout should by no means be con-
sidered as final, and recently some other designs, 
based on the above idea, have appeared. 

Where mechanical switching is permissible, the 
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Fig. 6. "8-bar" digital indicator. 

normal type of rotary switch can be used, as the 
fairly high operating voltage, combined with low 
current consumption gives a long contact life with no 
"contact cleaning" problems. Where the switching 
has to be electronic, some form of coding matrix will be 
required, and can be built up of non-linear resistors 
of, say, silicon carbide.8 This type of matrix can be 
used to convert decimal information to the code 
required for the indicator. A technique of switching 
and decoding at low voltages suitable for transistorized 
equipment is being developed. 

The present size range of digits is from 6 in. to 
-17-ir in. high, and there is no basic reason why a I in. 
high indicator should not be made. This could be 
used for photographic read-out, an exposure of 0.02 
seconds through a normal lens being quite adequate. 

Perhaps the greatest advantage of electroluminescent 
indicators is their wide angle of viewing, since all the 
digit's are displayed on the same plane. 

r\o 
lAV n 11 1 \ 

A4 CI IT \ I V 7 
I I 1 \I I / 

Fig. 7. " 14-bar" alphabet indicator. 
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4.2. Alphabet Indicators 

Present alphabet indicators are built upon the same 
idea as the last mentioned digital indicators, except 
that more bars have to be used. Figure 7 shows a 
14 bar design, with some typical letters. This appears 
to be the minimum number required, and several 
designs using 20 or more bars have appeared, the 
extra bars being used to improve the shape of the 
letters. Because of the greater number of bars, many 
small variations in design are possible, and clearly 
there must be a compromise between simplicity of 
switching and the departure from conventional shape 
of the letters that is acceptable. 

5. Conclusions 

The foregoing remarks concerning the switching 
and coding of digital indicators again apply. Because 
of their complexity, the minimum size may have to 
be increased a little over that for digital indicators. 
It is interesting to note that the above alphabet 
indicator can also display the digits 0-9. 

While digital indicators in various forms have been 
in use for many years, little use seems to have been 
made of alphabet indicators, possibly because in the 
past they would have been very complex. With the 
increased use of business computers, no doubt in the 
near future there will be an increased demand for 
indicators of this type. 

July 1961 
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News from the Sections . . . 

West Midlands Section 

At the meeting held on 8th March in Wolverhampton 
College of Technology, Mr. L. Kay gave an account of 
experiments which have been carried out at Birmingham 
University and elsewhere on the echo-location system 
used by bats. 

The acuity achieved by the bat is much better than 
that of any radar or sonar system. In certain experi-
ments, bats were made to fly across a room containing 
wires of diameters down to 0.28 mm; less than 10% 
of the wires were struck. Even with a noise level 
40 dB above the bats' transmission, their performance 
was still very good. 

To explain these facts, Mr. Kay put forward the 
following theory. All bats vary the frequency of their 
transmission, at least during some part of each pulse; 
a typical frequency sweep might cover the range 
80-40 kc/s. When the echo returned, it would therefore 
differ in frequency from the tone then being sent out. 
Since the ear is non-linear, the two sounds would 
produce a beat note, whose frequency would be 
determined by the range of the target. Also, if the 
target were not dead ahead, the two ears would be at 
different distances from the target, and would there-
fore produce slightly different beat notes; this would 
indicate the bearing of the target. 

The basis of the theory was well illustrated by means 
of tape recordings of bat transmissions, suitably 
translated into an audible frequency range. 

D. H. A. 

Scottish Section 

"Measuring the Stability and Spurious Modulation 
Spectra of High Quality Oscillators" was the title of 
a paper read by Mr. A. L. Whitwell, B.Sc. (Associate 
Member) at Edinburgh on the 8th February and at 
Glasgow on the following evening. Improvements in 
the performance of microwave oscillators demanded 
by the general advance of microwave technology in 
various fields were described with reference to some 
of the major applications. These included Doppler and 
m.t.i. (moving target indication) radars, v.h.f. com-
munication and microwave spectroscopy. 

The nature of the output spectrum of typical oscilla-
tors was considered in detail. The spectrum was seen 
to comprise two distinct regions; the first a relatively 
small band of frequencies in which the major power is 
concentrated and the second a wider band of frequen-
cies in which the significant total power output lies, 
including the contribution from undesirable noise 
components. In both regions it was shown that the 
output spectra have the nature of a continum, although 
line frequency components derived from various 
sources may exist and be superimposed on a basic 
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noise spectrum. The significance of oscillator per-
formance in terms of long and short term stability, the 
relative width of the frequency band containing the 
major power components and the nature and distri-
bution of the noise skirts of the response, were con-
sidered in relation to the requirements of narrow-band 
systems incorporating oscillators and requiring a high 
degree of frequency resolution in the associated 
apparatus. A typical example of such requirements is 
the Doppler Radar System. 

Other equipment described and demonstrated 
included a swept r.f. spectrum analyser, a noise analyser 
and a video spectrum analyser used in conjunction 
with a superheterodyne receiver. W. R. E. 

North-Western Section 

For its last two meetings of the 1960-61 Session the 
Section Committee selected topics biased towards 
management and production problems in industry and 
the way in which computers are being applied to their 
solution. On 2nd March, Mr. C. W. Blaxter spoke on 
"Some typical uses of Electronic Data Processing 
Systems" and explained how commercial applications 
can, in many cases, be readily grouped for integrated 
data processing, e.g. wages and labour costing. One 
of the main problems of integration is the change-over 
period when it may be necessary to run the new system 
partially in parallel with existing methods and the 
importance of the initial planning was stressed. An 
integrated system has to give managements only the 
data they would require for immediate action. 

At the final meeting on 6th April, Mr. K. J. 
McCarthy (Associate Member) read a paper on 
"Plant Investigation and Control Using Digital 
Techniques", in which he reviewed industrial informa-
tion systems. The data logger/alarm scanner was 
pioneered in this country some six to seven years ago 
and the original and the majority of present day 
systems are built from relays and uniselectors. Mr. 
McCarthy said that at least one organization had 
already developed a completely transistorized system 
which gave extreme reliability for such equipment. 
The use of computer systems for process control was 
then discussed with particular emphasis ,on the prin-
ciple of progressively increasing automatic control. 
In concluding, Mr. McCarthy pointed out that the 
hardware of such systems was already well in advance 
of the knowledge of how to use them to the best 
advantage. He suggested, however, that the limiting 
factor at present was the natural reluctance of indus-
trial organizations in this country to consider their use 
seriously despite the fact that British systems are now 
being considered and installed by other countries. 

F. J. G. P. 
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on "Aviation Electronics and its Industrial Applications" held in Bristol 
on 7th-8th October 1960. 

Summary: The theory of operation of the tunnel diode is discussed with 
reference to energy levels. Its function as a negative resistance element is 
considered and a simple oscillator circuit and a computer logic circuit are 
given. The advantages of the device for aviation electronics are assessed. 

1. Introduction 

As electronic engineers we have been familiar with 
the single p-n junction as a rectifier for many years. 
More recently we have learned of the useful properties 
of p-n junctions such as avalanche or Zener break-
down, and voltage variable capacitance, and more 
recently still we have begun to hear about the "tunnel 
diode". As it is probable that this device will become 
increasingly important, it would seem timely to 
consider some of its basic properties and uses, and 
how it differs from the p-n junction diodes we already 
know. 

2. Tunnel Diode Operation 

Figures 1(a) and (b) show a typical rectifier diode 
characteristic, with forward conduction starting at 
about 0-3 V. There is also avalanche conduction, 
shown here as starting at about — 10 V. The avalanche 
voltage is controlled by the degree of doping, or the 
impurity content, so that as the semi-conductor is doped 
more heavily, the avalanche voltage will be reduced, 
and at about 6 V Zener conduction will take over from 
avalanche. In a tunnel diode the degree of doping is 
very high indeed and Zener conduction starts almost 
at zero voltage. Also there is another kind of con-
duction, called tunnel conduction, which, as the 
forward voltage increases, causes the current to rise 
and then fall again. The. current voltage curve of a 
typical tunnel diode is shown in Figure 1(c). The fall 
of current with increase of voltage may be described in 
terms of negative resistance, and it is this property of 
the tunnel current which makes the diode useful as a 
circuit element. 

The choice of the term quantum tunnelling is 
unfortunate from the point of view of most engineers 
as it tends to suggest an incorrect physical picture. 
Tunnelling is a process by means of which a current can 

t The Plessey Company Limited, Roke Manor, Romsey, Hants. 
Eastern Ontario Institute of Technology, Ottawa, Canada. 
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leak through an insulator from one conductor to 
another. If the current is to be significant the layer of 
insulator must be very thin indeed. Also the electrons 
or carriers must gain or lose no energy in the process. 
In a tunnel diode the tunnel current flows across a very 
narrow p-n junction between heavily doped, or 
"highly degenerate" p and n regions. Since the 
electrons, when crossing the junction, must gain or 
lose no energy, there must be a source of available 
electrons on one side, and states which can accept 
electrons with this energy on the other. A change of 
bias voltage across the junction causes the energy 

Fig. 
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1. (a) The current-voltage curve for a typical p-n 
rectifier diode. 

(b) The section of (a) within the dotted line redrawn 
with a magnified voltage scale. 

(c) A tunnel diode current-voltage curve drawn on the 
same scale as (b). 
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levels in the p and n regions to change with relation to 
one another causing the current to increase and then 
decrease again. 

Figure 2(a) shows an energy level diagram of such a 
p-n junction. The degenerate p material is shown on 
the right and the n material on the left, and the energy 
levels are shown one above the other. The dotted areas 
represent levels at which electrons exist, and the cross-
hatched areas levels at which electrons cannot exist, 
and this is called the forbidden gap. The areas on 
either side of the junction left unshaded represent 
empty but allowed energy states, and at zero bias the 
energy level between the filled and empty states (the 
Fermi level) is the same on both sides of the junction, 
i.e. filled states on the p side of the junction are oppo-
site filled states on the n side, and empty states are 
opposite empty states. Under these conditions there 
will be, on the average, no current flow in either 
direction. 

A bias voltage across the junction will cause the 
energy levels on one side of the junction to shift with 
relation to those on the other, so that the Fermi level 
will no longer be the same on both sides. Filled states 
will now be opposite empty states, and electrons can 
leak across the junction. Provided the bias voltage is 
small, the current will be proportional to both the 
magnitude and sense of the voltage. A forward bias 
will cause the levels on the n side of the junction to be 

(a) 

N - SIDE JUNCTION P - SIDE 

EMPTY LEVELS 

FORBIDDEN LEVELS 

FILLED.LEvELS.... 
/////2//// 
FORBIDDEN LEVELS, 

FERMI LEVEL 

I FILLED .LEVELS: 

',FORBIDDEN LEVELS; 

EMPTY LEVELS 

Fig. 2. There is a peak of current in the tunnel diode character-
istic when the filled energy levels on the n-side of the 
junctions coincide with empty but allowed energy levels on 
the p-side. 

(a) There is no current at zero bias. 

(b) The tunnel current peak is when the filled levels are opposite 
empty levels. 

(c) The current falls again, because the filled levels are opposite 
forbidden levels. 
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raised with respect to those on the p side, and the 
forward current will increase to a maximum when the 
filled band on the n side is exactly opposite the empty 
states on the p side, as in Fig. 2(b). A further increase 
in the forward bias brings the filled band on the n side 
opposite the forbidden band on the p side, and the 
empty band on the p side opposite the forbidden band 
on the n side, as in Fig. 2(c). Under these conditions 
the tunnel current is turned off again, and the diode is 
at its current minimum. If the forward bias is in-
creased still further the diode is brought into its normal 
forward conduction region and the current increases 
again. 

Fig. 3. The circuit will oscillate when the negative resistance 
is lower than the equivalent shunt loss resistance RL. 

For clarity, Fig. 2 shows the Fermi level as being 
sharply defined, a condition which is only strictly true 
at very low temperatures. However, the principle of 
operation at higher temperatures is basically similar. 

3. Negative Resistance 

The usefulness of the tunnel diode is due to the 
negative resistance part of its characteristic curve. A 
negative resistance results in signal power being 
increased, just as a positive resistance results in signal 
power being dissipated or reduced. If a negative 
resistance is connected across a tuned circuit, as in 
Fig. 3, and the increase of signal power due to the 
negative resistance is greater than the loss due to 
damping, the circuit will oscillate, i.e. any small noise 
signal in the circuit will be amplified more than it is 
attenuated and it will build up as an oscillation. The 
loss in the tuned circuit can be represented as a 
resistance RL, and the condition for an oscillation to 
build up is that RL is greater than — R, so that the 
total value of the two resistahces in parallel is negative. 
The way in which a negative resistance may be used as 
an amplifier can be seen as follows. Consider a 
signal from a source (such as a line) at characteristic 
impedance Ro, as in Fig. 4(a). If we are to obtain the 
maximum power from this signal we must match the 
line to a load which is also 120, and any deviation from 
this will result in a reduction of power. It is possible 
to increase the effective value of a resistance, as seen 
across its terminals, by placing a negative resistance 
in parallel with it (just as a positive resistance would 
reduce the value). Thus we may reduce the value of the 
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SIGNAL 
SOURCE 

LINE IMPEDANCE MATCHED LOAD 
RESISTANCE Ro 

(a) 
• • 

SIGNAL LINE IMPEDANCE 
SOURCE R0 

LOAD 
PRESENTS 
Ro TO LINE 

• • 
(b) 

- R RL 
Ro  

S LOAD 
-R RESISTANCE 

S  Rt. 

Fig. 4. (a) A line matched by load resistance Ro equal to its 
characteristic impedance. 

(b) The load resistance is reduced in value and placed 
in parallel with a negative resistance. 

load resistance RL in Fig. 4(b) while still presenting a 
load of Ro to the line, by placing a negative resistance 
in parallel with RL, as in Fig. 4(b). As the load pre-
sented to the line is unchanged, the signal voltage will 
be unchanged. However, the value of the actual load 
resistance is decreased, and the current, and therefore 
the signal power, in the load is increased. 

4. Bias 

If a tunnel diode is to be used as a negative resistance 
element it must be biased so that it operates on the 
negative resistance part of its characteristic. The way 
in which a negative resistance device may be biased 
depends on the particular type of negative resistance, 
i.e. on whether it is voltage stable or current stable. 
The line AB in Fig. 5(a) represents a negative resistance, 
because as the voltage increases the current decreases, 
or similarly, as the current increases the voltage 
decreases. If we had a device with this characteristic, 
we could bias it to a required working point on its 
characteristic, say at C, with either a current or a 
voltage. However in practical devices the negative 
characteristic ceases at some point and becomes 
positive. (See Fig. 5(b) and (c).) In most devices in 
general use, e.g. the arc, neon bulb, thyratron, four-
layer diode, etc., the end of the negative characteristic 

, CURRENT f 
BIAS 

VOLTAGE I 
BIAS 8 

VOLTS —0-

(a) 

E 
VOLTAGE 
BIAS 

'CURRENT 
C BIAS 

— — 

VOLTS 

(b) 

f I VOLTAGE A BIAS 

I CURRENT 
BIAS 

VOLTS 

(c) 

Fig. 5. The classification of negative resistance devices. 

(a) Simple theoretical negative resistance. 

(b) Current stable device. 

(c) Voltage stable device. 
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marked B is returned to the origin (Fig. 5 (b)), but 
in the tunnel diode it is the end marked A (Fig. 5(c)). 
The dynatront circuit also exhibits this type of nega-
tive resistance. The type of negative resistance shown 
in Fig. 5(b) is called current stable, because a current 
bias defines only one operating point C, while a voltage 
bias could also define points E and F. Similarly the 
operating point C of the tunnel diode (Fig. 5(c)) is 
voltage stable, and a current bias could also define 
G and H. 

A practical tunnel diode oscillator may be con-
structed by using a circuit such as that shown in 
Fig. 6. This is similar to the circuit of Fig. 3 with the 
negative resistance replaced by a tunnel diode and a 
resistor across which a bias voltage can be generated. 
The resistor R must have a small value, considerably 
less than the value of the negative resistance of the 
tunnel diode, because R is the effective source resist-
ance of the bias voltage, and a too high resistance 
would result in an uncertain operating point. There 
is no attempt to decouple R since its presence is useful 
in damping spurious resonances in the circuit. A 
practical negative resistance amplifier can be con-
structed by loading the oscillator to a point where it 
just ceases to oscillate. If a signal is then fed into the 
tuned circuit, an amplified version of the signal may 
be absorbed by a load, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 

TUNNEL 
DIODE 

Fig. 6. A tunnel diode oscillator circuit. The bias voltage for 
the diode is generated by a current / through resistor R. 

5. Pulse Circuits 

In pulse circuits the tunnel diode is used quite 
differently from the way in which it is used in the 
linear circuits discussed above. Rather than being 
biased with a voltage from a small source impedance, 
so that it can be represented in circuits as a negative 
resistance, in most cases it is biased from a high 
impedance similar to the current bias G-H of Fig. 5(c). 
Under these conditions the diode has two stable states 
G and H, and it can be switched from one to the other 
by injecting current pulses. A typical computer logic 
circuit is shown in Fig. 7. In a computer logic system, 
bistable tunnel diode circuits (i.e. flip-flop circuits) are 
triggered from similar circuits through resistors. In 

See, for instance, M. G. Scroggie, "Radio Laboratory Hand-
book," pp. 60-2, 6th edition (Iliffe, London, 1954). 
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.9V 1120p A - -- 2 INPUT 
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INPUT 

2 9K 1.9 

mA 

885FA — I INPUT 

OUTPUT „„ 
LOAD ...PA 

2 I LOAD 
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140p A - - - 

5 mV " 500 mV 

Fig. 7. A tunnel diode computer logic circuit. 

the particular example, two simultaneous inputs are 
required to trigger the flip-flop; and in turn the flip-
flop is capable of providing similar inputs to two more 
diodes. The diode shown is a General Electric 1N2939 
which has a current peak of 1 mA, and a current 
minimum of 140 [JA or less. When it is in its low 
voltage state, on the part of the characteristic marked 
G, each input will contribute 235 zA. Thus if the bias 
current is 650 A one input will raise the diode 
current to 885 t.t.A, which is below the current maximum 
where it will trigger, while two inputs will raise the 
current to 1120 pA where it will trigger, and switch to 

the high voltage part of the curve marked H. Here 
two output loads will reduce the current to 180 .LA, 
which is 40 ILA greater than the current minimum. A 
third load would switch the diode back to its low 
voltage state. A limitation of the circuit in the particu-
lar form shown is that if one of the input voltages were 
reduced to zero, after the diode had switched, it would 
act as another load, and may switch the diode. The 
circuit was designed as part of the decoding arrange-
ment for a computer memory where this did not 
matter. However the limitation may be removed at 
the expense of designing the circuit to withstand four 
loads, which would impose severe tolerance restric-
tions on both the diode and resistors. 

The tunnel diode, then, has at least two funda-
mentally useful characteristics; it has negative resist-
ance, and as a result of this it can be made bistable. 
Although there are other ways in which tunnel diodes 
can be used in both linear and non-linear circuits, the 
examples show ways of using these two characteristics 
of the device. 
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7. Appendix 

An Assessment of the Position of Tunnel Diodes in Aviation Electronics 

Assessing the future usefulness of tunnel diodes in 
the field of aviation electronics is a very dangerous 
exercise, at the moment, because if we are to judge by 
drawing a parallel with the growth of transistor 
applications it will be at least three years before they 
are used in practical aircraft equipment. It is not ever 
very safe to draw this parallel because, except in a 
few well known instances, transistors do not fit 
happily into valve circuits, so the introduction of 
transistors into aviation electronics had to wait until 
a whole equipment could be transistorized. With 
tunnel diodes we have a very different situation for two 
reasons. The characteristics of tunnel diodes are such 
that they will fit readily into transistor circuits, and 
also they do not appear to be as flexible in application 
as transistors, so it is unlikely that we shall see the 
tunnel diode take over all the electronics in an equip-
ment, as we have seen with the transistor. Rather we 
shall see the tunnel diode become part of solid-state 
electronics, and be used along with transistors and 
other solid-state devices where their special charac-
teristics make them the most appropriate device for a 
particular application. We should, then, look at the 
advantages claimed for tunnel diodes, and see where 
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they coincide with the special requirements of aviation 
electronics. 

The main requirements of aviation electronics are 
four. There are "the two R's", ruggedness, and 
reliability. There is the ability to operate over a wide 
temperature range, and low power consumption. It is 
too early to say much about ruggedness and reliability 
except that present day tunnel diodes, which we must 
remember are early tunnel diodes, are better than the 
early transistors. Furthermore, the nature of the 
tunnel diode is such that it would lead us to expect 
reliability, and stability of its characteristics. They 
are essentially low power devices because the important 
part of the tunnel diode characteristic is at voltages 
lower than that required for normal forward conduc-
tion. The temperature range over which they will 
operate depends largely on the circuit chosen. It has 
been shown that there is a negative resistance over a 
temperature range from that of liquid helium to well 
above the temperature at which transistors made from 
the same semi-conductor will operate, and for this 
reason, it is possible for some circuits to work 
adequately over a very wide range of temperature 
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indeed. However, many tunnel diode circuits require 
great stability of the diode characteristic, and will 
have a much more limited working temperature range. 
An example of such a circuit is the resistor-coupled 
tunnel diode logic circuit discussed earlier which has 
been considered widely for computer applications. 

Advantages which have been claimed for tunnel 
diodes are as follows:— 

(a) They are simple two terminal negative resist-
ances. 

(b) High frequency operation. 

(c) Fairly low noise. 

(d) A resistance to neutron bombardment which is 
greater than that of transistors. 

The simplicity of some tunnel diode circuits is perhaps 
their most attractive feature. They will almost 
certainly find application as low power oscillators, 
and particularly as high frequency oscillators. A 
simple way of making a transistor bistable is to add a 
tunnel diode to the emitter base circuit. There are 
simple level discriminator circuits, harmonic generating 
circuits, and many others. Their reported noise 
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figure and gain-bandwidth product should make 
them attractive as ultra high frequency pre-amplifiers 
in applications where parametric amplifiers are 
disqualified by their complexity. Resistance to neutron 
bombardment has been given as an advantage 
now that nuclear motors are being considered for 
aircraft. However it may be difficult to make use of 
this advantage, as it is expected that tunnel diodes will 
be used in circuits along with other more neutron-
sensitive semi-conductor components. 

It appears probable, then, that with improvements in 
tunnel diode technology, and more experience of the 
stability of their characteristics with time, we shall see 
their use, in aircraft electronic equipment, along with 
other semi-conductor components. However, design 
engineers will incorporate tunnel diodes in aircraft 
equipment only if manufacturers are prepared to 
back further development effort to improve the device 
characteristics, and to reduce the cost to approxi-
mately that of other low-power diodes. 

Manuscript received by the Institution on 11th February, 1961 
(Paper No. 653) 
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HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE GENERATOR USING 
TRANSISTORS 

Transistors of the p-n-p type are especially suitable for 
the generation of steep-front positive pulses; unfortunately, 
these pulses are usually limited to small amplitudes 
because of the low voltage rating of suitable transistors. 
A Canadian engineer has described a method of cascading 
transistors to produce steep-front positive pulses of any 
desired amplitude. The circuit produces pulses of 100 volts 
amplitude, with rise times of 0.05 microseconds and fall 
times of 0.5 microseconds. 

"Cascaded transistors produce high voltage pulses", F. C. 
Creed. Canadian Electronics Engineering, 5, No. 3, pp. 51, 55, 
March 1961. 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT DESIGN 

A technique has been developed by a lecturer at the 
University of Melbourne for the design of transistor feed-
back amplifiers, based on the use of impedance mismatches 
between stages. Expressions are derived from the trans-
mittance of the four basic building blocks—the series and 
shunt single stage feedback amplifiers and the current and 
voltage feedback pairs—and methods of interconnection 
which achieve the mismatch are considered. The expres-
sions for the transmittance are both simple and highly 
accurate, yet they involve no quantitative information 
about the transistors at all. Three examples in the use of 
the design technique are given, covering the audio and 
video frequency ranges up to 20 Mc/s. 

"An engineering approach to the design of transistor feedback 
amplifiers", E. M. Cherry. Proceedings of the Institution of 
Radio Engineers Australia, 22, pp. 303-20, May 1961. 

VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND FACSIMILE 

A vestigial sideband system for the high-speed trans-
mission of facsimile signals has been described in a recent 
Japanese paper. The system uses simple methods of per-
forming homodyne detection and eliminating quadrature 
distortion. In the transmitter, the maximum modulation 
factor is set at a small value, and the carrier frequency is 
constantly transmitted. In the receiver, the even symmetry 
components around the carrier frequency of the received 
signal pass through a band-pass filter in which the phase-
modulated components are eliminated. The amplitude 
components are then suppressed by a limiter, the output of 
which is used as the carrier frequency for homodyne 
detection. Thus homodyne detection can easily be per-
formed without resorting to an alc. system. 

"A new type of vestigial-sideband fascimile system", 
K. Kubota and K. Kobayashi. Review of the Electrical Com-
munication Laboratory (NTT), 9, pp. 85-90, January/February 
1961. (In English). 
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NANOSECOND PULSE GENERATOR 

A pulse generator built by members of the High Tem-
perature Laboratory of the Stuttgart Technical High School 
has recently been described which supplies a square-wave 
pulse with an amplitude of 280 V and a duration that can 
be continuously controlled between 20 ns and 14 t.t.s. Rise 
and decay, as measured between 10% and 90 % of the pulse 
amplitude, takes place within 10 ns. The ripple of the 
pulse top is less than 5% of the pulse amplitude. The 
shape of the composite pulse is found by adding three in-
dividual pulses of different characteristics. The first of these 
rises steeply, the second has a horizontal top, and the third 
has a steep trailing edge. The generating circuit for the 
composite pulse is assembled with electron tubes, for they 
permit better synchronization than do transistors. 

"The production of controlled square wave pulses in the nano-
second range", F. Maisenhalder, H-D. Purps and E. Pfender. 
Archiv der Elektrischen Ubertragung, 15, pp. 253-6, May 1961. 

TUNNEL DIODE POWER SUPPLY 

Tunnel diodes, being very low impedance devices, 
require low impedance power sources but conventional 
supplies are bulky and inefficient. Introduction of new 
thermoelectric materials makes it feasible to build supplies 
with desirable characteristics, and designers at the National 
Research Council of Canada have employed bismuth 
telluride thermocouples heated by nichrome ribbon. 
Advantages derived are: (1) very low output resistance at 
reasonable efficiency (about 24%); (2) negligible ripple 
when operated _from an a.c. source; (3) ability to vary 
output potential smoothly and continuously over the 
entire range; (4) ability to operate from a source of a.c. or 
d.c. power at almost any impedance level. 

"Low impedance thermoelectric device powers tunnel diodes", 
E. L. R. Webb and J. K. Puffer. Canadian Electronics Engineer-
ing, 5, pp. 38-43, February 1961. 

DIELECTRIC LENSES 

Using Luneburg's spherical dielectric lens theories, the 
authors of a French paper show how a complete dielectric 
system can be adjusted by focusing individually and collec-
tively the component lenses or reflectors, the latter being 
lenses metallized over part of their surfaces. Many 
experimental results and methods of measuring the elec-
trical characteristics of lenses and reflectors are given. The 
design principles of an omni-directional dielectric reflector 
are mentioned and the performance of an ordinary metallic 
reflector is compared with that of a dielectric one to 
demonstrate the advantages of the latter. 

"Experimental studies of spherical dielectric lenses and 
reflectors", B. Chiron and F. Holvoet-Vermaut. L'Onde 
Electrique, 41, pp. 481-9, May 1961. 
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